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ASSEMBLY.CONCURRENT RESOLUTION No. 128 

STATE OF NEW JERSEY 

INTRODUCED APRIL 1, 1974 

By Assemblymen PELLECCHIA, PERSKIE, LITTELL, SHELTON, 

WOltTHINGTON and NEW:MAu.~ 

(Without Reference) 

A CoNOUBBENT REsoLUTION proposing an amendment to Article 

IV, Section VII, paragraph 2 of the Constitution of the State 

of New Jersey. 

1 BB r.r nBOLvEo by the General Assembly of the State of New 

2 Jersey (the Setlate concurrittg): 

1 1. The following proposed amendment to the Constitution of the 

2 State of New Jersey is hereby agreed to: 

PBOPOSBD AMBNDMBNT 

3 Amend Arti~le IV, Section VII, paragraph 2 .to read as follows: 

4 2. No gambling of any kind shall be authorized by the Legis-

5 l&ture unless the specific kind, restrictions and control thereof 

6 have been heretofore submitted to, and authorized by a majority 

7 of the votes cast by, the people at a ::;pecial election or shall 

8 hereafter be submitted to, and authorized by a majority of the 

9 votes cast thereon by, the legally qualified voters of the State 

lO vot!.ng at a general election, except that, without any such sub-

11 mismon or auth,orization ; 

12 A. It shall .be lawful for bona fide veterans, charitable, educa-

13 tional, religious or fraternal organizations, civic and service clubs, 

14 r:enior citizen associations· or clubs, volunteer fire companies and 

15 fu-st-aid or rescue squads to conduct, under such restrictions and 

16 control as shall from time' to time be prescribed by the Legislature 

17 by law, games of chance of, and restricted to, the selling of rights 
18 to participate, the awarding of· prizes, in the specific kind of game 

19 of oha.nce sometimes known as bingo or lotto, played with cards 

20 bearing numbers or other designations, fh·e or more in one line, 

21 the holder covering numbers as objects, similarly numbered, are 

22 drawn from a receptacle and the game being won by the person 

~· .. ;who ftrst,oovers a.previ:Owsly designated arrangl)ment of numbers 
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24 on such a card, when the entire net proceeds of such games of chanCl~ 

25 are to be devoted to edu~ational, charitable, patriotic, religious or 

26 public-spirited u::us, nnd in the case of senior citizen associations 

:17 or clubs to the ~:;upport of sur.h orgunizntion11, in any municipality, 

28 in which a majority of thl' qualified voter~~, \·oting thereon, at a 

29 <feDeral or 11pecial election as the !!Ubmission thereof shall be pre~ 

30 1101ibed by the Legislature by law, shall authorize the conduct of 
!i1 such games of chance therein. 

32 B. It shall be lawful for the Legislature to authorize, by law, 

3S bona fide veterans, charitable, educational, religious or fraternal 

34 organizations, civic and service clubs, volunteer fire companies and 

35 first-aid or rescue squads to conduct games of chance of, and 

36 restricted to, the selling of rights to participate, and the awarding 

37 of prizes, in the specific kinds of games of chance sometimes known 

38 as raftles, conducted by the drawing for prize11 or by the allotment 

39 c f prizes by chance, when the entire net proceeds of such games of 

40 chance arc to be devoted to educational, charitable, patriotic, 

41 religious or public-spirited uses, in any municipality, in which such 

42 law shall be adopted by a majority of the qualified voters, voting 

43 thereon, at a general or 11peciul election as the submi11sion thereof 

44 shall be prescribed by law and for the Legislature, from time to 

45 time, to restrict and control, by law, the conduct of such games of 

46 chance and 

47 C. It shall be lawful for the Legislature to authorize the conduct 

48 of State lotteries restricted to the selling of rights to participate 

49 therein and the awarding of prizes by drawings when the entire 

50 net proceeds of any such Iotter~· shall be for State institutions, 

5~ 8t.ate aid for education. 

5~ D. It shall be lawful fot· the Lt!lislaf.urt to enact general or 

53 speciallau.·s under which gamblitlg house.~ or casittos may be estab-
/ 

1:'4 Ushetl attd owned by and operated ufld<r the authorily and control 

55 of the State, and may be located ifl specified mutHcipaUties •. The 

56 type and number of suc1~ casinos or ga1nblitt.11 houses and of the 

57 gambling games which may be cot1d11ded in atty such esta.blishmettt 

58 shaU be determined by or pursuant to lnw. The entire net proceeds 

59 of a..y. gambling establishment operated by the State under au-

60 thority of this subparagraph shall be paid into the State Treaaury 

61 to be used for public purposes throug1~ appropriatiotiB. No gam-

62 l:Zing establishment avthorieed uflder this subparagraf'h shoU be 

6J located v;ithin the territorial limits of at1y mut1icipality uflless the 

64 questioti of permitting the location tliereitt of such establishmfmts 

tiS f'Ur.tt~t.mt to the IJarticultJr law authorising the same shoU Aave beew 
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submitted to the rofers of llae mutaicipolity itt question and to the 

voters of the c61Hdy wlt.erein said mu.nicipalit" is located, in such 

mafl.ffer and form as said law shall provide at an,y ge'neral or special 

election, and shall hat'e been appmt:etl by a majori-ty of the voters 

of the COUnty afkl·Of tke said tntmicipalif.lJ 'VOting thereon. 

2. When this proposed amendment to the Constitution is finally 

agreed to, pursuant to Article IX, paragraph 1 of the Constitution, 

it shall be submitted to the people at the next general election 

occurring more than 3 months after such final agreement and shall 

be published at least once in at least one newspaper of each county 

designated by the President of the Senate and the Speaker of the 

General .Assembly and the Secretary of State, not less than ~ 

months prior to said general election. 

3. This proposed amendment to the Constitution shall be sub

mitted to the people at said election in the following manner and 

form: 

There shall be printed on ead1 official ballot to be used at such 

general election, the following: 

1. In every municipality in which voting machines are not used, 

a legend which shall immediately precede the question, as follows: 

If you favor the proposition printed below make a cross (X), 

plus ( ;-) or check ( v) in the square opposite the word ''Yes.'' If 

you tt.re opposed thereto make a cross (X), plus ( +) 0r check ( V) 

in the square opposite the word "No." 

2. In every municipality the following question: 

Yes. 

CASINO GAMBLING 

Shall the amendment of the Constitu
tion, agreed to by the Legislature, (1) au
thorizing the Legislature to enact general 
or special laws permitting the establish-
ment and operation under the authority 
and control of the State of gambling 
houses or casinos which may be located 

1-----t·-----t in specified municipalities, (2) providing 
tha.t the entire net proceeds of any such 
establishments shall be paid into the 
State Treasury, and (3) prohibiting the 
location of any such gambling establish-

No. 
ment within any municipality unless 
the voters of both the municipality and 
the county in which the municipality is 
located have approved such location by 
referendum, be approved f 
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BTATEKENT 

This resol-qtion propoeee a oonstitutiOD&l amendment to authorize 

casino gambling. It replaces .Assembly Concurrent Resolution 

No. 50 at!d iucorporatctt change~ in that resolution devt'loped and 

appro\·ed hy the Assembly Judiciary Committee. 

i 
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ASSEMBLYMAN ELDRIDGE HAWKINS (Chairman): Ladies 

and Gentlemen, if we can have your attention and have a 

little order, we are going to begin' this public hearing. 

This public hearing on Assembly Concurrent 

Resolution 128, which proposes an amendment to the Con

stitution, is being held by the Assembly Judiciary,Law, 

Public Safety and Defense Committee by direction of the 

General Assembly and in accordance with the procedure 

for consideration of proposed amendments to the Consti

tution, directed by the Constitution and the Rules of 

the Senate. 

Assembly Concurrent Resolution 128 would 

authorize the Legislature to enact general or special 

laws permitting the establishment and operation of 

gambling casinos which would be operated under the 

authority and control of the State and wmich could 

be loca&ed in specified municipalities. 

Under this proposed constitutional amendment, 

no casino could be established in a municipality unless 

the voters of both lbhe municipa.J.ity and the county had 

approved it at a referendum. 

Assembly Concurrent Resolution 128 is identical 

in content to Assembly Concurrent Resolution 50, as it 

was amended by the Assembly Judiciary,Law,Public Safety 

and Defense Committee and reported by the Committee on 

April l, 1974. 

I am going to follow, as closely as possible, 

the proposed agenda and I am going to exercise the 

prerogative of the Chair in limiting debates and in 

limiting the testimony, if I see that the testimony 

and the debate is getting repetitive. 

I am going to be as considerate as I can, 

allowing everyone to give new ideas, but when I see 

that the ideas that are corning forth from a speaker 

1 



are ideas that we have heard before, as I have stated, 
I am going to limit you. So, don't feel slighted. You 

have been 15orewarned. We are here to gather facts.
gather 'lnfoilnatlon-:.- -aridwe are not necessarily here 

to hear eve~body state the same thing over again. 

Although, if you have something to say that has been 

said before, and you just wish to allow the Committee 

the privilege to hear your opinion, you may simply 

state, 11 I am giving testimony in line with that 

testimony given by speaker so-and-so", so that we do 

not necessarily have to hear the entire statement all 

over again. 

The first speaker is going to be the prime 

sponsor of the bill, Assemblyman Vincent 0. Pellecchia. 

A S S E M B L Y M A N V I N C E N T P E L L E C C H I A: 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have a prepared·statement and 

after the prepared statement I would like to make just 

a few remarks. I have circulated the prepared state

ment among the Committee. 

My name is Vincent Ozzie Pellecchia amd I am 

a New Jersey Assemblyman from District 35, Passaic 

County. I served as Vice Chair.man of the New Jersey 

Gambling Study Commission in 1972. We conducted eight 

public hearings in various locations th~oughout the 

State and heard testimony from more than 60 witnesses. 
The Commission report, dated February 5, 1973, was 

submitted to the Governor and Legislature - pursuant 
to SCR-58 "TOCRT-of 1972. -- This report consisting of 

72 pages should be entered as evidence for this public 

hearing. 

At this time I wish to bring to your attention 
certain highlights of that report: 

1. In an eua of fiscal stringency, legalized 

gambling holds forth a promise of providing substan

tial revenues through as nearly a painless method as 

can be conceived. 
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2. In an era increasingly vexed by problems 

of crime ana ~orruption, legalization of gambling is 

put forward as a means of undercutting organized crime 

by depriving it of the revenues which it now derives 

from illegal gambling,most of which it controls~ 

freeing law enforcement manpower and resources for use 

aginst both the "organized crime" and the violent 

"street crime 11 which alarm the people and undermine social 

order~ and eliminating opportunities and temptations for 

the corruption of various public officials whose pro

tection is necessary to the survival of most illegal 

gambling operations. 

3. In an era when assertion of personal liberty 

against State control has been ever more vociferously 

expressed, the legalization of gambling would remove 

restrictions on personal actions which many people 

resent as puritanical, hypocritical, repressive and 

archaic. 

Thus, our findings were as follows: 

1. Gambling, legal or illegal, is widespread, 

has been highly practiced at all times in living memory 

and historical record, and will in all probability 

continue to be widely practiced, regardless of legal 

status. 

2. Public sentiment in New Jersey is generally 

favorable to extension of legalized gambling. 

3. Scandal and abuses of gambling h~ve consis
tently resulted not from legalization, but from inadequate 

controls over gambling. 

4. The success of legalization in those areas 

where it has been applied, has been related both to the 

strictness of regulation and to the flexibility of the 

regulatory mechanism. 

Look at ~he success of the New Jersey Lottery 

3 



with its flexibility and compared to the fact that 

Bingo for senior citizens had to be voted upon at a 

general election. Hopefully, the New Jersey lottery 

will soon offer a legalized numbers system to effectiveJ.y 

compete with the illegal numbers racket. In February 

1973, a discussion paper "Legalized Numbers", a plan 

to operate a legal numbers game was prepared by the 

staff of the New York City Off Track Betting Corporation. 

New York could implement that plan through their computer 

system almost overnight. 

Vermont has recently approved jai alai; Con

necticut is proceeding on off-track betting~ and 

Massachusetts is proceeding on sports betting and off

track betting. New York will soon expand OTB.to the 

entire State. On July 11, 1973, Robert L. Broday, 

Senior Vice President for New York City's OTB Corpor

ation, made the following progress report before the 

National Conference on Public Gaming: OTB was formed 

with $4.8 million of start-up loans from New York City 

which has since been repaid. In its first full year 

of operation, New York City OTB handled $300 million 

of wagers and earned $17.3 million of profit. In its 

second fiscal year the handle was near $600 million 

and profits between $43-44 million. There are 2,600 
employees in the 110 offices in New Y0 rk City which 

would rank New York City's OTB 230th on the Fortune 

Magazine 500 of United States Corporations. OTB has 
become the ~iggest retail business in New York City . 

• These monies have been diverted from the illegal to the 

legal. 

Possible revenue from legalized gambling is 

substantial, but has often been exaggerated and is not 

the most significant justification for legalization. 

However, \:the example of OTB sbould be a lesson for 

all of us. 
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Among officials involved in law enforcement 

there seems to be general agreement that a dispropor

tionate amount of time, manpower, and other resources 

is devoted to enforcement of existing anti-gambling 

laws, both in relation to the actual benefits achieved 

and in relation to the amount of such resources thus 

diverted from more urgent needs of public order and 

safety. 

There is general agreement that organized 

crime derives considerable revenue from illegal gambl

ing operations and law enforcement officials agree 

that revenue from this source is used to finance 

meny other criminal erldeavors, including the takeover 

of legitimate businesses and the corruption of public 

officials. 

In some forms, the establishment of a legal 

gambling "industry 11 can be expected to have locally 

beneficial economic impact. 

Conclusions and Recommendations - 1. A 

referendum on casino gambling be submitted to the 

citizenry at a general election. 2. An adequate 

regulatory system be devised and given broad jurisdiction 

to encompass all the modes of gambling, present or 

future. 

This has been a synopsis of the important high

lights of the report. My fellow members devoted many 

hours and days to do the proper job to which we were 

assigned. I wish to publicly taank them on behalf of 

the people of this state for their time and effort to 

prepare the report. 

That is the end of the written statement and I 

have a few more comments. 

I would also like to publicly thank Senator 

Dumont, who was the Chaimman of that Commission. He 

certainly ran a tight ship and did a yeoman's job. 

I'd like to make clear, especially for my 
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constituents, the reason why I have proposed and 

introduced this bill. The prime reason is that I 

am concerned with the amount of unemployment now 

existing in the State. This, according to the 

Depodwin Report that was made during the Sears 

Commission, who investigated the same problem, con

tended that there was possibly 20 to 30 thousand jobs 

to be had at that time, which was 3 years ago. 

They also quoted that there would be $2 to 

$3 hundred million mn revenue~ that is not counting 

roll-up of the additional jobs that may exist, such 

as extra laur:.dries and bakeries and restaurants and 

hotels. Obviously, there is going to have to be rapid 

transit throughout the State if we have this. This 

would also create jobs. 

I'd like to, at this time, just make a state

ment that I did contact the Attorney General's office 

yesterday, as a courtesy call,to tell him that I was 

about to make a statement in reference to what I feel 

is a very, very important problem that I consider 

should be taken care of at this time, so that there is 

no chance tnat the people of the State of New Jersey 

would not have a fair chance to vote their own opinion 

in the referendum. I refer, of course, to the fact 

that during the two or three years past, the Las 

Vegas Sun - a newspaper from Las Vegas, which I have 

with me - has taken credit for having prevented New 

Jersey from having casino gambling. They joke about 

it and they say, "part of my pride" because they had 

defeated the bill at that time. 

So, you see, they have a monopoly and they 

intend to keep that monopoly, and they are going to 

spend millions of dollars to prevent money from coming 

into New Jersey and to prevent us from having legalized 

gambling in this State. 
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I also would imagine that the racketeers from 

New York and, yes, from New Jersey- and we have them -

will be spending a lot of money to defeat this referendum. 

Th~t is the end of my statement. I will submit 

to questioning. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Thank you very much, 

Assemblyman Pellecchia. 

Prior to allowing questions from the panel, 

I would like to introduce the panel. On my left is 

Assemblyman Doyle; Assemblyman Bate, Vice Chairman~ 

Assemblyman Gregorio and Assemblyman Codey. 

Dces the committee have any questions? 

ASSEMBLYMAN GREGORIO: Mr. Pellecchia, there 

is a very important possibility that you menti~ned. 

I'd like to find out, do you have any reason--

or why do you think there is a possibility for monies 

from Las Vegas, or fiDcom organized crime,, to come into 

New Jersey to prevent this referendum from passing? 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: Assemblyman, that is 

a very good question. 

The fact of the matter is, if they took credit 

for it then, three years ago, and if the racketeers 

that are now flourishing in the State of New Jersey 

and in New York, see their empires in jeopardy- and 

the monopoly that Nevada has - they are obviously 

going to be pouring money into this to defeat this 

referendum, and they will probably use well-meaning 

people who honestly believe that we shouldn't have 

gambling. 

The only actual proof I have is their own 

words from Vegas. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GREGORIO: Very interesting point. 

I just wonder, do you have any recommendations on how 

you think we can prevent this from happening? 
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ASSEMBLYMAN BELLECCHIA: Only through the 

Attorney General•s office, to make sure that there is 

a vigil kept on this coming referendum. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GREGORIO: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Are there any further 

questions? 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOYLE: Assemblyman, you mentioned 

20 or 30 thousand jobs, were you quoting from some 

report that indicated that casino gambling would pro

vide that number of jobs? 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: Yes, I was, Assembly

man. It was quoted from the Depodwin Report that was 

sought out by the Sears Commission - or during that 

period of time. I have the report here - 11 The 

Feasibility of Casino Gambling for New Jersey~; Horace 

J. Depodwin Associates, Inc. They 11 guesstimate• it; there 

is no actual way of telling. They 11 guesstirnate 11 it -

that there will be 20 to 30 thousand jobs involved. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOYLE: How many sites did they 

think there would be for casino gambling to provide 

those jobs? 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: They talk in terms of, 

I would imagine, at least three. I am not quite clear 

on that - three different sites. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOYLE: In the resolution, it is 

mentioned, 11 gambling houses or casinos 11 ; did you mean 

those words interchangeably, or did you mean something 

different by gambling houses as ppposed to casinos, 

particularly in light of the testimony on OTB? 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: Assemblyman, I think 

that this would have to be decided by enabling legis

lation. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOYLE: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BATE: Mr. Chairman? 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Assemblyman Bate? 
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ASSEMBLYMAN BATE: Assemblyman Pellecchia, in 

the course of your statement you have indicated the 

following: Scandal and abuses of gambling have con

sistently resulted, not from legalization, but from 

inadequate controls over gambling. Of course, I know 

that you envision certain controls, very adequate 

controls,over gambling and I'd like to know what, 

specifically, you believe is necessary, by way of 

controls, to make sure that this is an honestly run 

operation? 

ASSEMBEYMAN PELLECCHIA: Well, I honestly 

believe that it would have to be State controlled 

and State operated. In the course of that, I think 

we should use the same method that is used to protect 

ourselves with the race tracks, with the Commission 

that presently exists. Even though it is a privately 

owned corporation, we still have stingent controls over 

it. 

On the Lottery, I think, all and all, it was a 

very successful Lottery •. I would like to add one 

thing on the Lottery. When it was first proposed,the 

amount of money that they"guesstimated" they would 

derive from the Lottery was $10 million. In the first 

18 months of operation of the Lottery, Commissioner 

Batch, who appeared before our Commission, said that 

they had derived $210 million during that 18-month 

period as gross and $180 million, net. That was the 

first 18 months. Since then we have been on a down

grade beca~se other states have taken up the Lottery. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BATE: To use your designation, 

you make mention of the fact that "racketeers" are 

interested, and have been interested, in defeating this 

referendum. Do you have any specific information that 

you could provide for the committee, either now or 

privately? 
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ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: No, I have no such 

evidence, other than a "gut reaction". I know if I 

had an empire and I wanted to hold on to that empire, 

I'd do everything possible to do that. Knowing some 

of the actions that have been taken within the State 

of Nevada, I can do nothing else but to guess that they 

are going to do the same thing again. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BATE: I don't mean to be facetious 

but you made reference to the Las Vegas Sun. Do you 

have any idea what the circulation of the Las Vegas 

Sun is in the State of New Jersey? 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: Well, I don't think 

that is pertinent. Maybe it ought to be circulated 

because of the fact that they are deciding the destiny 

of the State of New Jersey. Maybe we ought to start 

circulating it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Mr. Pellecchia, do you 

have any idea how much gross, or net, the private 

entrepreneurs in Las Vegas are making - or in the 

State of Nevada? 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: I am sure there are 

other people who will testify to that. I don't have 

those figures but I know that there are people here 

who will have some of those figures and will give them 

to you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Are there any other 

questions? 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOYLE: One other question, Mr. 

Chairman. 

Assemblyman Pellecchia, do you think that the 

installation of casino gambling will change, by one 

iota, the amount of illegal gambling that goes on in 

this state? 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: By all means. You take 

the gambling that goes on on any given Saturday, during 
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football season, or the gambling that goes on on any 

day with any sport that is being played, or the 

horse betting that is going on throughout the State-

Take that away from them. I think those people who are 

in the forefront of gambling would have to look elsewhere 

for the monies that they use in other projects. I 

honestly do think it will stop - or prevent - quite 

a bit of t.his gambling that is going on . 

I am sure not all of it, because the credit 

amount is there. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOYEE: There is nothing in this 

bill that would allow people to gamble on football games 

or numbers, legally, is there? 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: Absolutely not. How

ever, let's make this clear: This bill merely deals 

with the ~ight of the people of this State to have an 

election on whether they believe in casino-type gambling 

or not. And then the Legislature, through enabling 

legislation, will be the ones to determine what would 

be legal and what won't be legal. Other people will 

also have an input on that. 

ASSEl"lBLYMAN DOYEE: Thank you, Assemblyman. 

ASSE¥illLYMAN HAWKINS: Assemblyman Pellecchia, 

we thank you very much for your testimony. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PELLECCHIA: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: The next presentation 

will be given by Mr. Charles C. Carella, Executive 

Director of the State Lottery Commission. Mr. Carella, 

welcome. 

C H A R L E S C. C A R E L L A: Mr. Chairman, 

my name is Charles C. Carella, Executive Director of 

the New Jersey State Lottery. 

At the outset, sir, let me indicate to you 

that I must leave today in a very short period of time. 

I have another engagement somewhere else in the State 

and must accompany the Governor to that engagement 
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Should there be any additional questions that 

you may wish to ask of me, either privately or at 

another hearing, I will be very happy to accommodate 

any of the questions that the Committee may have. 

A~S:l:MBLYMAN HAWKINS: Mr. Carella, what time 

do you have to leave? 

MR. CARELLA: I have to leave at 11:00 o'clock, 

sir. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Approximately how long would 

you summize it will take you to read this statement in-

to the record? 

MR. CARELLA: I think 10 minutes. I don't think 

it will take any longer. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Then you would have 

approximately 20 minutes for questions? 

MR. CARELLA: Sure. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: You may proceed. 

MR. CARELLA: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

Governor Byrne asked me to appear here today 

to present the views of his administration on Assembly 

Concurrent Resolution 128. 

In the colonial days and thereafter, there 

were few statutory limitations on gambling and numerous 

games of chance were popular with our citizens. How

ever, as with many other things, the lack of sufficient 

governmental supervision permitted unscrupulous people 

to take advantage of the participants for their own 

personal interest. The various gambling scandals of 

the late 1800's, such as the Louisiana State Lottery, 

resulted in an anti-gambling movement and the adoption 

of stringent legislation. In New Jersey, an anti

gambling provision was inserted into the State 

Constitution in 1897. 

However, since that time public sentiment 

towards various types of gambling seems to have changed. 
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In 1939, the citizens of New Jersey approved parimutuel 

horse racing; in 1953 the citizens authorized certain 

defined groups to run bingos and raffles; in 1959 the 

citizens approved certain amusement games of chance on 

boardwalks; in 1969 the citizens authorized the 

institution of a State Lottery and extended the 

authority for amusement games of chance to agricultural 

fairs;and in 1972 the citizens permitted senior citizen 

groups to run bingos and raffles. 

The change in public attitude, which lead to the adoption 

of these various exceptions to our anti-gambling constitutional pro-

vision, can be attributed tothe popularity of these forms of gambling, 

and the fact that the public feels that they can be legally and honestly 

operated under the close supervision of the State. The continued parti-

cipation by the public in these legalized gambling operations is 

based in part on the fact that there has been trust and confidence 

in the various operations • 

Many people in this State are now convinced that the 

majority of the citizens of this State are in favor of casino gambling. 
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- . - -____ ___,_ ___ ----·---

Obviously, the best way to determine this would be by placing the 

question on the ballot. 

During the recent gubernatorial campaign, Governor Byrne 

• 
indicated that he would not object to the submission of this question 

to the citizens of this State. 

Governor Byrne also indicated that he would object to and 

campaign against any constitutional amendment on casino gambling unless 

.the legislation contained certain provisions. First, that the casinos 
• 

would be owned and operated by the State of New Jersey. Second, that 

if a majority of the citizens of this State approve of casino gambling, 

the Legislature would not permit the establishment of a casino in any 

particular location Unless it was approved by the voters of both the .. 

county and municipality involved. Third, that casinos be permitted in 
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a defined and limited area, such as Atlantic City, as a pilot project ~ 

for a period of time. 

Assembly Concurrent Resolution 128 complies with the first 
• 

two conditions. It does provide that the casinos will be owned and 

operated by the State. It does require that the casino question be 

submitted to the people of this State this NOvember, and if approved, 

thereafter to the citizens of the county and municipality of the 

designated site or sites. It does not, however, limit casino gambling 

to any one location nor in any way limit the number or locations of 

·such casinos. 

Governor Byrne has publicly indicated that he will not 
• 

object to this measure, provided it is clearly understood that if the 

referendum is approved in November, the first authorized location would 
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be Atlantic City, sabject to local referenda. Further, he has re-

quested that the Legislature not approve of any other locations for at 

least five years. This period of time is necessary for the establishment • 

and evaluation of a casino gambling operation in Atlantic City. It 

gives the State an opportunity to develop and perfect a State program 

before facilities at other"locations are authorized. 

I have been asked by the Governor to state for the 

record why such a limitation is critical to the operation of casino 

gambling. 

At the request of the Governor, I have personally gathered 

information regarding casino gambling presently authorized in the 

United States and other parts of the world. Casino gambling is legal 

in Nevada, Puerto Rico, and in approximately 21 foreign countries. In 
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Panama and to some degree in Monte Carlo, the gambling facilities are 

owned and operated by·fue government. In most other places the casinos 

are owned by private interests subject to some type of control and 

taxation by the respective governments. The types of games, hours, 

' 

locations and governmental controls vary substantially among jurisdictions. 

Some of you, I am sure, are familiar with the casino gambling 

• facilities in Las Vegas, Nevada. Under the control of the Nevad~ 

Gambling Commission, gambling is permitted 24 hours a day in t.hP-

casinos and slot machines are permissible in almost any public pluce. 

Gambling bets are as low as $.10 and gambling machines and facilities 

are located so as to attract persons of all walks of life, both resi-

dents and non-residents. Competition between casino operations to 
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attract clients is permitted. The casino operation in Las Vegas is 

more flamboyant and less restricted than in most other areas. It 

should also be pointed out that this operation should not necessarily 

.. 
be considered as a re7enue producer. 

It appears that the Las Vegas type operation would also 

create the greatest number of law enforcement problems, as I assume 

will be pointed out by the testimony of others involved in law en-

forcement. Any attempt to create a similar setting in New Jersey would 

be intolerable and will meet with strong opposition by this Administration. 

----------------------

In contrast, Puerto Rico has authorized only 12 casinos and 

has enacted strict regulations. The casinos are confined to large 

tourist hotels, only a limited number of games are permitted, no 

alcoholic beverages are permitted on the casino premises, the minimum 

bet is $2.00, and the hours and dress of clients are regulated. 
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Casino gambling as authorized in Puerto Rico is intended to attract 

tourists rather than to create a source of revenue, as clearly shown 

by the fact that the casino operations are governed by the Department 

of Tourism. It is my understanding that less than 10% of the players 

at the casinos in Puerto Rico are residents of the island. Similar 

casinos are operated in Great Britain and Panama. 

This administration strongly recommends that if the 

casino gambling question is approved by the citizens of this State, 
• ' • I 

enabling legislation shoul~ be ,,des.i.qned to provide a dignified 

and subduf:ld atmospliere.:i.n t.be ganil:>ling casinos and contain limi-

tations and restrictions ~imilar to those existing in areas such 

as Puerto. Rico/ Great Britain and .. Panama - and I might add Monte 

Carlo. The legislative gqal shou.).d not be to maximize the source 
' 

of revenue~ it should be to encoura-ge tourism and to draw patron

• ·'-.ag~ a)'/,ay from ille~al gambt~F:¥1 ~~t;cltions, if at all possible. 
--.. • . ,, ·-~. ---·~ ·•··· i-": .·-· --~- '. :>'- ;-f __ ;,;.:·~ ' --- ---- -· ----

The administration feels that the Legislature should pre-

pare legislation regarding casino gambling which will meet these goals . 

. ,.·-. 
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--- ------·-- ----'-~-'-----

This is not to say that this will be easy or that the answers to ~he 

numerous questions you must have are readily available. 

The law enforcement problems will be presented today by 

.. 

those persons more familiar with this area. 

The organizational problems relating to the creation of 

casino gambling are numerous and unique. A study commission will have 

to be created to study and determine the design, operation, and imple-

mentation, if and when, the referendum is approved by the public. Such 

a comi1lission vlill be able to use the statutes and evaluate the da t.::-a 

fro:-n t.he govr:;:c.1ment. owned casinos in those areas of t:he worlu where 

s irni la.r lav7S are in effect, as well as the experiences of all other 

places having casino gambling. However, even with all this data, • 

obviously, there 1.voill be a need for a test period a.nd an opp01: tunity 
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to make lvhatever adju.:.;tments are necessar1• to meet our State qc)d1:;. 

During this test period, casinos should be limited to one location, 

thus giving the State the opportunity to carefully oversee its operation 

and make whatever changes are necessary to assure an honest, attractive 

and revenue producing operation. This, obviously, would be impossible 

"-F l .... casinos were authorized at the same time in a number of locations 

" immediately after the adoption of the constitutional ammendment. 

If during the test period of five years it became evident 

that the administrative problems were to be insurmountable, it would 

be our intention to come again before this committee and request you 

to repeal the authoriza·tion provided for by Assc:,mbly Concurrent 

Resolution 128. Such a request would not be economically feasible, 

if numerous casinos were in operation at that time. 
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I am sure some of you have asked v.rhy 1\t.lantic Cit-y ]• t• .. 

being recommended by this administration as the first site for casino 

gambling. Atlantic City for many years has been the tourist mecc2 

of this State. It is the largest convention center in New Jersey. 

I have been told that over 400,000 people attended conventions and 

meetings in Atlantic City in 1973 and that a large majority of these 

people came from out-of-state. Presently, Atlantic City still enjoys 

a large tourist business, in addition to the conventions. No one 

doubts, however, that Atlantic City is also experiencing a decline 

and unless there is a revitalization, Atlantic City as a tourist 

attraction will cease to exist. 

In view of the fact that we consider a go.J.l of ca.:-;ino 

qambling ~:o he· t.h2 encouragement of tc,urism, Atlc:•."r"Jti.c Ci.t:y i~; :::t 
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Casino gambling should stimulate a rekindling 

of interest in Atlantic City by tourists and conventioneers 

from out of state and probably will encourage investors 

_to improve the current tourist facilities within this 

municipality. 

As I have stressed, it is the position of this 

administration that the question of casino gambling 

should be decided by our citizens. The public is 

entitled to any information the Legislature can give 

it regarding casino gambling, however, no attempt should 

be made to "sell" casino gambling. The administration 

will not in any way participate in any promotional 

plan for the referendum. 

If a majority of our citizens vote in favor 

of the question, then the administration will partici

pate in the preparation of appropriate enabling legis

lation. 

I thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will be glad to 

answer any questions you may have. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Thank you very much, Mr. 

Carella, for your testimony. I do have a few questions. 

First of all, are you permitted to speak on 

behalf of the Governor here today? 

MR. CARELLA: Yes, sir. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Is the Governor in favor 

of the proposed constitutional amendment as it is being 

placed on the ballot? 
MR. CARELLA: Within the confines that I have 

indicated to you, sir, in this State. I indicaze to you 

that the concurrent resolution in its present form 

complies with two of the items that the Governor indicates; 

and he has already publicly indicated that with reference 

to the test location - one location - he would veto 

any enabling legislation that did not contain that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Is the Governor in support 
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of, or against, the referendum on the ballot? 

MR. CARELLA: I will indicate to you again, sir, 

that, in its present form, the Governor has indicated 

that he wishes the people to decide the question. Should 

the enabling legislation not contain the third item 

that I have set forth in my memo, or my statement, he 

would veto it. 

Obviously,he cannot veto a resolution. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Mr. Carella, thEm you are 

not suggesting that the Governor would want to use the 

Constitution for Atlantic City alone? 

MR. CARELLA: That is correct. No, I am not 

suggesting that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: In other words, the 

Governor wouldn't want the Constitution to be used 

just for Atlantic City? 

MR. CARELLA: I think the Governor has indicated 

that he is satisfied with the position that he has 

taken; that he would veto the enabling legislation. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Than I am to take it that 

this bill is somewhat satisfactory - or this referendum 

is somewhctt satisfactory to the Governor, but that if 

any enabling legislation carne out after this referendum 

is passed - if it is passed - the Governor would veto 

it if it did not pertain to Atlantic City alone, is that 

correct? 

MR. CARELLA: If it did not pertain to Atlantic 

City; if it did not set up a pilot program; if it did 

not set up a time period--

! might add that this concurrent resolution has 

certain language in it concerning owned and operated, 

or under the authority - it is my understanding that 

the owned and operated would be the preferable language. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Yes, sir. Would you happen 

to know what revenue has been produced for the 
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private entrepreneur,s of Nevada, say per year - for 

each year'?·· How much money they are bringing in 

just for themselves'? 

MR. CARELLA: I have that for you. I believe 

for the year 1972, which would be the complete year that 

they had at the time that I looked into this, it was 

approximately $740 million, gross receipts of revenues 

derived from gambling operations in the State of Nevada • 

That gave t~ the State somewhere around $52 million. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Are you stating that the 

gambling operations only reported, for income tax 

purposes, 740 million dollars, gross receipts'? 

MR. CARELLA: Approximately. I don't have that 

before me but the total gambling take in Nevada was in 

that area, yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Do you believe that is 

the correct figure, Mr. Carella'? 

MR. CARELLA: I believe that that is the correct 

figure. I can get you the correct figure from the 

reports and submit it to you at a later date. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: It will be appreciated. 

With reference to page 6 of your statement, sir, 

you state that in Puerto Rico, I believe - no that is 

on page 7 - the minimum bet is $2.00 and that the 

Governor wants something similar to that which is now 

in Puerto Rico. 

MR. CARELLA: Well, you are pointing out one 

item which is in the statement. What I am referring to, 

specifically, when I say the Administration would want 

a restricted, limited, kind of casino operation -should 

the casino operation pass in all the referenda that is 

required- is, that would take into consideration a number 

of ·things- number one, a limited and restricted time 

period within which casinos would be open. For instance, 

in Puerto Rico iE is from 8:00 P.M. to, I believe, 3:00 

A.M. So, we are talking-- It may be 4:00, I am not sure 
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whether it is 3:00 or 4:00. In any event, it would not 

be a twenty-four hour operation, such as they have 

in Las Vegas. 

Again, in Las Vegas there are minimum bets of 

10¢ and coin type bets. 

We would also request that that also 
be restricted and limited in terms of bets. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Mr. Carella, isn't it 

a fact that also in Puerto Rico the minimum bet is 

10¢, but that the minimum amount you can bet at one 

time, very possibly, may be $2.0~ or something of that 

sort? 

MR. CARELLA: I am not familiar with that. I 

don't know if that is so, Unless you are referring to 

slot machines. I don't think they have slot machines 

yet. They are putting in a request for slot machines, 

I believe, for 1976 - and they are to be owned and 

operated by the government. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: To sum up, Mr. Carella, 

as far as I am concerned the Governor does not object 

at the present time to the referendum going on the 

ballot, as it now reads, but if it passes he would ob

ject to enabling legislation anywhere other than in 

Atlantic City. 

MR. CARELLA: That's correct. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Are there any other 

questions? Assemblyman Doyle? 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOYLE: In those other jurisdictions 

wherein there is casino gambling, as you mentioned 

in your statement, is there also a lottery? 

MR. CARELLA: I think in some there may be. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOYLE: The point of the question, 

Mr. Carella, is, what effect would casino gambling 

have on the already diminishing revenues produced by 

the State Lottery, in your opinion? 
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MR. CARELLA: In my opinion, I don't think it 

would have any substantial effect, sir. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOYLE: Do you think that the existence 

of the State Lottery has changed the amount of illegal 

gambling in this State at all? 

MR. CARELLA: I have been asked that question a 

number of times. In reviewing many of the documents 

that I have reviewed at my office,in the Lottery Com

mission, I have seen that my predecessor indicated, and 

Governor Cahill indicated in a statement, that they 

had evidence that there was a 10% to 15% decline in 

the illegal operation since the oncoming of the Lottery. 

I have seen no documentation to support that, 

so I cannot give you any factual answer. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOYLE: Do you think that the 

existence of casino gambling in the State would change 

the amount, nature, quantity, or quality of illegal 

gambling? 

MR. CARELLA: It conceivably could. But, again, 

I would answer that in a general way. I think as you 

increase the legal form of public gaming, and as money 

is being spent there, I think that some of that is 

being taken away from the illegal operations. 

I might add that,insofar as the Lottery is 

concerned, the Lottery, in its present form, does 

not afford a precis~ competitive game with the illegal 
game. I think the three digit, pick your own number 
game, would, possibly, compete more directly with the 

illegal operation. Hopefully, and again I underscore 
"hopefully", it will deal it some kind of a blow: how 

much I can't tell you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOYLE: In the questioning of the 

Chairman, and in your answers, I noted a difference 

in your mind between owned and operated, as opposed 

to some other form. Do I understand that the thought 
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about franchising, whereby the State would just contract 

with people to run casino gambling, would not be what the 

Governor would want contained in enabling legislation? 

MR. CARELLA: I would answer that question this 

way, we are looking for an owned and operated operation 

and, obviously, that is going to have to be clearly 

looked into and defined. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOYLE: I know it is kind of difficult 

to answer this without having the exact language of such 

enabling legislation before you, but in a general way, 

if such legislation did not contain the various parameters 

insofar as the nature and type of gambling, mode of dress, 

the quality of the attraction, the amount of the minimum 

gambling bet, the place, the term of years, etc., would the 

Governor would veto such enabling legislation unless it 

contained those li~its as outlined in your statement? 

MR. CARELLA: I don't know about all of the ones 

you mentioned but, obviously, the ones I have set forth 

in the statement--

ASSEMBLYMAN DOYLE: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BATE: Director,Carella, it has 

been my experience with public questions that often the 

actual question asked on the ballot does not contain 

sufficient information. A person votes favorably and then 

finds out a year or two later that what he or she 

voted for is different from what he or she had anticipated. 

I wonder, since you are the spokesman for the Administra

tion, would the Administration prefer that the question on 

the ballot, with respect to casino gambling, include 

the three provisions, or guidelines, including specific 

reference to the pilot project in Atlantic City and the 

fact that there would be no other place for casino 

gambling for at least 5 years? 
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MR. CARELLA: That question, of course - as I 
said before in answer to the Chairman's question - to 

some extent, has already been answered. I think the 
Governor has indicated that he would go along with the 

language that you presently have here and would veto 

enabling legislation that did not contain the parameters 

that we have already discussed. 

Now, insofar as the question on the ballot is 

concerned, I think the same reasoning would be applicable. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Are there any other questions 

from the other members of the Committee? Mr. Codey? 

ASSEMBLYMAN CODEY: Mr. Carella, in your 

statement you made reference to the gubernatorial 

campaign, saying that the Governor said that casinos 

must be owned and operated by the State and must be 

approved by the citizens of the State and then by 

both the municipality and the county, and that casinos 

be permitted in a defined and limited area. 

As far as you remember, did the Governor, at 

any time during that campaign, in making statements 

about casino gambling, say that he would be for casino 

gambling in Atlantic City, and in Atlantic City only? 

MR. CARELLA: I don't have the anser to that 
question. I could get it for you if you want it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CODEY: O.K. 

On page 6, Mr. Carella, you make reference to 
the State of Nevada permitting gambling 24 hours a day. 

Would that mean to imply that New Jersey would be 
limited in hours of operation? 

MR. CARELLA: If we had casino gambling, I would 

strongly recommend, suggest, and ask,that it be on a 

limited basis, yes, sir. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CODEY: That's the feeling of the 

Governor? 

MR. CARELLA: Yes, sir. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN CODEY: Then also on page 6 you 

go on to allude to competition in Nevada between 

casino gambling operations- 11 Competition .. to attract 

clinents is permitted... Now does that mean that if 

casino gambling is in Atlantic City that different 

casino operationsWc>uld not be permitted to try to 

attract clients to their particular operation, as 

opposed to another operation in Atlantic City? 

MR. CARELLA: No, I think that what we are 

referring to is that it is owned and operated by the 

State of New Jersey, whereas in Las Vegas it is not. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CODEY: It is owned and operated 

by the State of New Jersey but it would still be in 

different hotels, am I right, sir? 

MR. CARELLA: But there would be no competition~ 

it would be the same ownership. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CODEY: Wouldn't one hotel want 

more than the other, just as a means of other business? 

MR. CARELLA: Well, you are referring to this, 

in concept, as a hotel. I am saying that the operation 

of a casino, would be owned and operated by the State 

of New Jersey. You are saying a hotel. I don't know 

if that is so. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CODEY: That's open to discussion. 

MR. CARELLA: That's right. I am saying that 

if we had more than one location in Atlantic City, 

obviously, they would not be competing, one with the 

other. It would just be like two outlets. Just as 

if I, as the Director of the Lottery, had more than one 

terminal, I am not really competing one with the other 

in the sense that I am using competition as a word. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CODEY: Well, do you envision any 

other type of operation, other than in a hotel? 

MR. CARELLA: Well, I don't know the answer 

to that question. That needs some input. You are 
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suggesting now, "could you have a casino in a place 

other than a hotel", and the answer to that is, yes 

you can have a single-use building~ you can have a 

casino in an area other than a hotel. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CODEY: All right, sir. 

MR. CARELLA: I'm not suggesting that. I am 

just saying that in answer to your question. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CODEY: On page 8 of your testimony 

you say that the idea of casino gambling should be to 

encourage tourism and to draw patronage away from 

illegal gambling operations, if at all possible. ·Now 

do you think that having casino gambling in Atlantic 

City, solely, would affect illegal gambling operations 

throughout other parts of the State of New Jersey? 

MR. CARELLA: Again, I have no statistics by 

which I can give you a factual answer. I would say, 

conceptually, - as in answer to one of the other members 

of the Committee - that, in fact, as dollars are being 

spent, that,hopefully, some of those dollars would be 

taken away from the illegal operation - again, hopefully -

no matter where they are. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CODEY: Thank you, Mr. Carella. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Mr. Carella, with reference 

to your statement that you prefer the language 11 owned 

and operated" rather than 11 under the authority and 

control of the State", would it be the Governor•s 

suggestion that that language be deleted and that 
operations not be permitted under the authority and 
control of the State~ namely, we would not be giving 

franchises to someone to work it for the State? 
MR. CARELLA: I believe that is a fair rephrasing 

of it, yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Can you give the reason 

why the Governor may not want "under the authority and 

control of the State 11 ? 
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MR. CARELLA: Again, as I said in answer to 

one of the members of the Committee, that question does 

need some input and refinement. The concept is, to 

make certain that we have an operation that is owned 

and operated by the State.and not similar in kind to 

those where you just have it supervised by the State. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Mr. Carella, I can suggest 

this to you. I am very much interested in what the 

Governor has to say about that particular statement, or 

phraseology, and if you can present that to the Committee 

at your earliest convenience - preferably by Monday -

this information would be appreciated. I have a strong 

feeling that the leadership of the Assembly may present 

the bill for a vote on Monday, quate possibly. 

I do want to have all the information prior 

to making a recommendation on the floor of the Assembly 

and if there are good reasons why "under the authority 

and control" should be deleted, I wish to make that 

recommendation, if the Committee is in agreement. 

to you. 

MR.· CARELLA: I will make an effort to get that 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Mr. Gregorio? 

ASSEMBLYMAN GREGORIO: Mr. Director, because 

of the question of whether or not gambling would be allowed 

just in Atlantic City or, perhaps, in other cities, I 

think that is going to have a large reaction in the 

State of New Jersey on whether this referendum is 

passed or not. I have heard that in some cities they 

think that if it is limited just to Atlantic City, the 

referendum may not pass. That brings up my question 

of whether or not you think the Gbvernor, after the 

five year trial period, if things were able to be 

controlled and there were no signs of organized crime 

or any other illegal activities, would o.k. other 

enabling legislation allowing it in some other locations? 
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MR. CARELLA: I think the question requires 

obvious input and I am sure that, just as with many 

other kinds of operations and businesses, should they 

be successful, should the security be intact, should 

there be minimal problems, should the administrative 

and operational problems be adequately worked out, 

and should there be a bottom line'success written into 

that, I would assume that the Governor would not hold 

up other enabling legislation. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GREGORIO: He is not closing the 

door and saying, "just Atlantic City only"? 

MR. CARELLA: I would concur with that,along 

those lines and with those limitations. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: I don't think the 

Governor, by this referendum, could close the door 

anyway. The referendum is providing for gambling in 

the State and any Governor and any Legislature hereafter, 

in accordance with the constitutional mandate - as this 

would be, once this referendum is passed - could legis

late whatever; is that correct, sir? 

MR. CARELLA: Well, that is obvious from the 

terminology. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Yes, sir. 

MR. CARELLA: He doesn't have a veto power over 

this. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Mr. Codey? 

ASSEMBLYMAN CODEY: Am I correct to say,with this 

enabling legislation, the Governor has said publicly that 

he will veto any other area, other than Atlantic City? 

MR. CARELLA: That's cor~ect. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CODEY: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: We wish to thank you, sir, 

for your time and your energies and your statement. 

MR. CARELLA: Thank you. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: The next person to make 

a presentation is the Very Honorable Steven P. Perskie, 

Representative of Atlantic City, Atlantic County, co

sponsor of the bill. 

Thank you for coming, Mr. Perskie. 

A S S E M B L Y M A N S T E V E N P. P E R S K I E: 

Mr. Chairman, it is my pleasure. 

I want to express my gratitude to the Committee 

for its great consideration throughout the process of 

the determination of these matters. I am very grate

ful for the Committee's determinations. 

I have no prepared statement. I will limit 

my remarks and be very brief because I am acutely 

aware of the nature of the repetitive testimony that 

may be presented today and· I am very interested in 

having this hearing finished and concluded today. So 

in that regard, I will just make a couple of remarks 

and if you have any questions, I will be glad to answer 

them. 

I would also, of course, observe that in the 

process of the determination of this bill in your 

Committee, we did have extensive testimony at that 

time. 

Mr. Carella used the phrase, "trust and con

fidence in the operation". I think, frankly, that is 

the keynote that I would like to address in my brief 

remarks. I would like to focus not so much, perhaps, 

on some of the questions that you have already addressed, 

but rather on the nature of the restrictions that are 

present in the proposed resolution. 

The type of casino gambling operation that is 

contemplated in ACR-128 is not like any operation that 

presently exists in the nation. Any comparison with 

either the City of Las Vegas or the State of Nevada 

is misleading by its very nature, as you have already 
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indicated, both from the point of view of the type of 

operation that is contemplated and from ~ts scope, and 

from its operations. By that I mean, of course, that 

ACR-128 proposes to limit the authority to grant 

gambling houses or casinos and not have any type of 

wide-open operation, such as Las Vegas, Nevada,has. 

Secondly, the type of operation in Nevada is 

a very wide-open operation in the sense that it is 

a street operation. What is contemplated by this 

referendum is a limited number of restricted casinos -

restricted by location and number - with limited hours 

and certain restrictions, which Mr. Carella has already 

testified t.o. 

Thirdly, and perhaps most important of all, is 

the restriction that is clearly established in the 

referendum~ to provide State ownership and operation 

of all elements of the casino gambling enterprise. 

This, I think, is a critical factor and, I think, should 

be emphasized before the Committee. 

With respect, also, to the specific language 

of the proposed referendum, it should be noted that, 

beginning on line 58, the entire net proceeds of any 

gambling establishment operated by the State shall be 

paid into the State Treasury to be used for public 

purposes through appropriations. I think that is a very 

important point to note and to stress~ that regard-

less of the question of where any operation may 

be located, and regardless of the question of what City 

or County it may be placed - either now or at some 

period hereafter - all of the net revenues of the 

operation would accrue to the benefit of the citizens 

of the entire State. I don't have any realistic 

impact on revenues because we don't know at this 
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point how many locations or how many casinos are.going 

to be authorized. 

Mr. Carella indicated in his testimony that 

the gross revenues from private operations in the 

State of Nevada exceeded some $700 millions of dollars. 

If that is so, then I think it is a fair comment that 

the proposed referendum will have a far greater economic 

impact for the citizens of the State then, perhaps, was 

even contemplated before. 

What is important to note is, as I said, re

gardless of the question of the actual location in 

terms of city or county, citizens of the entire State 

will share in all of the revenues that will be generated. 

With respect to the impact of the legalization 

of this form of gambling upon the nefarious and illegal 

gambling operations that presently exist, I would re

spectfully suggest to the Committee that any such 

prediction is in the nature of exactly that, a prediction 

rather than any hard fact. There is no way of determin

ing, precisely, what kind of effect it would have, other 

than to make reference to the previous history; through, 

for example,the experience of the Lottery in closing 

up a great number of illegal numbers operations. 

But I think that what can be safely said before 

this Committee,and before the State,is that, while we 

might not be ablecto assess the extent to which this 

type of operation would adversely affect illegal gambl

ing, it is fair to say, merely by the obvious nature 

of it, that it would adversely affect illegal gambling 

operations to some extent. On that particular question, 

I would urge, before the Committee, that to whatever 

extent we can adversely affect the interest of organized 

crime - financially or otherwise - that would be a 

justification, if not the only justification,for this 

type of proposal. 
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In closing I would merely like to point out 

one other fact that was raised in a statement made 

by a public official in recent days, and which I think 

should be clearly and carefully addressed before this 

Committee and, again, before the people of the entire 

State, and that is as to the relationship - legislatively 

or otherwise - between this proposal and between the 

critical questions of tax reform and financing of 

education that are before this Legislature and before 

the people of the entire State. I want it clearly 

understood by this Committee, and, again, by the people 

of the State, that the prime sponsors - at least 

legislatively 8 of this proposal in the Legislature, 

and most of the people of the State who are in favor 

of this proposal, recognize and clearly understand and 

accept that there cannot be, and is not, any relationship 

between the two. The legalization of casino gambling 

must stand on its own merits, apart from the financial 

revenues that it will, obviously, generate for the State. 

We will not succee~by enactment of this proposal or 

any similar proposal, in obviating the need to address 

quite clearly and forthrightly the question of tax 

reform and the question of financing the educational 

burdens of the State of New Jersey. That is one reason, 

very frankly, that we are very anxious to have this 

measure passed through this hearing process and through 

the Legislative process and out of the Legislature al

together, and put before the people for their determination, 

prior to the time when we, in the Legislature, will be 

spending a great number of hours dealing with these 

critical questions. There cannot be permitted to be 

any relationship between the two and I think that can't 

be overemphasized before this Committee. 

With that in mind, and conscious of the great 

number of people who want to be heard, I will be glad 
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to answer any questions you may have. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Are there any questions? 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOYLE: Assemblyman, there was a 

discussion by Mr. Carella that the prime purpose for 

allowing casino gambling should be to help the tourist 

industry, particularly that municipality that is most 

suited to tourism and has been having its problems lately, 

namely Atlantic City. Would you agree with that? 

ASSEMBLYMAN PERSKIE: Well, as a representative 

of the 2nd District, it poses some very interesting 

questions for me. 

The concept which I have always followed in 

sponsoring and in pushing for this type of legislation 

has been that the tourist industry in the State of New 

Jersey, in general, and that in Atlantic City in par

ticular, needed a shot in the arm and needed the kind 

of economic development impact that such a proposal 

would create. 

I don't have any question in my mind but that 

Atlantic City would be, if not the only exarnple,

certainly it is not - clearly it would be the best 

example of the kind of impact that this proposal would 

have. Atlantic City is in great need of help of this 

type in order to permit us to attract the kind of 

investment capital that will enable us to rebuild our 

physical plants and give us the quantity of first

class hotel rooms and night clubs and entertainment 

spots and shops that a tourist economy demands. 

We have been unable, over the course of the 

last - I guess it is by now almost 7 or 8 years, to 

develop a downtown tract that was cleared by urban 

renewal, together with a number of other properties 

in the city that should be prime development properties, 

because of our inability to attract this kind of capital. 
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We feel very strongly that tbis kind of proposal 

will enable us - of course, considering all the re

strictions ,_ to attract that kind of capital. I don't 

necessarily agree with the argument that it has to be 

limited to Atlantic City~ I think that is a policy 

decision. It has been made by the Administration, as 

you heard Mr. Carella say. We fought very hard - as 

the members of this Committee are aware - to maintain 

the present resolution in its present form. My 

personal feeling is that regardless of the policy 

question - Atlantic City or not - it was not proper 

to place that question in the body of the State's 

Constitution. 

With regard to the policy question by the 

Administration, I would not have any strenuous 

comment one way or the dher. I would hope that the 

citizens of the entire State would recognize the 

issue on its merits, for what it is rather than for 

where it would be located. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOYLE: If, in fact, casino gambling 

is placed in Atlantic City only, don't you think the 

effect on the tourist industry in those other parts 

of the State that depend upon tourism - I speak of 

the Northwestern tier as well as the other three 

short counties - would be either negligible or even 

negative? 

ASSEMBLYMAN PERSKIE: The effect would be 

negligible? 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOYLE: The effect of increasing 

tourism in those other areas by having casino gambling 

only in Atlantic City would be negligible to, say, 

Sussex, Morunouth, Ocean or Cape May Counties, or 

perhaps even negative? 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: In fact, it might even 

be negated. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN PERSKIE: It would be easy for me 

to answer that question, not representing any other 

area in question, other than Atlantic City and its 

immediate environs. A response by me to that particular 

question would be, in a sense, self-serving. But, I 

really feel - in response to the question that ~as 

asked of Mr. Carella and not of me, but I will answer 

it anyway, and I don't speak for the Administration, 

that should be made clear - that from what I understand 

to be the position of many people in the Administration -

I am not specifically referring to the Governor - that 

there is a feeling that if it works in Atlantic City 

that it could, and should, be extended to other areas 

for the same purpose. 

I really feel that if we bring tourists to 

New Jersey - to Atlantic City - we are not going to be 

hurting the economy of the other areas to any appreciable 

extent. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOYLE: If we do find that casino 

gambling helps Atlantic City and, therefore, using that 

example, spread it all over the State - or all over 

other tourist areas - won't the shot in the arm to 

Atlantic City that would be caused by putting in 

casino gambling be diminished because people can go 

elsewhere - Long Branch, Asbury Park, Seaside Heights, 

or Sussex County? 

ASSEMBLYMAN PERSKIE: No. I think, as you 

will hear - in fact I invite you to question the rep

resentatives of both the political and civic organiza

tions existing in Atlantic City who are going to 

testify before you today -. you will find them in accord 

with me. Our position on the question is that we can 

make maximum use of this proposal, whether or not it 

exists elsewhere in the State. We are not concerned 
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about that. That is the reason that I, representing 

the Second District, fought very hard to keep this 

referendum in its present form. If we are given this 

mol to develop our community we will be able to 

develop it, regardless of who else may have it in the 

State of New Jersey. 

The possibility is a very strong one that it 

may exist soon in other states - in neighboring areas. 

Our feeling is that we need this proposal to 

enable us to attract the kind of investment capital to 

Atlantic City that will give us the tool to do the job. 

We feel that we will be able to attract that capital 

whether or not the proposal is extended to other cities, 

by reason of our basic resources that we already have -

the beach, the boardwalk, the convention facilities, 

the proximity, by roadway, to the major cities. We 

are not concerned from a competitive point of view. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOYLE: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Assemblyman Bate? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BATE: Assemblyman Perskie, you 

have represented the Atlantic City area for three years 

now, with great distinction, and I believe you can be 

regarded as a spokesman - or at least you have knowledge 

of the views of the business community and the resort 

industry. I notice in the beginning of your statement 

you indicated that this casino gambling question - the 

whole issue - involved a dissimilarity with Las Vegas 

but isn't it a fact, and doesn't the business community 

there. intend to involve itself with some sort of gimmickry 

to encourage people from other states to come to Atlantic 

City? Isn't an appeal going to be made for people from 

other states to come here and take advantage of Atlantic 

City? 

ASSEMBLYMAN PERSKIE: Very much so. But the 

point I was trying to make was that if we were given 

this opportunity we would certainly make maximum use 
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of it with respect to drawing and attracting tourists~ 

that's what we have in mind. 

My point,in drawing the dissimilarity,was with 

regard to the nature of the gambling operation itself. 

We hope, very frankly, to be able to mimic Nevada and 

Las Vegas to the extent that they are successful on a 

year-round ~asis in attracting high level entertainment 

and a high level of tourists - or a great number of 

tourists - to come to a spot that is, basically, an 

island in a desert, merely to be entertained and enjoy 

themselves~ we would hope to be able to copy that to 

that extent but not by means of the same type of gambling 

they have. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BATE: Isn't it true that the fact 

that it is an island in the desert makes it dissimilar 

to our State of New Jersey and to Atlantic City? We 

have great population centers such as Newark, Paterson, 

Jersey City, Camden, and the like, a bus ride away from 

Atlantic City. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PERSKIE: Again, I think this dis

similarity, which is quite true, operates as an argu

ment in favor of the proposal. We are within a bus 

ride away, almost literally, from something in excess 

of, or in the neighborhood of, lOO million people -

maybe a long bus ride for some of them but we are, of 

course, in the population center of the United States 

and this would, I think, when you get to the guestion 

of trying to measure revenues that might be generated 

from a casino gambling operation in New Jersey, make 

the Las Vegas example, for yet another reason, somewhat 

inapt. They have to rely on bringing people in by 

plane from almost anywhere and we would not. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BATE: But in New Jersey there would 

be a massive appeal for the poor to get poorer, which 

you don't quite have in ~as Vegas. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN PERSKIE: Well, that•s an argument 

that is hard to meet. I would suggest that if the 

casinos were established pursuant to the concept that 

we envision, with a restriction in terms of the hours 

and the typ~of operations that are involved, with the 

careful selection of certain types of games that would 

be played, and with limiting it to a given type of 

operation,on the model that is followed, perhaps, in 

this instance, in Puerto Rico and the casino in Monte 

Carlo, I think that you would minimize the aspect of 

the poor getting poorer. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Are there any further 

questions'? 

(no questions} 

Thank you very much, Assemblyman Perskie. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PERSKIE: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: The next speaker has 

been mentioned before in testimony, he is the Honorable 

Wayne Dumont. Is Senator Dumont present'? 

(not present) 

He not being present, we will go on to the 

next speaker. We are very honored to have with us 

the Very Honorable William F. Hyland, Attorney General 

for the State of New Jersey. Welcome, Mr. Hyland. 

H 0 N 0 R A B L E W I L L I A M F. H Y L A N D: 

Thank you very much, Mr. Hawkins.and Members of the 

Committee for the opportunity today to testify about 

this very important proposal. 

On February 10, 1971, as a private citizen 

and former Chairman of the State Commission of 

Investigation, I testified before the Senate Judiciary 

Committee in opposition to SCR 74, a proposal in the 

1971 session to amend the Constitution to permit 

gambling in Atlantic City. My point of view at that 

time was shared by Governor Cahill and his Attorney 

General, George F. Kugler, Jr. 
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I appear today, no longer as a private citizen, 

but as Attorney General of a new Governor, Brendan 

T. Byrne, who supported the concept of casino gambling 

during his campaign for Governor and who was elected 

by a plurality of more than 700,000 votes, the widest 

margin of victory in the history of the State. Notwithstanding 

the fact that I am now serving as Attorney General by appointmcnt 

of Governor Byrne, my private vietvpoint about casino gambling 

is the same today as it was in 1971. Govel'nor Byrne has always 

been aware of our difference in opinion on this subject. It was 

re-emphasized in the press conference on December 19, 1973 at 

which he announced his intention to nominate me as Attorney 

General, and I indicated at that time, in response to a question 

from the press, that if the Governor, the Legislature and the 

people should decide that the legalization of casino gambling 

was an appropriate step for the State to take, it wouJd be my 

rPsponsib:ility to see that casino gwnbLi.ng bf' OJlCeutcd as l1mtl.'stl y 

us poss:ihle and \vith a minimum effect on the enf1wccmt·nt of our 

cr :int.i.naJ la1-:s. 

It is not col'l'ect to say, thcl'cful'e, u~ l have• read in 

some of the newspaper artie] es preceding tlds ht•aP.i JJg, that 

Govcrnnl' ·nyrne and I have split on tile subjf'ct of (~asJno. g;1mlJJ.i.n2:. 

Quite the contrary, we were never of one 1n:inll on the su1Jjcc l. He 

recognizes that it .is my function today as 1\tt:orm·y Gcncr·al to 

address myself to the 1atv enforcement qucHU nns tlt;:tt arj se frnrn 

the current pl:>oposCil. I do so with only onr m:i.no:r cxru1•sion .into 

the merits of the question. 
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Wrwn I test.i..f.i.cd .in 1971, tlil~ Stulc LotLc·r'y \\'"'·" r\•.l<ll:i\r·.i~. 

they \i'<:mt. n TlH' assumpt:i..un was that tllc pCOJJ}l' \\uul tl SULiPOJ't it 

entlmsiustically and ind(~finitely into the futut'l'. /'uwthcr' prcni:icc:c 

was that j t would strik(~ a blO\\' at organizf·•d cd.1nv. Both nf these 

assumptions in my judgment, were .in errur. \Ve kncM, for ex<1111plc, 

that in ordet' to maintain the :i1U tial J'cvemtc~ lcvc'Is the Statt' 

Lottery Commission ha~; hall to engage in il·st1·emwu"' lH'omotiun 

c<unp<dgn. Lottery drawings \•Jere given the presti:-'/' of tlH! Covc·rnor~s 

prPscnce. The drawings were held in vdrious part:~ of the State. 

Later the millionaire lottery was introduced. Celebrities wert.~ 

irnporte:.'d to add glamour to· this enterprise. Still later, tu 

boJster sagging saJes, a brief nsmruner bonus" promotion was introclucecl. 

ILi.l.llmc1l'ds and ncwspRJWr ndvert:i..sc'mcnts \vcrc lDlU('I'l'ilkcn, etc. 

Whrrt I cunTt Lmdc'rstanu is, if tlw St<tlL! was onJy try.in;-_; 

spend c.;c• m;1ny thuu.silnus of doJ.lars in protl·ct.in~; l:lic' Jc•vt'L of 

I utl.L·:·y l'f'\'l''llll':; tl:al: rn·.Lg:i.:htl1y \vl.'t'C' ]l'l.'UclllL~L'Ll.'.' 

I , . 
. -' ~ lint· \·:ittl .lc·:;iLiltlcl[,· 

doc~:; thj~; j_nrJu.il'Y have to what I conce:ive tu be~ lilY J .illlil (•cl 1·uJc 

here~ today, u.s the chief Jaw enforcemPnt officer of the State'':' 

If the State is to leglllize crrsino g;1m1Jl.ing, my 

suggestion is that we do it on an experimental hus.is, and 

conf.i.ncu to a single municipality. One of tlw reasons for' tlLis 
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is drawn from the experience with the lottet'y. If >ve le~~d.J izv 

casino gambling in· multiple locations, and tlw .i 1J.i tial rovcJJHC 

produced becomes an important part of the tax base> of tlw Stat<', 

and of the tax and eccmomic base of the communi tj PS in wh:lch 

it is authorized, when the initial level of economic LE~ncfj_ t 

begins to sag, and I think that would be inevitable as the 

novelty began.to wear off, I am afraid we would find oursclvPs 

in the same position we are now with respect to the lottc~ry --

having to create a new market by encourag.ing rwoplc to gamble 

who otherwise 1vould not do so. Under those clrcu1ns t;1nccs, I 

don 1 t see how we could avoid becoming what all of us say we 

don 1 t want to be: The Las Vegas of the East. If that day 

ever al.'rives, we will end up doing what the law cnforcemt>nt 

author.i.ties in Nevada have in effect done, thrown up theh' 

hands anu tolerated prostitution, drug trafficking, and even 

illegal gambling. 

In my 1971 testimony, I said that it is vc>ry difficuJt 

to turn back after gambling is legalized, and consequently we 

shnuJ d be satisfieu that the decisions that urc> m~tcJv tolli.ly n<ll'C' 

not go.i_ng to contribute to a story of tragocly th<Jl we· wjJl al_l 

look baL'k upon with grcnt sorrow ten and fiftf'l~n Y('<trs J'Po'll rw1·.J." l t 

J. '1'1J<:l- L·IJl' .i1Lit:i<tl autiHJri..:--.<t[-iiiJJ l1l' .l.!l:l.il<·d to" 

s5rl,•!l (' Juc'llt.i,Jll :-:u LI1<Jt a:-; flLtuJ'JH''' r·,(.,.-Jf.'l' ... ,-.1 ·r· 1 • 11 . .) . !'ill( \\'{JJ.'< \\I_L.) Y''~'· 
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and with the Division of State Police, in formulating 

the best possible program to keep the operation clean 

and honest and to protect the citizens of that community 

from the lawless side effects that might otherwise 

come about~ and 

2. That the limitation to be written into the 

Constitution itself, and for an experimental period 

of five years so that the question of permanent 

authorization would have to be resubmitted to the 

people at the end of that time. By then we will have 

sufficient experience to tell whether we can handle 

casino gambling indefinitely into the future. And 

the Legislature and Governor wi~l, in the interim, 

be protected from the inevitable pressures to permit 

casino operations all throughout New Jersey. 

I want to give you an illustration of that type 

of automatically terminating legislation. When the 

wiretap authorization - the so-called Electronic 

Surveillance Act - was passed by the Legislature about 

5 years ago, because of the controversial nature of 

wiretapping and the lack of assurance by the Legislature 

at that time that wiretapping, in fact, could be 

conducted without violent injustice to the rights of 

people, the Legislature said that the authority given 

in that act would terminate automatically in 5 years~ 

and so it does at the end of 1974. Now this means that 

all of us, you, my office and others who are involved 

in the Legislative process, will have to begin another 

review of electronic surveillance with the experience 

of the last 5 years so that we can make an informed 

judgment about whether that authorization should be 

extended on into the future. It is that kind of 

principle that I am suggesting here that we should 

apply to the authorization of casino gambling and for 

essentially the same reason. 

This program that I have outlined is one that 
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I think the State and local law enforcement officials 

can handle. Some expansion in State enforcement 

personnel will be required even for this, I am sure. 

But if the experiment should prove that casino gambling 

on a permanent basis is not desirable, we will nat have 

a massive bureaucracy to disassemble. Thank you very 

much. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Thank you very much, Mr. 

Attorney General. 

I have a few questions to ask, personally. 

First of all, let me clarify your position on the 

proposed referendum. Am I to understand that as the 

referendum is presently worded that you are against 

the referendum? 

MR. HYLAND: Yes. I am leaving aside my personal 

viewpoint about the subject matter itself. Dealing 

just with this proposal, I suggest that if this suggestion 

is to be submitted to the people, it be done by 

amending the Constitution. In a way, that will authorize 

casino gambling in one municipality on a 5 year experimen

tal basis with an automatic termination of that authoriza

tion at the end of 5 years so that the people would 

have the opportunity - not just the Legislature, but 

the people because, obviously, they are an indispensable 

ingredient to the authorization since this has to go 

to referendum - to reflect on the 5 year experience 

and see whether they want to perpetuate this into the 

future. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Yes. Mr. Hyland, would 

you expect the Legislature to propose - or would you 

expect anyone to propose - in the Constitution, one 

city and the name of the city? 

MR. HYLAND: I think, Assemblyman, that is a 

political question. There is no legal reason why 

it can't be done. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Mr. Hyland, is it not 

historical that the Constitution is for all the people 

of the State; for all of the municipalities of the State; 

for all the Legislatures, present and to come; for all 

of the Governors, present and to come? Would it not 

be in contradistinction of the historical significance 

of the Constitution to name one municipality in the 

Constitution to benefit, to the possible detriment of 

the other municipalities? 

MR. HYLAND: I am not getting into the niceties 

of it or the history of it; I am only talking about the 

legality of it. There is no reason, in my jusgment, 

why an amendment cannot be submitted to the people to 

amend the Constitution in precisely the fashion that 

I have suggested. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Then you are suggesting, 

sir, that the Legislature amend the referendum to 

possibly include and name a city? 

MR. HYLAND: Well, you know, Assemblyman, we 

have been doing that for years. I sat in this hall 

for 8 years and saw so-called laws of general applica

tion passed, time after time, by reference to county 

classifications,or population ranges, or what have you. 

This is E-::Jthing new. 

I say it can be done that way but I go beyond 

that and say that there is no reason why the people 

of this State cannot vote,legally, on a referendum 

that even names the city, if you want to go that far. 

I am not attempting to name the city. I said before 

that I didn't think this was the way for Atlantic 

City, or any other city,to bail itself out, but if 
• > 

that is the thing that some weight is being given to, 

the Legislature might very well name the city. I 

won't attempt to give you the name. I have no position 

on t.hat. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Mr. Hyland, you stated in 

your 8 years of experience in this Assembly that they 

have done similar actions before. Was this by legisla

tion or by Constitutional change? 

MR. HYLAND: I don't think it makes any 

difference, Mr. Hawkins. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Well, historically, Mr. 

Hyland, isn't the Constitution used for everyone? 

MR. HYLAND: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Yes. And isn't it a fact 

that some legislation can be used for individual persons 

and individual municipalities? 

MR. HYLAND: Under the Constitution, except 

where the special law procedures are followed by the 

Legislature. 

Every enactment of the Legislature is supposed 

to be for general purposes. I am saying that it is 

not done that way; it is done by couching the language 

in general terms, but in a way that it can only apply 

to a given municipality. 

But I am not talking about a legislative enact

ment; I am saying you can put anything you want into 

the Constitution, so long as it doesn't violate the 

Federal Constitution and so long as the people adopt 

it. 

This Legislature, in its wisdom, should decide, 

as I have suggested, that we do this experimentally 

on the basis that,I think, from a law enforcement stand

point, we could manage. There is no reason why this 

Legislature could not name a city 1n the referendum 

if it chooses to do so. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINSL Mr. Hyland, on page 3 of 

your statement I notice that you state, 11 and I think 

that would be enevitable as the novelty began to wear 

off". May I ask you a question, sir? Has the novelty 

worn off in Las Vegas? 
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MR. HYLAND: I think casino gambling is just 

one part of Las Vegas. My wife, for example, loves 

Las Vegas and I have indicated before that I have no 

moral problem with gambling. She is not interested 

in casino gambling. She loves the slot machines. She 

plays the nickle machines by the hour and I see other 

"little old ladies in tennis shoes" doing that. 

I think that if we can draw on the experience 

of the lottery to start it off on a certain premise, 

yes; the novelty of ventures of this kind do wear off 

and you have to begin to merchandise. They do merchan

dise in Las Vegas, they merchandise by having these 

very glamorous entertainment emporiums and by bringing 

great celebrities in and by offering inducements that 

you can get at almost any travel agency to get there. 

I think it would be necessary for us to begin 

to promote casino gambling, to keep a level of revenue 

up after the initial novelty has worn off, yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: You keep stating, "after 

the novelty has worn off~ Mr. Attorney General. Has 

the novelty, to your knowledge, ever worn off anywhere 

where they have legalized casino gambling? 

MR. HYLAND: The best illustration I can think 

of is the State Lottery here in New Jersey. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: I am not referring to 

the State Lottery, sir. I am not making any analogy 

with the State Lottery. That is something else. 

MR. HYLAND: Maybe you don't want to. I keep 

coming back to that premise, that maybe that's what 

we ought to be--

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: But we are dealing with 

legalized casino gambling, which is something else 

entirely. I am simply asking the question of you, Mr. 

Attorney General, is there anywhere in the world, to 

your knowledge, that the novelty has worn off with 
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respect to casino gambling? 

MR. HYLAND: I have to confess that I am not 

an expert in that, Assemblyman. I really couldn't 

give you a meaningful answer. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: With reference to the 

following sentence, "I am afraid we would find our

selves in the same position we are now in with respect 

to the lottery, having to create a new market by 

encouraging people to gamble who would otherwise not 

do so", ao you have any facts or statistics, sir, 

to back up that statement, that people have been 

encouraged to gamble who would not otherwise do so? 

MR. HYLAND: I guess for proof I'd have to 

look at the advertising the Lottery Commission uses 

in Pennsylvania. There is a billboard in Pennsylvania, 

for example, with their Lottery Logo - their symbol 

there- saying, "try it, you'll like it". That seems 

to me that they are talking about people who haven't 

previously tried it. 

I am saying,here in New Jersey, that we must 

acknowledge to ourselves -with the amounts of money 

that are spent in promoting the New Jersey Lottery, 

in coming up with new gimmics, in having summer bonus 

plans, in having a horseshoe or a shamrock on the 

tickets and on the billboards and all- that directly 

or in a subliminal fashion, yes, we are appealing 

to people to do something for the very reason that all 

people advertise~ people advertise to try to persuade 

people to buy something that they might not otherwise 

buy. If there was no problem in persuading people to 

buy the lottery in New Jersey, we would not have to 

spend thousands of dollars to promote it the way we 

do. That is the best evidence I can think of, the 

fact that it is necessary to do that in order to main

tain the level of revenues that initially~ produced 

with the novelty of the lottery. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Mr. Hyland, with reference 

to the question that I asked of you, is there any proof, 

any facts, or any statistics, that would show that the 

people that are going to be gambling in the casinos, 

or who have gambled with the lottery, don't already have 

the habit of gambling with the illegal gambling operations? 

MR. HYLAND: I can't offer any facts other than 

the general statements I have given. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Yes sir. Also, following 

that same statement, if that day ever arrives, we will 

end up doing what the law enforcement authorities in 

Nevada have, in effect, done: thrown up their hands 

and tolerated prostitution, drug trafficing and even 

illegal gambling. You are not suggesting that that's 

what you would do? 

MR. HYLAND: No, I am saying that's what they 

have done. They tolerate these things. 

Assemblyman, you may not realize it but in 1971, 

when we were considering the question previously, there 

happened to be, at that time, an ordinance introduced 

in the City of Las Vegas that would have legalized 

prostitution. One of the arguments for it was that it 

would raise $100 thousand in revenue. I suggested that 

that's really what we are out to do. There are all 

kinds of things that we really haven't begun to consider. 

We raise millions of dollars every year through 

the sale of alcoholic liquor. Should we advertise that? 

Should we encourage people to drink who might not 

otherwise drink, just so we can keep the tax revenues 

of the State high? 

The facts of life are that in Las Vegas you 

have a honky-tonk atmosphere. You have great varieties 

of undesirable people floating around and tolerated 

because that's what they have to do in order to make 

it an attractive place for people to come to. I 
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think it would be reprehensible if we did the same 

taing. I am saying, in the nature of human conduct, 

it is quite possible that we would end up - not 

me, I wouldn't be around for that - doing what they 

have done out there and would throw up our hands and 

say that we have to tolerate some of this because they 

are an inevitable by-product of what we are doing. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Mr. Hyland, I want to say 

that, knowing your reputation, I am sure that you 

wouldn't tolerate any of that and I am sure the State 

will be in good hands if the referendum is passed, as 

far as the law enforcement aspect is concerned. 

MR. HYLAND: It isn't just a question of 

toleration. Maybe that's the wrong term~ maybe I 

shouldn't say they tolerate it in Las Vegas, although 

I suspect they must have to. But certain activities 

do attract elements that are difficult to deal with, 

from the standpoint of law enforcement people, and you 

reach the point where they are difficult to deal with. 

That is a possibility. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HRWKINS: One further question, Mr. 

Attorney General. You stated something about electronic 

surveillance ending at the end of the five year period. 

Was that a constitutional amendment, or was that a 

legislative enactment? 

MR. HYLAND: It was a legislative enactment, 

but I am only talking about that principle and saying 

that I think that has reasonable application in this 

kind of a situation. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: But, sir, there is a 

difference~ there is a distinction. One is a 

constitutional Amendment, such as the one we are 

proposing, and electronic surveillance was a legislative 

enactment. 
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MR. HYLAND: It is a distinction without a 

difference. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Are there any questions 

from the Committee? Assemblywoman Berman? 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN BERMAN: Mr. Hyland, on page 4 

of your statement you say, ..... in formulating the best 

possible programs to keep the operation clean and 

honest and to protect the citizens of that community 

from the lawless side effects ..• 11 I wonder if you 

might expand a little bit on that statement and give 

us some idea of what you envision as this kind of 

operation? 

MR. HYLAND: Well, how we approach it, I think, 

would have to depend upon the magnitude of the operation. 

For example, if we had casino gambling in all parts 

of the State, I am not certain that the existing law 

enforcement agencies could cope with it. It has 

been suggested that under those circumstances we might 

have to create a new breed of an agency that would con

cern itself just with the regulation and the curtailment 

of the activities of the gambling casinos. 

I am saying that if we confine ourselves to a 

single location, particularly on an experimental basis, 

my recommendation would be that we provide additional 

men through the Division of State Police who would 

have special training, special duties - just as we have 

done with narcotics, highway safety, and other important 

problems in the State.- and try to keep it just as 

upright and honest as we can during the experimental 

period. If we then are looking at an extension 

indefinitely into the future, and on a broader scale, 

I might very well have a more permanent suggestion to 

make about what kind of a law enforcement agency ought 

to do the job. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Are there any further 

questions? Assemblyman Codey? 

ASSEMBLYMAN CODEY: Mr. Hyland, on page 1 

of your testimony you allude to the fact that Governor 

Byrne supported the concept of casino gambling during 

his campaign for Governor and was elected by a plurality 

of more than 700,000 votes. That, of course, does 

not mean to say that individuals voted for the Governor 

because he supported the concept of casino gambling, 

does it? 

MR. HYLAND: No, but what I was suggesting was 

that those of us who had opposed it in the past were 

not running for office. The Governor supported it. 

He did run for office. He won overwhelmingly. The 

argument could be made that many people voted for him 

with the realization that this was a program he en

dorsed. So, I am not quarreling with the notion that 

there may be very widespread public support for casino 

gambling in New Jersey. But I leave that inquiry at 

that point by saying that, as he and I have said 

jointly at a press conference, my role becomes now one 

of the law enforcement aspects of whatever it is that 

he and the Legislature and the people agree upon. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CODEY: But you don't mean to imply 

that a great number of the people of the State of New 

Jersey voted for the Governor because he was for the 

concept of casino gambling, do you? 

MR. HYLAND: I have no way of measuring that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CODEY: Well, you brought it out in 

your testimony. 

MR. HYLAND: I am confessing that philosophi

cally I might be on the minority side of that question, 

in terms of the overall attitudes of the people of New 

Jersey. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN CODEY: In regard to what my 

colleague, Assemblyman Hawkins,has brought up about 

the novelty of the state lottery, as opposed to the 

novelty of casino gambling, wouldn't you acknowledge 

the fact that,with the lottery, a lot of persons, such 

as myself, bought a ticket the first week and haven't 

bought one since because it was something new, but 

that casino gambling is something entirely different 

from the lottery in that regard - people are attracted 

to someplace that has casino gambling, not only for 

gambling but for other purposes such as entertainment? 

Would you agree that there is not a real analogy to be 

made there? 

MR. HYLAND: There is for me though. I did what 

you did. I bought a few lottery tickets at the outset 

until the novelty wore off. I have gone to Las Vegas 

a couple of times. The novelty has worn off. But 

I am a peculiar guy, I guess. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CODEY: Mr. Hyland, what is your 

opinion, in the operation of casino gambling, in regard 

to privately-run operations in the State of New Jersey 

as opposed to State-run operations? 

MR. HYLAND: I don•t think I have an opinion 

on that. The position taken by the Governor at the 

outset, as I understood it during the campaign, is 

that it would be State owned and operated. Now, as 

we go into a more careful analysis of the implications 

of that, it is possible that some accomodation between 

that extreme position on the one hand and private 

ownership on the other hand might have to be made. It 

is possible that it would be government owned and leased 

to private operations. 

I don't know. I don't have an opinion on that. 

I think those details, if they are to be nailed down 

in the Constitutional amendment, of course, should be 
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addressed very carefully. But I have not addressed 

myself to that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CODEY: As the top law enforcement 

official in the State of New Jersey, at this time, you 

have no position as to whether they would, from your 

viewpoint--

MR. HYLAND: Well, in the first instance I 

would lean toward the idea of government ownership and 

government operation. I have been told that there are 

some problems then of comparable salaries for doing 

that if you are a State employee, as opposed to doing 

something else. There may be enough in the way of 

complications that would change my attitude. This 

is a very uninformed opinion but my uninformed opinion 

would be I would like to see State ownership and State 

operation. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CODEY: Mr. Hyland, is there any 

reason to believe that Atlantic City would be a 
11 Sacred cow11 as far as having casino gambling in relation

ship to your job as the top law enforcement official, 

regarding controlling whatever illegal activities might 

come about as a result of casino gambling - as opposed 

to any other part of the State, or any other City? 

MR. HYLAND: I don't know that Atlantic City 
' would be a better or worse place to do it, from that 

standpoint. I think it would be a great mistake to do 

it in the middle of the City of Camden,or in the middle 

of the City of Trenton, or ln the middle of the City 

of Newark, because I think we would have special problems 

that would be created by that in those locations. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CODEY: Sir, would you prefer a 

site, such as the Playboy Club, which would be somewhat 

isolated, as opposed to Atlantic City? 

MR. HYLAND: I have no preference on that, no 

preference at all. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN CODEY: Thank you,Mr. Hyland. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Assemblyman Bate? 

ASSEMBLYMAN BATE: General Hyland, in the State-

owned versus private ownership, you mentioned comparable 

salaries as a possible problem, but with private owner

ship isn't the potential infiltration of organized 

crime a bigger problem? 

MR. HYLAND: Yes, I think so. That is why, 

in the first instance, I would like to see the govern

ment, alone, involved. I don't know that I wouldn't 

end up ignoring some of the problems that have been 

raised by the people who have analyzed it from the 

Civil Service viewpoint. I am just pointing out that 

there are some arguments to be made for a half-way 

position. Now I don't know where I would come out 

on that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BATE: But with State operation -

State ownership - the State would then go into the 

business of training the professionals that are in

volved in casino gambling, is that correct? 

MR. HYLAND: It would have to, surely. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BATE: That's a large task, isn't 

it? Do you think the State is geared for that? 

MR. HYLAND: I don't know. I suppose it depends 

upon how ambitious the undertaking is. We have had 

to do that with the Lottery Commission, in running the 

lottery. I think, except for some of the accounting 

control problems that have been revealed in the last 

several months in that operation, that a reasonably 

good job has been done in getting the necessary informa

tion around about how to do it, how to run it, etc. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BATE: But it is more complex than 

the lottery? 

MR. HYLAND: I think the problem of cash control 

is an element that gives it a different dimension. 
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I am told that one of the biggest problems in keeping 

any casino honest is to see that the accounting room 

is somehow kept under surveillance and doesn't get out 

of line. We would have that problem whether we put a 

uniform on a person or whether we had a private citizen 

there. People are tempted by large sums of money and 

it would be a job that would require very close attention 

to see that it stays honest. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOYLE: General, do I understand 

from your testimony that, as between the language that 

was originally contained in the resolution, "owned 

and operated" and the language that it now has, "owned 

and operated under the authority and control", you 

would prefer the former? 

MR. HYLAND: No. I am saying that I don't have 

a final viewpoint on that. My first inclination was 

to say that it should be owned by the State and operated 

by the State, but I am willing, first, to look at the 

administrative problems that might be occasioned by 

that before coming to a final conclusion. I don't 

have a final viewpoint at the moment. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOYLE: It has been suggested 

earlier that the lottery, by soaking up some of the 

money that might have otherwise gone to illegal gambling 

has hurt illegal gambling and organized crime. Do you 

think that is a fact, based on your experience, General? 

MR. HYLAND: Well, I have always had the hope 

that legalizing some of these operations would be 

helpful. I am not sure that we can measure it. I 

have said here that I am convinced that the lottery 

blow to organized crime has not been successful, if that 

is one of the arguments for it. 

The lottery still does not, as it is run by 

the State, provide what many people, who want to purchase 

numbers tickets, or play the numbers every day, want,and 

that is credit. It has the disadvantage of being visible 
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so that you have to pay income tax on your earnings. 

All of these things, I think, will perpetuate, indefin-
I 

itely, groups of people who will continue to gamble 

illegally, even if legal forms of gambling have been 

provided. 

We don't have casinq gambling in New Jersey 
I 

at the present time. As far as I am concerned there 

isn't any significant casino gambling operation being 

run illegally even. So if we are talking about just 

legalizing casino gambling as a blow to organized 

crime, I don't think that there is anything to "blow" it 

against, in that sense. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOYLE: Was there illegal casino 

gambling in Nevada before they authorized it, do you 

know? 

MR. HYLAND: I don't know that, no. I think 

they legalized casino gambling some time in the 1930's 

and I just don't know. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOYLE: To the degree that there 

has been organized crime in Nevada - revealed in various 

State and Federal investigations - do you think that 

can be directly attributed to the allowance of casino 

gambling, legally, in the State of Nevada? 

MR. HYLAND: Well, if you didn't have it there 

you wouilidn't have the problem. You have the problem 

1n particular there because you have private ownership. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOYLE: You mentioned that there 

would be some expense insofar as policing the operation. 

Do you have any idea - and now it gets to a fiscal note -

of what it would cost to properly provide law enforce

ment facilities if we had casino gambling legalized 

in the State, either in one location or in many locations? 

MR. HYLAND: No. Maybe Colonel Kelly, who will 

be here today,will be able1to answer that better than 

I can. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOYLE: Thank you. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: If there are no further 

questions, I wish to thank you, Mr. Hyland. We will 

take your comments, you can be sure, into consideration. 

MR. HYLAND: Fine. Thank you very much. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: At this time I am going 

to exercise the prerogative of the chair and give the 

two very lovely women,that are exercising their very 

delicate fingers,a five minute breather and when we 

return, we will hear from Senator Wayne Dumont and 

Superintendent Kelly. 

(After Recess) 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: We are going to begin 

this session and we will run until approximately one 

o•clock at which time we will break for lunch and 

return at 2:00. We are going to try to squeese in 

as many people as possible prior to the lunch break. 

The person getting ready to give testimony 

now is the Very Honorable Wayne Dumont. Thank you 

for coming, Senator. 

SENATOR WAYNE D U M 0 N T: Mr. Chairman, 

Members of the Assembly Judiciary Committee, I am 

grateful to you for this opportunity to testify today. 

I am sorry if I upset your schedule in any way earlier 

by not getting here, but with all the activity that is 

going on, particularly with regard to a 11 thorough and 

efficient 11 system of education in the free public schools, 

I find difficulty even making it to the places where 

I am supposed to be. I apologize for my lateness. 

It is my understanding that Assemblyman Vincent 

0. Pellecchia, who was the Vice Chairman of our Gambling 

Study Commission, on which I had the privilege of 

serving as Chairman, has reviewed with you fully the 
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activities of that Commission, and I am not going to 

be repetitive about that. 

He was a very capable and distinguished Vice 

Chairman, as he is an Assemblyman. I am sure that he 

covered the subject matter well, about the public 

hearings and the meetings held by a Commission that had 

no funds to operate with, but which conducted its work 

and made a report in February of 1973, recommending, 

in substance, that not only casino gambling but also the 

numbers game be legalized in New Jersey and that those 

questions be submitted to the people for their approval 

or rejection. 

After a report was submitted by our Commission 

in February of 1973, he and I and a number of other 

legislators introduced, two years ago, resolutions 

to authorize the submission of questions to the voters 

in a general election, both in respect to casino 

gambling and to numbers. As a matter of fact, this 

was a completely b¥partisan Commission, consisting of 

six Democrats and six Republicans. I am sure he 

covered that. So, it was not a partisan decision in 

any way~ this didn't run along party lines, it crossed 

party lines. There were Democrats and Republicans 

who were in favor. There were Democrats - possibly 

not nearly as many as there were Republicans who were 

opposed, I suppose, out of the 12 members. But we 

had a clear-cut majority of both parties who favored 

the submission of these questions to the people. 

Now why did we do so? Let me say that as 

recently as 9 or 10 years ago, I was just as much 

opposed to even a lottery in New Jersey, and particularly 

to the expansion of gambling, as some people still are. 

Over the course of the years, I changed my mind·, as I 

listened to the arguments and also watched the operations 

throughout the State. 
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I was one of the original co-sponsors of all 

the bingo and raffle legislation we have in New Jersey 

today. I co-sponsored the question with two other 

members of the Senate, one Democrat and one Republican, 

in 1953, when we submitted the question of bingo and 

raffles to the electorate of this State for their 

approval or rejection. I might add that they were 

overwhelmingly approved for charitable, religious, 

educational, fraternal and civic groups. 

Then, in 1954, in conjunction with the primary 

election but not as a part of the primary election, we 

went to municipal referendum on bingo and raffles. Out 

of the 567 municipalities in the State there were only 

about 30, at the most, that turned down either bingo 

or raffles, or both. Some of those are now resubmitting 

the question in those communities to authorize those 

particular games of chance. 

I couldn't even describe to you how many 

volunteer fire houses - fire company fire houses -

have been built and how much equipment has been bought, 

for the preservation of lives and property in municipalities 

throughout the State, as a result of the legalization 

of bingo and raffles. 

I recall in those days that we had just as 

much difficulty obtaining the necessary three-fifths 

majority, possibly more difficulty, to get the question 

on the ballot in 1953 than we might have now to get 

casino gambling on the ballot this year. 

There are people who don't believe in any form 

of gambling, who particularly do not want an expansion 

of gambling. I respect their opinions, but I don't 

agree with their opinions - and that includes the 

Attorney General, both present and past. It includes 

the Superintendent of the State Police, whom I happen 

to think is the best Superintendent the State Police 
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has ever had in New Jersey. But, at the same time, I 

don't n~cessarily have to agree with their opinions, 

and I don't. But I respect them for their opinions 

and for how they feel about it. 

Over the years gambling questions have been 

submitted to the people of New Jersey - not one has 

ever been turned down. There must have been at least 

six since the late 1930's. The one that started it 

was, of course, parimutuel betting at the race tracks 

in the 1930's. It passed easily. Then, following 

that, in the 1950's, there were, as I mentioned, bingo 

and raffles for organizations that conduct them with 

their own members and who use the proceeds for worth

while community purposes. 

In those days, we didn't know exactly, when 

we got to the implementing legislation, what we con

sidered a raffle in New Jersey. But we did know what 

was being conducted illegally in New Jersey. So, we 

decided to legalize those th~ngs that were being con

ducted illegally, such as 50-50's, under certain 

restrictions, and sale of raffle tickets for prizes. 

They are being conducted, as you know, all over the 

State. What you may not realize is that business 

amounts to $80 to $90 million every year. You haven't 

had any scandal connected with it because it has been 

run efficiently, 'economically and well by the legalized 

Games of Chance Control Commission, which was set up 

in the legislation in 1954, and which operates, 

incidentally, on a very limited budget. It didn't 

even get any money until we increased, or doubled, the 

license amounts from $5 to $10~ now the State gets 

half that figure and municipal government gets the 

rest. 

That was followed, in turn, by submission of 

the question on bingo and raffles for commercial operations, 
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for profit, in the Lakeland and seashore resort areas. 

That passed overwhelmingly. Later on we had to put 

another question on the ballot in regard to conducting 

games of chance, such as wheels, at agricultural fairs. 

That passed overwhelmingly when submitted to the people -

so did night racing in 1966. Only one county in the 

State, to wit Camden, out of the 21 counties,turned it 

down, possibly because the Garden State Track was located 

there - but it still passed 2 to 1. 

Then in 1969 the lottery was passed easily by 

the people of the State. Finally, in 1972, when we 

had three questions on the ballot, the only one that 

passed - and one of them was the transportation bond 

issue, the other dealt with the terms of the Secretary 

of State and Attorney General - had to do with bingo 

and raffles for senior citizens• organizations. It 

passed 5 to 1 when submitted to the people, but the 

other two public questions failed to pass. 

So, the h~story is clear in this State that 

the majority of the people do desire to conduct certain 

games of chance; at least they want the right to vote 

on those questions. That is what we are asking you to 

do - to pass a resolution that will submit to the 

people, as I hope the Senate will too, the question of 

casino gambling. They should have this right to vote. 

I think it is wrong for any Governor of either party, 

or for any Legislature of either party to say to the 

people, 11 We are not going to give you the right to 

vote on the question •11 You can have your own personal 

opinions about the games, whether you like them or you 

don't, but that doesn't mean that you should deny the 

people the right to vote on the question, or questions. 

Now we even tried to draft a question, particularly 

in regard to casinos, to protect the people. We require 

that there be a statewide referendum first, as there 
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always must be to amend the State Constitution. We 

require, secondly, a countywide referendum and, thirdly, 

a municipal referendum. It is possible, I suppose, that 

the countywide referendum could be considered at the 

same time as the statewide referendum to eliminate, 

possibly, one step in the procedure which might take 

a considerable amount of time. 

But, under no circumstances would I want the 

municipal referendum to be held at the same time as 

either the county or the State. Each person, in each 

municipality, should decide for himself or herself 

whether they desire, through a majority of the votes 

cast, any casino in that municipality. My guess is that 

most municipalities will turn them down~ that they 

probably, in municipal referendum, will support them 

mostly in the seashore and lakeland resort areas and, 

possibly, in some of the large cities. 

We might want to decide, in the implementing 

legislation, to limit the number of casinos because 

if you open up too much competition between them, then, 

obviously, we can get into diminishing returns and fail 

to accomplish one of the things that we are trying to 

do. We haven't worked out all the mechanics by any 

means. We don't know, exactly, what some of the 

mechanics will be because this has been the way every 

kind of gambling has been approached in the State~ you 

submit the question, first of all,with some foreknowledge 

of what the mechanics, or details, may be, but you don't 

try to spell them all out because they may change in 

the course of passing the implementing legislation -

in drafting it first. That's exactly what we did 

with bingo and raffles, as a matter of fact. We 

put the question on the ballot in 1953 and the next 

year we drafted the legislation to implement it. 
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We did the same thing with the lottery. The question 

went on first and then the legislation was drafted to 

spell out the mechanics. 

So we believe that between the local referendum, 

as well as the referendum at other levels of government 

.and also the requirement that the State own and op~rate 

the enterprise - and that is a very important factor 

with casinos-- As I went around the State talking 

about this last year, after our Commission filed its 

report, it seemed to me that many more people would 

favor State ownership and operation than licensing 

to private operation, the way it is conducted in 

Nevada and that, therefore, we should have State owner

ship through an instrumentality, or agency of the State, 

which could be an authority or a commission, the 
I 

employees of which, therefore, would work for the State 

as public employees. 

This last Assembly resolution, ACR-128, differs 

somewhat from ACR-50, which, personally, I would prefer, 

because of the fact, I think, there could be an interpre

tation, under ACR-128, which could permit the licensing 

to private interests - which, frankly, I oppose, and 

oppose strongly. But ACR-50 is just like the resolution 

I have in, which is SCR-10 in the Senate, which provides 

for State ownership and operation. We believe that with 

these safeguards the people would be protected and, on 

that basis, the question should be submitted to the 

people. 

There are several collateral reasons for this. 

We cannot disregard the question of revenue. Sure, 

we have estimates that at the end of the fiscal year 

we will have over $300 million in surplus on hand, 

but $150 million of that we have already committed to 

increased state aid to the school districts alone for 

the next school year, beginning July 1st. The Governor's 
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budget message, as you well know, indicated a projected 

su;rplus on hand, as of June 30, 1975, of only $18 

million. I understand that has been substantially 

reduced by the fact that an Assembly bill, I believe 

it is, which would provide for educational benefits 

in county colleges for the veterans of Viet Nam, would 

further reduce that considerably. 

So, you can't just disregard the question of 

revenues in the future. We know that hundreds of millions 

of dollars every year go into the pockets of organized 

crime in this State from gambling operations that are 

conducted illegally. 

In Jersey City, when we went there to hold a 

public hearing - the Gambling Study Commission - the 

Director of Public Safety came before us and he said 

in their bugget, each year in that city, they included 

one-half million dollars just to conduct raids on the 

numbers business. There is no indication that those 

raids are accomplishing anything in cutting down the 

numbers game, in Jersey City or anywhere else. I 

think it is about time that some of these hundreds 

of millions of dollars that go into the pockets of 

organized crime be used for worthwhile purposes, 

which we know the criminal elements will never use it 

for. 

My guess is that if we had casinos and numbers, 

both, we could realize $200 million a year, providing 

there is State ownership,which provides for a lot 

more revenue than State licensing,and providing they 

are well conducted. 

In addition to that, there are certain areas 

of the State that are suffering economically,because 

the unemployment rate is high in New Jersey at the 

present time - much higher than it ought to be. This 
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type of operation could provide jobs for people who are 

trained and taught to handle the jobs. That is important. 

Now I am not one who believes in a pilot program 

for Atlantic City. I think that is wrong. I don't 

think there ought to be a pilot program anywhere, in 

any one municipality. I think if we go along with 

anything like that we may very well kill the referendum 

entirely, for reasons that are unnecessary. Where the 

local referendum is adopted,within certain limitations 

that might come from the implementing legislation with 

regard to some limit on the number of casinos, that is 

a substantial enough safeguard without trying a pilot 

program in any one place and giving that place competitive 

advantage over anywhere else. 

So, these are some of the reasons, plus one 

more-- I did not hear the Attorney General's testi

mony, but he may well have argued that if you have 

casinos in the State you open it up to undesirable 

elements and their infiltration. I think you can just 

as logically argue that if we had casino gambling we 

would help to dry up the principle source of revenue 

for organized crime, which everyone concedes is gambl

ing, and thus help to get organized crime out of New 

Jersey, because who wants them here? Certainly you 

don't and I don't. This is a way by which we can 

provide, not only revenue for the State for worthwhile 

purposes, but also cut very h~avily into the revenue of 

criminal elements that now exist in New Jersey, and 

whom none of us want here. 

So, those are the reasons why I would advocate 

to you that you give the people a chance to vote. There 

is no pride of authorship here. I have said to Ozzie 

Pellecchia, who is a good friend of mine, many times, 

if you can pass your resolution in the Assembly, you 

can rest assured I will give it my full support in the 
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Senate, despite the fact that I have a similar resolution 

in there. That is beside the point. 

I have a resolution in,which you don't have 

here, on numbers. There is some thinking that the 

numbers game is included under the lottery question, 

as adopted in 1969. After all, it differs from the 

lottery in only two respects. One is, you buy a 

number of your own choice. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Senator Dumont, if we can, 

we are--

SENATOR DUMONT: Confine it to the casinos? 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Yes. We are really strapped 

for time. We have two or three other people who wish 

to give testimony. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Well, I have really covered 

all my arguments, Mr. Chairman. I would be glad to 

answer any questions I can. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: I have just one question. 

Am I to understand from your statement, sir, that you 

think gambling should be legalized, period? 

SENATOR DUMONT: I think that the types of 

gambling we have suggested should be legalized. I am 

not for off-track betting in New Jersey. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: What I am saying, sir, 

is should we decriminalize the statutes on gambling? 

In other words, should we not make a person a criminal 

who is running a-gambling establislunent not authorized 

by the State? 

SENATOR DUMONT: Do you mean after the question 

was passed? 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Now or after. 

SENATOR DUMONT: You have to conduct gambling 

raids under the present law of the State. Take card 

games , for example;·· if .. yoti play cards for money in your 

own horne, you are violating the present law of New Jersey. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Yes, sir, but what I am 

saymng is, it may be unconstitutional to gamble but 

that does not ~ecessarily--meari It -Is criminal. 

SENATOR DUMONT:. No, that's true but at the same 

time the laws of the State make it a crime, as does the 

Constitution make it unconstitutional. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HIIWKINS: Senator Dumont, you being a 

Senator and we being Assemblymen, we have it within our 

authority to change the law. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Right. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: I am asking of you, sir, . 

should we consider changing the law to decriminalize the 

statutes against gambling? 

SENATOR DUMONT: Against certain kinds of gambling, 

yes. I am not saying we should open them up to everything, 

no. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Are there any questions 

from the Committee? Mr. Codey? 
ASSEMBLYMAN CODEY: -Senator Dumont, you mentioned 

organized crime apd cutting into organized crime's 

revenues. Do you seriously think that the implementation 

of casino gambling would cut heavily into the revenues 

of organized crime when, it seems to me, the majority 

of their revenues are derived from operations of illegal 
casino-type gambling? 

SENATOR DUMONT: Not from casino-type operations 
because there is ·no-· Iegali ty behind casinos, nor is 

there any such establishment, as far as I know, in New 

Jersey today. I am saying to you that they get a very 

substantial amount of revenue from the numbers game. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CODEY: And bookmaking? 

SENATOR DUMONT: Well, that's what it is. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CODEY: Yes, but would the implementa-

tion of casino gambling affect that? 

SENATOR DUMONT: I don't know. What I am saying 
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to you is, I hope TE- would. I hope you would authorize 

the submission of a question on numbers if there is any 

doubt about whether we can proceed with numbers, legally, 

under the lottery. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CODEY: Yes, but we are talking 

about casino gambling. 

SENATOR DUMONT: The casino gambling will heillp 

to siphon off other kinds of revenue, I am sure, that 

go into the pockets of organized crime. Furthermore, 

you are going to find -- New York State, either 

two or three years ago, passed in their Legislature a 

question to cancer--out entirely their constitutional 

prohibition against any kind of gambling. Now it 

didn't pass a second year in a row - according to their 

Constitution, it must in order to submit the question -

but it did pass once and that is an indication that 

probably New York will go in that direction again. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CODEY: Senator, are you against 

the wording of the referendum? 

SENATOR DUMONT: No, I am not opposed to it. 

I know what the intention was on the part of the sponsors 

because I have talked to Assemblyman Steve Perskie and 

also to Assemblyman Pellecchia about it. The idea was 

-fo._broadeii--· the language somewhat in ACR-128 over 

ACR-50, be cause they don't want the employees under 

Civil Service. Well, I think that probably is a good 

point. The only thing I am concerned about is I don't 

want to see any interpretation arise from the question 

that would permit licensing to private interests. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CODEY: In other words, there 

wouldn't be Civil Service exams for cocktail waitresses? 

SENATOR DUMONT: I beg your pardon? 

ASSEMBLYMAN CODEY: You don't want Civil Service 

exam~ for cocktail waitresses? 

SENATOR DUMONT: I am not saying Civil Service 
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is bad. I have a,J.ways S\lpported the Civil Service. 
But we don't have anybsdy, under the lottery system, 

under Civil Service. There are about 85 employees 

there and none of them operates under Civil Service. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CODEY: Just one last question, 

Senator. Do you think that the word from the Governor 1 s 

office about vetp,ing anY legislation that would enable 

casino gambling in any other part of the State, other 

than Atlan~ic City, might make this a parochial issue 

as a referendum? 
SENATOR DUMONT: I think that the Governor, 

first of all, canp.ot veto submission of the question. 

As you know, tha~'s a constitutional amendment. 

ASSEMBL~ CODBY: Well, the enabling legisla

tion thereafter? 

SENATOR 1XJMONT: That 1 s true but once the people 

vote, if they supPort the issue, as I believe they will, 

statewide, the GOvernor may have second thoughts about 

vetoing implementing legislation, in the event that 

legislation says that any municipality - or most 

municipalities at least, if we decide to limit the 

number - could have it if a majority of the local voters 

approve. He may decide, at that point, that it is not 

wise to limit it to Atlantic City, or any pilot program. 
ASSEMBLYMAN CODEY: Thank you, Senator. 
ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: --Assemblywoman Berman? 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN BERMAN: Senator Dumont, you have 
developed at some length the history of legislation 

related to gambling in this State.d You have also 

stated, quite emphatically, that this has cut heavily 

into criminal elements. I wonder if either you are 

prepared to provide us with, or if there is available, 

some documentation of this fact? 

SENATOR DUMONT: I don't see how I can any more 

than anybody else could, who would estimate, as I believe 
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Senator Musto does, that as much as one-half billion 

dollars could be obtained in the course of the year 

in revenue. I am taking what I believe to be a middle 

of the road figure in respect to it. I am saying that 

this is a figure that I think is reasonably conservative 

and accurate in regard to a combination of casinos and 

numbers. 

The biggest source of revenue of all would be 

betting on organized athletic events. I am opposed 

to that. We heard testimony on that in the course of 

our public hearings. But I believe that this much 

money could be obtained through a combination of casinos 

and numbers. I can't substantiate that. In Nevada they 

raise $40 or $50 million a year, that is almost half 

of the whole state budget in that State because it is a 

small State and a small budget. 

ASSEMBLYWOi~ BERMAN: Actually, my question 

didn't relate to the revenues, it related to how 

this would cut into the revenues that organized crime 

might be receiving. 

SENATOR DUMONT: All I can say to you is that 

everybody that testified before us, whether they were 

for or against it, conceded that gambling is the 

principal source of revenue for organized crime. Now 

if we can get some of that revenue - a substantial 

portion of it - then we take it away from organized 

crime and, thus, help to dry up their principle source 

of revenue. 

I can't eell you because I don't know what 

all the gambling operations are that go on in New 

Jersey but we know they go on, despite raids and 

despite attempts to stop them. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN BERMAN: Would it be correct 

to say, as a follow-up to what you are saying, that 

the monies that are coming into the lottery right now 

are being siphoned off from organized crime? 
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SENATOR DUMONT: Well, let me put it this 

way, they represent two and one-half times as much 

money as even the most enthusiastic supporters of the 

lottery, before it happened, ever said it would 

produce. Now whether those monies were being expended 

on numbers, I don't know. The Superintendent of the 

State Police will probably tell you no, they weren't. 

But, at the same time, they do represent a substantial 

amount of State revenue because since January of 1971, 

when the lottery began, until the end of June last year, 

we put into education and institutions somewhere between 

$150 million and $200 million that we would not other

wise have had. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN BERMAN: Would you concede that 

possibly some of this money might be fresh money? 

SENATOR DUMONT: It might be. It probably 

is, and some of it probably is not. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN BERMAN: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GREGORIO: Senator, on the point 

where you disagree with the Attorney General and, 

in fact, the Governor, where you say you would not like 

to see it just in Atlantic City but would prefer to 

see it wherever it is approved throughout the State 

Am I correct to that point? 

SENATOR DUMONT: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GREGORIO: Do you see any problem 

with policing it if it is, all at one time, opened up 

throughout the State? Don't you see a problem for 

the State Police and the Attorney General's office 

in keeping the operations clean, as we would like to 

see it? 

clean. 

police. 

SENATOR DUMONT: We all want to see it kept 

I am sure we would have more need for security 

That would be one of the expenses we would 

have to face with respect to it. But, at the same time 
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I think that can be handled. We have been able to 

handle all the other operations well enough with 

very little problem - in some instances, no problem -

in regard to policing. I think we can do it with this 

one. I don't find that insurmountable. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GREGORIO: Well, in my opinion, 

I think it would be much easier to start on a small 

scale and keep it clean in one city and then, perhaps, 

expand it later. I think you would have to admit it 

would be a little bit simpler that way. 

SENATOR DUMONT: It would be simpler. You would 

also, I might add, get far less revenue from it. That's 

something you have to be concerned about and so do I. 

ASSEMBLYMAN GREGORIO: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Senator, I notice on page 

2 of the bill, the resolution, it reads that the entire 

net proceeds of any gambling establishment operated by 

the State shall be paid into the State Treasury. Would 

that language, necessarily, or possibly, exclude the 

revenues obtained under the authority and control of 

the State from going into the State Treasury? Do 

you understand the question? 

SENATOR DUMONT: No, it would not because all 

we have to do is go to the lottery, that is operated 

by a commission. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: I am not talking about the 

lottery, sir. Under the language of the bill, as 

presented, " •.• the Legislature to enact general or 

special laws under which garnb~ing houses or casinos 

may be established and owned by and operated under 

the authority and control of the State .•• " I 

think you did not like certain language, "under the 

authority and control of" because it would allow, 

possibly, for private entrepreneurs to be licensed? 
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SENATOR DUMONT: I am simply saying that it 

might permit the licensing to private interests and 

I am opposed to that. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Right. But following 

that line, sir, 11 The entire net proceeds of any gambling 

establishment operated by the State shall be paid into 

the State Treasury ••• 11 , it doesn't even mention 

operated under the authority and control of the State. 

Would that not, possibly, deny the possibility of 

monies obtained under the authority and control of the 

State from going into the State Treasury? 

SENATOR DUMONT: No, I wouldn't think so. I 

would think that that is a question on which you are 

going to have to pass first before,we do. But I have 

faith in Assemblyman Pellecchia and Assemblyman Perskie 

and I don't think that they would try to word a 

question in any way that would siphon off money from 

the State Treasury. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: No, sir. I am sure that 

anything that was done was not done intentionally 

to siphon off any monies from the State Treasury. I 

am just discussing possible flaws in the bill. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Well, if you think there are 

flaws you certainly can amend it before it passes. The 

main thing is to get the question passed this Spring 

through both houses with a three-fifths majority so 

it can go on the ballot in November of 1974. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Yes, sir. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BATE: Senator, you gave bingo as 

an example of a referendum that passed except in 30 

local cases, but actually bingo is a different operation 

than this. People attracted to bingo are many senior 

citizens who live in a community, or live in an adjoining 

community - they are not transients. Whereas, casino 

gambling is going to attract people, I would assume, 
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from all over, isn•t that a fact? 

SENATOR DUMONT: Well, that•s true but the 

lottery, when we started, before we had competition 

from Pennsylvania, and when we had very little competi

tion from New York - because their lottery was operating 

so poorly until they copied New Jersey•s -people were 

buying tickets over here too - thousands of them, as a 

matter of fact. I know. I live on the Delaware River. 

I know how many Pennsylvanians were buying tickets in 

New Jersey. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BATE: But it is a different 

operation? 

SENATOR DUMONT: It is a different type of 

operation, that•s true. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BATE:: You mentioned another thing, 

Senator, and that is, I believe you said you were 

opposed to off-track betting, is that correct? 

SENATOR DUMONT: Yes, because I haven•t seen 

any evidence from New York City•s experience that it 

could benefit us in New Jersey. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BATE: You also said that the Governor 

should not oppose, nor should the Legislature oppose, the 

opportunity for the people of the State to vote on this 

question. Now perhaps we disagree philosophically but 

is it your thinking that on any question, as far as 

gambling is concerned, there should be a referendum? 

For example, should there be a referendum on O.T.B., 

even though you might be opposed to it? 

SENATOR DUMONT: Well, I wouldn•t object to the 

people voting on the question but, personally, I would 

oppose O.T.B. if it got to the ballot because of the 

fact that I think it could hurt and diminish the 

revenues that we get from the race tracks today. 

Secondly, I don•t see anything in New York City•s 

experience that can justify that we would get substantial 
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revenue from it, in addition to what we are now receiv

ing from the tracks. Those are my arguments against it. 

There are more practical ones, philosophically. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BATE: You point out an almost 

consistent pattern, that if you put a gambling question 

on the ballot it passes. The advantage of this public 

hearing is to draw from the expertise that we have 

with respect to the good sense of any gambling question. 

What I am really driving at is, don't we, as 

legislators, have to make a judgment sometimes not to 

put something on the ballot, even though the result 

might be that the people would vote affirmatively? 

SENATOR DUMONT: Well, I think we should. As 

a matter of fact, I would probably oppose submitting 

the question of betting on organized athletic events 

because I agree with the very eloquent testimony of 

Commissioner Pete Roselle when he appeared before us, 

right in this chair. He said that it would hurt team 

sports badly - football, basketball, baseball, hockey -

because the people would go out and bet on and root 

for the team that would provide their point spread, 

rather than the team of their choice. He did not 

say it would hurt individual athletics, like jai alai, 

for example, that have it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOYLE: You mentioned that casino 

gambling would provide jobs. Did your Commission 

come to a conclusion as to how many jobs would be 

so provided? 

SENATOR DUMONT: No, but my guess is it would 

run into, depending upon the number of casinos that 

were established, the hundreds and, possibly, even 

thousands. It is not to be disregarded in these days. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOYLE: Sir, you mentioned $200 

million from casino gambling as well as the numbers, 

could you break down how much of that would be from 
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casino gambling only? 

SENATOR DUMONT: It is tough to do anything 

more than estimate. We had some testimony at one 

of the public hearings where a witness came in and 

said that probably New Jersey could realize between 

$15 million and $25 million from each gambling casino, 

each year. That may be high. I don't know exactly 

what we could realize from numbers, except there is a 

tremendous amount of money being expended on numbers 

that is going into the pockets .of illegal people that 

want to conduct it illegally, and are doing so. 

So, whatever we say is pretty much a guess. If 

somebody comes in and says $50 million is all you can 

get no matter how many casinos you have, that probably 

is a guess. If they say it is $500 million, that is a 

guess. It seems to me that you have to take a figure 

somewhere in between, based upon Nevada's results, were 

the revenue is much less because of the fact that they 

are licensed to private interests and those interests 

take out a large part and because of the fact they don't 

have nearly the concentration of population to draw on 

that we have in the Eastern part of the United States. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Senator, I wish to thank 

you very much. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Thank you very much. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: We are really strapped 

for time and I really appreciate your coming. We 

will take everything you have said into consideration. 

SENATOR DUMONT: I appreciate your kindness 

and courtesy. I hope you act shortly on this. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Our next speaker is 

the Honorable Colonel Kel~y, who is the Superintendent 

of the State Police for the State of New Jersey. Welcome 

Colonel Kelly. 

C 0 L 0 N E L D A V I D B. K E L L Y: In my 
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previous appearances before similar committees I voiced 

opposition to the belief that the broadening of legalized 

gambling in the State of New Jersey would provide New 

Jersey with a recreational industry that would provide 

jobs, revitalize our cities, drive down our real estate 

taxes, destroy organized crime, and, in general, promote 

a new era of prosperity for the State of New Jersey. 

In my testimony I attempted to enlighten the 

committees on the problems that would be faced by 

law enforcement and the impact that legalized gambling 

would have on the State of New Jersey. 

My position in the past has been, and is now, 

one of being unilaterally opposed to the broadening 

of legalized gaming, and particularly casino gambling, 

either on a limited basis or on a statewide basis. 

I wonder what would happen if I said I came out for 

it today? 

First, may I go into - and I know that this 

may be redundant and it may be a repeat to some of 

you but, for the record, I probably must say that I 

must rely on the experience and exposure and the 

intelligence of others that are in the business. So, 

when we are considering a major proposal, such as this 

one, we must look to those with experience for enlight

ment as to what the problems are. In the area of 

legalized gambling, the only state in the Union with 

experience is Nevada. What has Nevada's experience been 

in the area of economics and law enforcement problems? 

How does Nevada differ from New Jersey? What will the 

sociological effect be? 

In Nevada the major casino sites are located 

in Las Vegas and Reno. Access to each city is by two 

main roads and each city is surrounded by the desert. 

I am not going to go into the geographies, as you can 

understand. It is an isolated area and I am going to 

cut this short to make you realize that, being an 
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isolated area it is easier to control. The difference 

is, of course, that we are located in a megalopolis 

between Boston and Washington. The many roads that 

crisscross the State allow criminals to be beyond our 

jurisdiction in less than one hour. 

New Jersey is a highly urbanized State with a 

high population density rate. This condition would be 

conducive to criminals hiding by affording them a 

background to blend into very quickly. 

Economics - I am not an authority on economics 

but I must relate this, the State of New Jersey, last 

year, realized $70.9 million from the pari-mutuel 

taxes, lottery operation and bingo raffle licenses. 

The State of Nevada, for the same year, received $62.3 

million in gambling revenue from casinos and bookmaking. 

One of the things that I have to point out, 

and I am not for horse racing.- I go once a year only 

because my wife wants to go - is that gambling casinos 

have been considered detrimental to horse racing. 

It was pointed out that New Jersey has recently committed 

itself to the moral backing of a $300 million sports 

complex in the Hackensack Meadowlands; one of the features 

is a horse track. What will be the effect on the 

financial success of the track if New Jersey is to have 

casino gambling? 

Revenue from gambling will not solve the State 

fiscal problems. Nevada has had legalized gambling 

for fo~ty years. They also have an income tax. They 

also have a sales tax. 

No new revenue is produced from legalized 

gambling. In the same vein, there is only so much of 

a market for gambling. As with any commodity, increas

ing the availability of the item will not increase the 

overall sales. 
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New Jersey had this experience with the lottery. 

At first it was highly successful, taking in more money 

than had been anticipated, then, in competition with 

New York's revised lottery and Pennsylvania's new 

lottery, ticket sales dropped off considerably. I say, 

and I think someone else has said this also, that what 

we have done is created a new group of gamblers. 

I am concerned about the law enforcement problems. 

The policing of communities where legalized gambling 

takes place suddenly becomes a problem of great magni

tude. This is due to the fact that gambling attracts 

many undesirables who, when in need of money - for 

gambling or other purposes - will resort to any means: 

the gun, the fist, or the con job. It also attracts 

the pimps, the prostitutes and the two bit hoodlums. 

Las Vegas,in the past several years, has 

taken on a new hoodlum-free image. Why? This is due 

to the purchase of casinos and hotels by big corpora

tions and businessmen, such as Howard Hughes. The 

newcomers actually attracted more vice. Hoodlums, 

pimps and prostitutes began moving about freely 

under the noses of the new and inexperienced owners 

and operators. The 11 Strip 11 as we knew it, was soon 

nicknamed 11 hooker alley'.'~ It was reported recently 

in the Los Angeles Times that the mayor was approached 

by a prostitute while he sat in his car at a traffic 

light. The county sheriff created a 21 man task force 

to deal with the street type of crime. During a two 

month period, they arrested more than 800 pimps, 

prostitutes, two bit hoodlums, shylocks and drug 

pushers. They recently applied for a $450,000 Federal 

grant to beef up their department. 

People in affected communities can expect a 

rise in crime problems - burglary, robbery, fraud, 

muggings, narcotics and prostitution. If gambling is 

on a 24-hour basis, police problems will be of a 
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greater magnitude on a 24-hour basis. 

Are the municipalities of this State ready 

to allocate funds to beef up their police departments? 

The major cities of the State will at least have had 

a head start because they have an organized police 

department and they do have some kind of a start now. 

But what about the municipalities that have inadequate 

police departments? Are they all ready to create a 

large, full-time police department,overnight?. 

Mike Goodman, an investigative reporter for the 

Los Angeles Times recently completed a study into 

organized crime in Las Vegas. He and two other reporters, 

two from New Jersey - one from the Star Ledger and the 

other from the Home News - as laymen, convinced us that 

the information we have is valid and true because they 

came up with the same kind of information. 

The history of gambling in Las Vegas shows that 

it was never a money maker until organized crime got 

into it. Once the organized crime people from the East 

became involved, they became the dominant force control

ling the gambling and its peripheral activities. This 

was accomplished with a minimum of violence by mutual 

agreement of the major organized crime families in the 

United States. 

Las Vegas was declared neutral ground by the 

underworld. Organized crime provided its own protec

tion. Gambling casinos were ruled with an iron hand. 

Prostitution and shylocking were strictly controlled 

by organized crime. In the 1960•s the Federal 

Government began an intensive investigation into possible 

organized crime involvement in the skimming of casino 

profits. 

Casino owners, especially those with organized 

crime ties, began selling to big corporations and 

businessmen, such as Howard Hughes. Without the fear 
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of punishment by organized crime and the advice and 

protection of the veteran gamblers, the casinos became 

prime targets for loansharks, prostitutes, card cheats, 

slot cheaters and con men. It was not very long, 

according to Goodman, before the straight guys were 

begging the oldtimers to come back before the new 

"wise guys" stole the casinos blind. 

The organized crime edict of no violence is no 

longer in effect in this area. There are reports -

substantiated - that in the last 24 months Las Vegas 

has had more gangland style assassinations and 

violence than in the previous 24 years. Among the 

victims were a prominent lawyer; a former Nevada 

legislator, blown up in his car; a casino executive 

and his wife, gunned down in front of their apartment -

he was to be the key witness in an upcoming organized 

crime-connected gambling trial7 another casino boss, 

killed in his car in a parking lot7 a hotel manager 

crippled for life as a "lesson". 

With the advent of legalized casino gambling 

within New Jersey, certain concomitant activity by 

established organized crime groups can be readily 

anticipated. This anticipation is substantiated by 

available intell.:i.gence information, street sources 

and the recent experience of Nevada in this area. 

We can see several major areas of expansion into this 

financial plum by groups which have repeatedly shown 

they are in business strictly to make money. The means 

they must employ are unimportant, the yardstick simply 

being whether the means achieve the desired end. 

Let me specifically address these major problem 

areas. Some of these criminal problems already exist 

here, but the influx of legalized casinos will generate 

an inordinate growth. 

Loansharking and Extorition - As I have 
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indicated previously, many of those gambling can least 

afford to do so. They are poor credit risks by 

conventional standards. Consequently, in an effort 

to recoup losses or obtain money on which to live, they 

must turn to the loanshark. This same gambit can be 

applied to the businessman who finds himself over his 

head as a result of gambling losses. This practice 

is going on at present with those who gamble illegally. 

However, once the aura of respectability, fashion, and 

legality are attached to gambling, those who would not 

have gotten involved will become so. The loanshark is 

primarily interested in a usurious return on his money 

and strong arm and extortion are his standard collection 

tools. He will drive the otherwise honest citizens to 

crime through the threat of exposure, physical harm, 

or even death. Once the debt to a loanshark is incurred, 

the ability not be become involved in crime is extremely 

difficult. The poor who find themselves so situated 

will turn to anything from the petty property crimes 

of shoplifting, breaking and entering, and larceny, to 

the more serious armed robberies and thefts from persons. 

The businessman, or white collar worker, will turn to 

those criminal means more available to him, such as 

embezzlement, fraud, worthless checks, etc. 

There is also more than a strong possibility, if 

past performance by organized crime groups is any 

indicator, that they will use loansharking as the first 

step in gaining control of individual companies, or 

monopolistic control of a particular sector of business. 

One of the factors that we are primarily 

concerned with is the narcotic traffic. Present 

statistical and empirical data available shows that 

in some areas of New Jersey narcotic traffic is affected 

by the seasonal shift of people to resort areas. This 

is especially true of the New Jersey shore area, 

including Atlantic City. The same is also true of 
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the Northern resort areas but not in the same proportion. 

Casino gambling would cause these locations to 

be year-round resorts with a markedly larger percentage 

of members of the criminal element present. There 

would be afforded a better and more receptive market 

for drugs resulting in larger drug operations center

ing in these areas. This centering would, in turn, 

draw more buyers and then sellers. This, in turn, 

would have a negative effect on our shore resorts 

as family vacation places. 

The drug problem in New Jersey is,at its present 

level, a grave concern to us all. This Legislature 

presently has several bills establishing study corn

missions and other committees to find viable solutions. 

Increasing the problem, or creating an atmosphere where 

it can expand and prosper, appears to be grossly 

counter-productive. 

We .are concerned with the possibility of political 

corruption. Hand in hand with any increase in organized 

crime activity, is a simultaneous increase in the 

temptation afforded to public officials to ignore 

their sworn duty. When large sums of money are at 

stake otherwise strong characters unfortunately are 

sometimes weakened and succomb to baser ideals. Official 

protection enables organized crime to realize maximum 

profits in any of its ventures with minimal risks. 

Furthermore,the enabling legislation mandates 

that prior to the establishment of any casino in any 

political subdivision it must pass the representative 

body of that subdivision and be approved by a majority 

of the voters in a public referendum. And although 

organized crime interests have apparently sold their 

Nevada enterprises, there is available intelligence 

that these interests are acquiring properties, both in 
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New Jersey and New York, in anticipation of the legaliza

tion of casino gambling. Their apparent motives being 

that this area represents a virgin, untapped and 

unexpected region which is overripe and ready to be 

picked clean. 

No doubt once future competition diminishes, 

these interests will repeat their Nevada tactic and 

sell out. They will have gotten the wheat and left 

the chaff for others. However, initially, they must 

get local approval and they are not above buying votes 

on municipal councils and even intimidating voters if 

the profits to be made warrant it. 

We have some sociological impacts that we must 

deal with because many times we have to deal with the 

sociological proglems as they affect enforcement. 

Who are the gamblers? Who are the people who try 

hardest to strike it rich? Generally, it is those in 

need of public assistance, the unemployed, the welfare 

recipient whose economic status would be raised, even 

temporarily, by that big win. In doing so, these people 

will more often than not lose the money intended to 

feed their families. New Jersey's proximity to highly 

populated urban areas, where there is a large percentage 

of poor and economically hard pressed people, will make 

this a very serious problem. 

Monies lost will have to be replaced. The 

alternatives are few. Most often the choice wili be 

crime. History has shown 'that gambling has been a 

social and economic evil, with those in the lower 

income bracket suffering to the greatest extent. 

Legalized gambling tends to bring about a more 

permissive society. Not only does it ~bring about 

problems related to family life, ·.out ... 1.::. tends to force 

a laxity in the enforcement against peL.i..pheral type 

crimes, such as prostitution. This alo1:n has a great 
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impact on the younger generation who are more than ever 

aware of double standards of behavior. 

In conclusion, there are those who believe 

that due to availability, permissiveness and accessi

bility of drugs, we will eventually, if we continue 

in this pattern, create a drug culture that will be 

accepted in this country. If we provide availability, 

accessibility to bettors, will we create a gambling 

addicted culture? If so, are we prepared to cope with 

the crime, the permissiveness and corruption that goes 

with it? 

These are my views and these are the matters 

that I have reported on before. There are many issues, 

probably, that you want to talk to me about - or ask 

me about. I have a summation that I will make 

a matter of record, that summarize some of the things 

that I have talked to you about and will reiterate my 

standing. I won't bore you with it but I will answer, 

I hope, some of the questions that you probably will 

ask me. There are many things that must be considered 

and I have only given you some pripheral information 

here. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: I am going to ask of the 

Committee, if you have questions that you think will 

take more than five or ten minutes, possibly we can 

ask the Colonel to come back after lunch. We will 

ask the questions now, Colonel. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOYLE: Do you know how much money 

is spent in illegal gambling in this State now, Colonel -

or do you have an approximation? 

COLONEL KELLY: We have all kinds of estimates 

on that. We run from $6 to $7 million. It all depends 

on where you sit. To me, this is kind of extreme. 

I just don't know. 

To give you an estimate, we surveyed a particular 
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industry one time. We had undercover people in a 

large factory - a large plant - and we estimated at 

that particular time that with the lottery operation 

alone there was something like $18 thousand a day 

going out of that plant. You multiply that by the 

number of industries and the number of street operations 

and it would be quite difficult to estimate. I cannot 

give you an approximation on that in the State of New 

Jersey. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOYLE: Do you think any amount of 

money that it has been estimated would go into casino 

gambling, if it were legalized, would make any dent 

in the amount of monies raised to support organized 

crime by illegal gambling? 

COLONEL KELLY: I don•t think you are going 

to make any dent at all in organized crime with casino 

gambling because of the types and kinds of people in

volved. 

If I can just take a second to explain to you 

the types of people that would be going to the casino 

gambling type of operation - in order to have the 

kind· of money that you anticipate making, you have 

to have the high rollers. In order to get the high 

rollers you have to have established credit. If it 

is going to be a State operated thing, is the State 

willing to establish credit? If you are, who is going 

to look into the credibility and the credit of the 

individual? If it is going to be operated by someone 

else, who is going to collect? These are the kinds 

of things that have to be discussed and have to be 

considered when we are talking about casino gambling 

and the kinds of people you are going to get there. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOYLE: How much money do you 

think it would take for the State Police to beef up 

their forces to have sufficient investigatory men and 

facilities if casino gambling were legalized in the State? 
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Can you give us an estimated figure? 

COLONEL·KELLY: First, if you are going to 

localize it, it becomes a problem. I don't know if 

it is going to be State operated, State owned, State 

controlled, operated by lease or by contract, etc. 

I don't know those kinds of things. One problem that 

we have to begin with is, no matter what kind of people 

you hire, whether they be Civil Service, etc., they 

have to be screened. We have to process those people 

for their capabilities and their integrity because 

of raw money being handled as opposed to tickets. 

That kind of operation in itself would take numerous 

people if you are going to localize it to one 

particular area and you are going to say 5 tables, 10 

tables, 20 tables, the number and kinds of people, etc. 

With that, not omly the operation of the casino, but 

the pripheral type things - who is allowed, the ABC 

violations, and all the other things that go with it -

it would make it impossible for me to give you an idea 

unless you could give me an idea of the kind and type 

of operation that you are anticipating. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOYLE: You mentioned intelligence 

reports saying that land has been acquired. Do you 

think that the problem could be somewhat reduced if 

the casino could not be run unless it was run on 

State owned land or in State owned buildings? 

COLONEL~KELLY: Naturally, it would be reduced, 

if we are talking about organized crime, if the State 

owned the land and the operation. If the operation 

is going to be State operated I'd have to relate the 

experience of other people. If the State is going to 

operate it, you are not going to get the proficiency 

of the outside operations because we just don't have 

that kind of expertise. I would say that the State 

would probably operate with a minimal return. I 
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don•t think that you would get the effectiveness 

because, with due respect to the Governor, the 

bureaucracy in the government in trying to get some

thing moved is probably, in those cases, intollerable. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BATE: Colonel Kelly, the spokesman 

for the Governor indicated that if the referendum is 

passed, that the enabling legislation will have to 

confine the original gambling casino to Atlantic City 

as a pilot project. If that occurs - if that is the 

law which goes into effect - do you have serious 

reservations as far as your police work is concerned, 

even with that limited proposal? 

COLONEL KELLY: I have serious reservations, 

yes, because as I stated-- Localization would help, 

there is no doubt about that. It would help. We 

understand that the smaller the project the easier 

it is to control. But if the State is going to 

operate it, who is going to operate it for the State? 

In order to get a good manager, or a manager of 

experience, I would assume you would have to pay this 

individual about $100 thousand - which is probably 

twice the salary of the Governor. If you are willing 

to do that, fine. If you are going to pay people 

to operate the sticks and operate the roulette, you 

are going to have to pay them, if you want qualified 

people. 

We find that if we are going to do this kind 

of operation and hire people from outside who have the 

expertise, probably what we are going to get are the 

left-overs from Las Vegas who were kicked out for one 

reason or another. That•s probably what we will get, 

the second rate people. This, again, worries us, 

along with the confidential checks that we are going 

to have to make. 
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I don't want to create the impression that I 

am trying to deprive any city, any municipality, or 

this State. It is my obligation to inform the citizens 

of this State and you, of this Body, who are going to 

rule on and regulate this, what the pitfalls in enforce

ment are. I have been asked, why are you opposed to 

Atlantic City? I am opposed, not only to Atlantic City, 

I am opposed to all of the other cities. 

It is being asked, what can we do for the 

shore areas, what can we do to revitalize them? I 

am not in social planning and I can't do anything. I 

would say, if I had my choice - if we are doing somethig 

for the State - why can't we do something in the cultural 

area, something in terms of recreation, turning our 

shores into a very viable, very acceptable recreational 

area,via something similar to Disneyland, where families 

could be taken care of. There would be many, many 

jobs within that particular area. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Colonel Kelly, on behalf 

of the Committee, thank you very much for your testi

mony. It will be taken into consideration. 

COLONEL KELLY: Thank you very much. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: I think we have one 

speaker that wishes to get on prior to lunch. He has 

to leave immediately. In fact, there were several but 

since we are Assemblymen we have to give courtesy to 

a fellow Assemblyman. Assemblyman Worthington? 

I understand you will take 4 minutes, sir, 

because we are giving you special consideration. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CHARLES W 0 R T H I N G T 0 N: 

Mr. Chairman, I certainly appreciate this imposition. 

I know this is your lunch hour. 

Chaixman Hawkins, Members of theJudiciary Committee, 

thank you for allowing me to make comment at this 

important hearing. I will ktep my remarks brief, since 
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this is not the first time I have spoken publicly in 

behalf of this vital issue before us. Indeed, not only 

have I spoken out in favor of legislation enabling the 

people to decide on the question of legalization of 

State-controlled casino gambling, but I am a co-sponsor 

of this resolution which will be brought to the floor 

of the State Legislature this Monday. 

I am not here today to debate the merits of 

enabling the legalization of State-controlled casino 

gambling. I am here to tell you,and those gathered 

here, that I believe those who elected me to represent 

them at the State Capitol made it clear to me, in no 

uncertain terms, that this is what they want, need, 

and should have. Simply put, it's an opportunity to make 

an important determination for themselves, by themselves. 

This bill incorporates the most democratic 

principles of home rule, allowing local residents to 

decide for themselves whether or not they want State

controlled casino gambling in their own communities. 

All it does it allow the people to authorize the State 

Legislature to amend the Constitution and enact 

general laws that permit the State to operate casinos 

only in those areas where the local citizenry approves 

of this. 

This enabling legislation would be good for the 

State of New Jersey. It is important to many localities 

throughout the State. It is vital for Atlantic County. 

It offers new opportunities, new growth, a new vitality, 

the beginning of a renaissance, especially for Atlantic 

City. 

This legislation would not force anything on 

anyone; yet, it gives those who want the opportunity, 

a chance to improve the economy of their local areas, 

enhance their job opportunities, make this the start of 

a climb up to a new plateau - not for a select few, but 
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for individuals, citizens at every level of our 

economy, especially those in lower-income groups anq 

the unemployed, or those who can now find only 

seasonal employment. 

I support this resolution. I am proud to 

be a co-sponsor of it, and I urge its adoption. 

Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Thank you very much. 

We are going to resume, promptly, at 2 o'clock. 

There are several people who wish to give testimony. 

I would like to hear everyone and I am sure the 

Committee would like to hear everyone that is here 

to give testimony. So, in order to do that in the 

limited amount of time that we, obviously, have available 

to us, I am going to, again, exercise a prerogative 

of the chair~ I am going to limit the discussion to 

approximately 5 minutes on each piece of testimony. 

I think if we limit it to 5 minutes, we may be able 

to fit everyone in. If there is something important, 

we will give leeway to what you have to say. But if 

it is something that we have already heard, I will ask 

that you, yourself, control what you are saying. It 

would be appreciated. 

We will reconvene promptly at 2 o'clock. 

(lunch break) 
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(afternoon session) 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Will the Committee 

members please take their seats. 

Is Senator McGahn available? 

(present) 

We are going to begin with Senator McGahn as 

our first speaker of the afternoon. I am going to 

remind everybody that I am going to be exercising the 

chair's prerogative to limit testimony to 5 minutes. 

unless it is extremely important and it is something 

that we haven't heard before, I am going to ask your 

indulgence to please do what you can to cooperate. We 

do wish to allow everyone to give testimony. If you 

have a written statement it is not necessary for you 

to read it if you have copies for all of us to read 

at a later time, or if you have a copy that you can 

leave with us to be read into the record by one of the 

young women taking testimony. 

With that in mind, we will proceed. Dr. McGahn? 

S E N A T 0 R J 0 S E P H M C G A H N: Thank you 

very much, Mr. Chairman. 

Your Committee is sitting today to decide on 

the merits of permitting the people of this State to 

approve legalized casino gambling. In the past State 

Gambling Commission Hearings, the proponents of 

legalized casino gambling cited the benefits to the 

State and local municipalities of new revenue sources, 

a boon to tourist and convention business in New Jersey, 

enabling it to assume a competitive position with other 

states which are presently challenging these ind~stries; 

the economic multiplier effect in the form of indreased 

development, the construction of new, and the improve

ment of existing hotels, with a resultant increase in 

employment, higher sales tax revenues, etc •• On balance, 

these arguments are legitimate and would be hard to 
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refute. The question of the amount of revenue to be 

raised would be most difficult to predict, and it 

should be emphasized that I do not consider this 

factor as a solution to the fiscal needs of the State -

but the real benefit to be derived would be the economic 

multiplier effect and the revitalization of the tourist 

and convention interests in this State. 

The opponents of legalized gambling have taken 

the traditional positions of church and law enforce

ment agencies: 

1. That it breaks down moral integrity~ that 

it is a social evil~ that it leads to further misery 

of the poor; and, 

I. Tlut feare fll law eaforctemeat olllctala tbat reveauea raised 

reatdtald iMttUitJ to ...WOl tlae eame. 

TMM an .......... aclftriiUJ poalttooa. and the slDcertty aa~ 

latefrltJ of ttaaM ........ to IIMH Mllefa e&IUJI8t be impugned. but. to 

ooaclwle tbat tllue juillmeata appiJ uiftraaUJ la all cireuzruttaneea la a 

OOJilDlOil fault of lotte. 

lt ta to tbe 1.._, arpmeata tllat 1 woald like to addreaa m,yaelf. 

Staee tbe latlllre fJI pNbu.ltloo. lt baa IJeera aa axiom of American 

jutiee tbat J'CMI eaMOt _..,... lawa ttaat are abborrerat to a atplticaot 

proporttoo of tbe popaladM. Probtblttoa eMma to bave sbown that ea

lorctAg certain klaU of lawa pla ... poUce in improper roles. Toda7. laws 

tbat attempt to ,.._..... aa t.Ddtvtdaal'a behavior when it has no effect 
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otbera or -.. lq elllct • -. ... 1a more or less inciden~&l, tend to be 

__,.neus... ...........,....., aiMe neb laws fight against desires deeply 

U.,....._d Ia ov cndtwe aM ,......,. lA Iauman nature ttaeu. enforctnr them 

aeun.Jb' don ..,.. ...,.. tlaaa U .... aoocJ. S.eh laws appear to repl"tt8ent 

aa W.,Uimate ......... ._ el U. Stat. into areas U.t should be lelt to individual 

cltaeNtton. 

Atteapta • .... patti'• bave prond aa laeffectual and as co\IDter

precluttve .. au..,. te *P *'*'•· Ia tbe face of an enorDlO\la and 

... ...._1.1 taendl-'11 ,...... .,..lte tor pmbllag. antt-aambltqlaws 

taave pnvea • ...,_....., ... ttala bu led. of aeeeastty, to selective en

tor~a&. TIM ....,. c1t.oe ,._. Ia a pcmtrt:t area ia brokel'l up and ita 

participants ureatec~. ~· tlae btcla•atakea poker game ia the aabarba or 

couatr7 club pea • ...- after ... k wt.tbcNt eo much aa a whisper from 

law eatorcemeat olftelala. Police driYe amaU l.adependent gamblers out 

of wat.eaa willie pl'ltMU., .,.._ted operatlou aJl<1 allowilll tbem to 

eouoltdate. 

In addW... te Mlll8 -alol'eeUie. gambU111 lawa have contributed 

eeatrall,y to tbe co•t_. ritaJUJ ot orpataed crime, wbicb baa traaitioDally 

dealt ta aeni•• &kmaa••• a. tbe ,.lie wblcb are &-emed immonl and 

tberelore mad4t tU ... I. Wldle ,...atU., Sa ol\17 a pari of the aetlvlttea of 

crtmtaal syiMiieates, tt ilaa Jooa proYlded tlaem wltb their moat stable sources 

of iAeome and with eapttal to Cake ever t.,tttmate btaatoeas --- and, reeeatly. 
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to operate bltber leftla of ntte eollar crime. Slnee prohibition. aambltng 

baa provtcled moat ol orpakttcl ~·• daJ·to-da;y operattq revenues in 

tile form ot Juroad•llall• ._ tne laaoat.e. Reliable ftprea .. ttmate tbat 

betw"• •20 bUlioe _. ... WW. an Ule,.U, bet eaeb year. and of this 

•JDOIIat, behreea tl ldlllea Uld tt.l blUtoa la uaed u "paJOtf moaey" to 

poltGe aad cornpt ollletala. Pellee ea-t wtn with aambliDc Jawa •• tbey 

are .., wrtttea. U-.., atteap& to eaforce tum. tbelr credtbUlty and 

their aelt- rea.,._.-t lldw. 

U lMJ do not ......_ te ~ tlaem, tbey are crtmlnalked to a 

del,... tbem .. b••• &Ad a., iDdtNetl7 coatribate to the whole cycle of 

erimlt to wblcla p"'bbt• ,....... ooatrtbate. Siace probtbttt.oa. aambltJII 

has t&An oYer aa tlae •mber o.. eornpter of police. It ls a abort step ~m 

:reallat,. tbat f&mblbta Jawa are ...atoreeable to aecepttn1 mone7 DOt to 

ealorce ttlem. AU.._... tile Kaapp Commllalon ln New York bu made it 

clear ~bat eorNptiJII ~·-• ta pollce are mJI'IIId. once more pmbllag 

bu eJLUtrred aa tbe 1110at peJ tUlft aad wldeapread corrupter of pollee. 

Whttmaa Knapp baa Hated. &ad 1 quotea 11Problbttton on aambllfte has no 

place 1D tbe State Coutttatton. " 

Tbe s-bltc. at preeeat, Ia •wWtrae to support the enforcement of 

p.mblt.., lawa. u.-.r tll"e atadtttou. tbe people sbould not eomdema 

poltee to tbla tmpoaallde ud d.,....tna tau. Tboae who cry that pollee 
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~ M Napecte4 111t..W ,.... IN tM removal of laws that pwt pollee lll 

,. ..... t.a wlaWt 1MJ •• nt Ml na~17· Oftl.r thea wW the pOllee 

Mft tlt.e tlme ud .._ .. ,•••• te tnat Mrlou crimea. To tbla •ad. 

,....., ... alloaW M .._...... 1'11111 aforeJMiltloaed Kupp Commlaatoa. OD 

A-t ltb. lift. Nlll ••••• Utat aaatliliDc bel.,allseclla-New York CltJ' 

to lle1p eltml.., wt•••••• ......,UOa Ia 11M aatt.oa•a J.a.rreat pollee Ioree. 

"Tile ...-taal .................. .....W tae repealed,. tt the Co~DJDtaaloll 

aat.d. "ro tile ntall tiiM till..._....... ..... tba& 80me coatrol owr 

paWiltc Ia .,.,....... .... ....,..... atlould M bJ ctril rattler thaa 

ori•IMJ ,.._... Tille ,..U.. e....W lie ......,.. from &DJ reapoaetbW.tJ 

..,. 1M eatorce...a fl...-.. 1a1ra ••l'fll'lla&tou." 

· A ,...... ••• a • .., Ym CltJ ftaaactecl a., tbe DepaJ"hDeat of 

lu.._ ........ tble llle ••••~'• nliUt tllrtYea oa t1ae Dletea. aad 4tmea of 

tM ,..... ftU ......_ •P••••M ...., ada acNlUoDal force to a muatve • 

..........,.., do••••••...,....... et......., bJ tla• had tor the Ctt.J of 

If" 'fork wtdala eel rhl••• w&tla a ftat Nea•meadltlea that .,....,_,. • 

......, ... .,."•• .. " 
la .UU. aanller .......,._ 1M New Y.tl State Commlaaloa oa GamWIDI 

..,.... tllat "Ullelt P•lll• ...,...... - of tbe Jarrest buatDeaa eaterprie .. 

Ia tlW .-.." a eaf.tl tlatt .._. ._. .-.. "te •••n lt. coatrol it. " 

Tile llnlt el tM noe•aeeadl:..._ ot"theae three preattcleu 

c ... taa.._ ta a ...... , dud tile ..,.....tloa of PJD.bliDC ml&ld wll atrlb· 
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a biMr to orpataect oJ1ae lltr wlltoh tt OOIIld •nr recover. In order to make 

lep.latioa etreoti'N ta tMa "•l*lt. ...,_enr, tbe State muat proride the 

.... 1ambllal .. ,....._ llaal orpalMd crime doesz daU)' waaertng, small 

beta. oompl.te coo,...._. aad Immediate paJOlfs. UDleaa it does. it wtll 

ftJid tua &be mere taet t111at it• eaterprlH Ia 1e1a1 wW aot c:auae bettor• to 

prefer h. 

oar pnHIII IdeM et 1a411Yldlaal rtcbta. backed up to a areat meat 

a., tile eoutU.U-. eeem ._ .,._w tbe aotlea tbat eoctet7 abould not attempt 

te letlalate ...allt7. Ia pftaetple. It WCNld -• thea tbat couennal crimea 

IIIO'IaJd aot be ertJ:ae• at aU. Bllt IMm a tMoNdeal potDt of vtew, lt mut be 

adadtted that ou lawa ..... • replate or elimiDate bebarior tbat •• 

coulder "immoraL " Lawa -laat antrder, for example, proceed from 

pealtln aaaumpttoaa tlaat a.man lUe la lllhereot}J Yaluble and must, : 

aoept lD eatrlor4lDaJ7 aDd epeclfteal17ltmlted altutlons. be ftloed above 

aU elae. Tbla la tuadameat&Ur a moral aanmptton. So to a aenae, all 

lawa l.,talate moralttJ to o&ae detree or aaott&er, and we are faced nOt 

witb two dtattact eluHa ot bebarior, but with a contiiiUUm. 

Ia practloal t.rma, tllta make• tbe queellea of c:ooaen-1 crime 

verJ dttlicult. Pe,.._.,., ..._...... dlatlaplablDC between a consensual 

crime tn general &ad a Ylcttmleaa crime, a t7pe of conaenaual crlme, will 

help bere. 

A coueuual crime a&D still be a crime with a victim --- as eon 
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pmea tbat depeAd oa U.. ,..... of tlke rictlms a bow. The qaeatioD tben 

......... the ......_ fll .............. PJ'Ohtbttton wu DOt eucted by 

,_pte wbo felt tbat ...., ...... 14tPaJatt., acatraat a '~tlmlHe" crtme. It 

was .. eted bJ ,..,Je ... ,.lt tbat ,.....101"8 of alcohol ricttmtsed those to 

wlllom U wu aold. rs~llf., tllem oltiMtr dlpltJ, tbetr aelf-eoatrol, aad 

oftea of t.laelr lt.... fer .. aau el ftauolal p.rof'U. aDd tbat tboae wbo 

dnall ta tva~ tllelr famlltu &Gd u.oc&atee bf depririna tbem 

otm•at•ta.l • .,. ..... ldp aacl •mettm•• of J)h7atca1 aupport. becomtq 

latlleeada' ........ ••'-• 

MaJI1 ~ ... l ....... 11 .. ••not be aatd to be mttmleaa. 

TbeN are coa,.al8ift ,..Uen. .... I mtllton ill tbta coaatrJ, jut aa 

tlutre are aleotaoU .. , ... ill a- .._. tllelr "a.btta" caa drtn tbem &ad 
L._ 

taelr lamUlea t.oto ............ etraUa Iuter tMa aleoa.ollam. Gamblers 

-.. t. aeea u eor...,..,.. ,.... .. faadllea el tMlr a&vllll• aD4 delradtDC 

thetr "vtctima" u -u, .. eaa U..r cleal•ra• 

In aorttac • tt~Ne. pr-'leac• ..,.,.,., we IIUlat remember tla&t 

the fftedom to err, &ad tlaat to uk pollee to tl"J to make people perfect m&J 

weU a. to ulr. for tM tOnaatlon of a pOllee state. Compulsive aambllag, like 

alcobollsm. la a .,_,.. of a ,. ....... ., defect • a major nevoata • wbtch 

must be reco,aizecl ud tnatetl u a medloal prol:tlem aad not •• a moral lane. 

There ia DOt &II abaoha&e .......... between ricttmleaa crimes and 
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erlme• with vtett.m.. Mil eace more a dubtle continuum. calling for involved 

aad delicate ded.elou. 

It la ......_ .,. .... that 1•mblt• of all klada ls widely accepted 

aad tolAtrated Ia Amel'leM ..elet7. Walter waea.er ta his book "To Gamble 

or Mot to Oam,.le .. ••ttmstH tlaalltetweea. 60 mtUiort and 90 mtllton people 

pmble. A• aa overall eoa..,a. pmblm, appears to bave wtcleapread 

appi'Oftl ta tbe Ualted Statee ataee 28 atatea permit wagert.aa at bor" tracks. 

New Y•rk aau OfftraeJl 11et1tac ... I •tate• run lotteries. llleaalaamblloa 

S. a multl•btlllea dollar a,_.. -.~aeaa. ud ttlla alone teatut.es to tta 

acoeptuce. Tile .._., ,...._,. ollepllHd aambllaa supports tlda. In 

tiTI ..,.,. •• btllloa .......... at race tracka to tbe UDited Statea. la 

!few Jerae1 tbere wu 09W etoO alUioa lMtt at race tracka durtq 1872. 

ftl1e tile Mew Jeratq Lolte17 1roa•ed reve-• ol aearlJ $110 million for 

ft.eealliTI-71. A...._. 8Mle&J• tllroqtl tte l.,alatruct11n. baa cleelared 

aamh\tna tmmoral. ...... w1 tla pt'GilU.ltto.. tt appeua that .. pu.blie attitudes 

are much more ,. ........... _...... ......... ttaaa tbe statute• wbtch are 

eommoa ta tile Ualte4 ....... CJ'etaa A. Oarcllattr. "Publtc Attitudes Towards 

GambliDa and C.r,.,..._ " AD!!p!! ol tiM AID.erlcaa Ac&de!l.J ol Political and 

Sootallcteoce, Mo. lt .. ..,. • .._. lHT. p. 134). " 

In adcllttoa. •tat•• aaalat tamWtnc are dUftcult to ealorce and 

IDA)' eoatritNte to a cleellae Ia reaped ottawa aad law eDfo.rcemeat to aeae.ral. 

Laws are. ta tbeoJ7 at leaat. an eapnaatoa of a soeietJ-wlde coo•euue. 

Ealonemeat olla .. Neta .,.. tM eoracept that the nat majorlt7 wtlliDglJ 
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oeatorm wlth tMaa. aal oeJr 1M "17 lew mut be coerced. tb.rou1h legal 

peaaltiea,. to oMJ a... Wlaea 1awa are 110t ln conformity wttb at least the 

majority'• ooaeept ot J1lld ud .. ....,. tlaey tend to be 11bonored to the breach." 

Proldltltloa ta u •••• el .... a Jawa DOt onl7 dtd lt taU to prevent people 

t.rom ctrtaklac. tt prall•• ..,.,e4 to eDOCnJrate tt. In reaarda to pmbltq. 

hoteaaor Law ..... I. Xlplaa. el tile .Joba Ja7 Collep of Crtmtaal Jaatlce,. 

''Gamltlllle tllfttiN -·-a lute proportioa of people eQjOy bettbtc 

ot aD ktada. TbeM p.,a. - ao laarm ta l&mWlaa a~ do not reaard it aa 

immoral ewa ...__ ... eodetJ baa declared it Weaal. Aa loq •• tbts 

........ preY&U-. aed .... ,. ta • ,.._ to upect tt to eba!Jte, effective 

eeloroemeat of aatl•paUt-. law• t.a impotstble. " (Eeonomtc Impllcattona 

ot 0 ........ C'rlmela Ge...U-.." Proeeedtaca of the Job.ft Ja7 Colleae 

Facalt7 Semlaara,. Vol. S.. IHI,. p. 10). 

Tbe lepi.IV el till • ,_ .. ol ,. ...... auch as on-track bettlna 

or cbutty-apouo ... w,.... wlal1e ottaer lorDUI an m.,at, coatribatea 

R .... rt s. Keataao-. a laW1er. feels a dollble 

"W wiD , • .._.. ha a ••• of law where the citizen ia riolattna 

t:M law b7 plaelltc a IMt wWl a lloolde aad ,.et W'bea Saturday afteraoon rolla 

aloDC• he eaa natuH ..a to tile tnok &lid loae bia money. all the wllUe clothed 
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wttb emtaeat rea~." (Off-traek bettU.,z A l4t1al ioquirJlnto 

~l·locialtaed Oa..Wiac." 

VoL ' Mo. 1. p. 17~ 

The eoacept et lepl .... p•bJtaa la wtdelJ approved b1 tbe people 

. 
tile O.T.B. Co••laateeu releuedlll ttalatel"lm report. June 1. 19?2. 

iadloatea tbat tben Ia ..,.., a,pnnl of aU forma of leaalizecl ncerta,. 

Ia New Jeraq 81 ,.reeat ef tile reeldeata approft of the New Jerae7 Lottery 

a1Had7la·o,_.....,. •Idle the OTB eo8Gept la app.roYed b7ll percent. A 

ma;JorltJ - II per'*lt • ,..1 &bat aU aporta bettlna ebould ·be leraltsed. Tile 

poll fvtller ...... tlllt olttr• .,. .... to eunblllll L'l New Jeree7• oal.J a 

amaU llliDorltl' cited .. ..,_ •• eoeial oltjeetlou to tt. ODlJ 2. r/1 felt tbat 

it wu tmmonl. wlalle 1 • .,. feU tbat tt would Mve aa unfair impact oa dle 

poor. 

A reeell- ••P' ••• ...... tea laatiblte Poll showed 84~ acceptanoe 

ot cutao aambUDI• ,.... llan ..... espreaaed fears that organised crime 

w&liiiOft ta aad tu......, pmblllll tatereata ira New Jersey. that usldmmtag 

operattouu wtU M ............ To ..,ee Mlc .... l O'Callahaa. Ocwernor of 

......_ ''Tiata Ia Ua'thteir ....,_ • • • Ito OM look• to ttlld out bow m&aJ 

of the iacllct....U cnaJ.m._. Ia .. .tettou. Ttutre uve beea preclaeq ..... " 

R.,.rclt.na ACB 111,. luft eVoalfMU.,e tbat tbe time baa come to lepllse 

cut. pmbltltl - to ._ a'fallallle oa a etatewlae bull aubject te mwdetpal 
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Cu ............ aa a ati.Jr.nd1ta to tile faltertna ecoao~ of areas 

a.t are depead..t .,.. tM •••••lllutuatloaa of tourism and convention 

............ tllll wW. • .... pJ'OIIINIIOed waea \\poD completion of tbe 

Huuaaaell ........,.... c .... -. data ana w1ll be eompetttln wltb aU otber 

JerM7 toaria aed eeafllld• laeUit .. a. Ttae rilbl of tbe eleetorate to vote 

oa tld8 queatloa ,..Y M aa tlalaedtate ati1D111•• aad taeeatlve to a.ew 

........_, ud dewllll••• Ia tiMiae areu nen belon the voter determtaatlon 

of tM .-•Hoe. ........ .,. lfew Jerae7 ta lD a race aplnat time wt.tb New York 

ud poaatldJ PIIU.MIIIIt u to wldeb wW be the ttrat to lerattt:e aaeiao aamblt.ne. 

I atacenJ, ...,. ... tbta OOI'IUBlttee wW make a considered jud&ment 

u to wlt.etber er _., la .t.. ol tlt.e wtdea,....cl preftlenee aad acceptability 

ol WepleamWl•• ooett-d p....,b&ttoa .,atiUit aambltac 1a lD tbe pub1lc 

tatereat. ud U tile .n•- nppoi'U tile conteDttDn tbat gamb1l111 laws are 

ecautt.ably uneatoreMia1.e. tllat orpatsed ertme ta ttse ataale laraeat beHfaetor 

o1 pmW.tar reve ... a ud t~Wt ba tva 18 a prbae .-rce of omct.aJ. eorl"''lrttoa -

Ilea mast we AGt eeek..., alteraatlwu to deal wttb thill problem? 

In tbla t.aataiiCe. llute lMtltuttoeal cbaages are needed to adjust tlle 

pollee role to meet aoeletJ'• aeeda. Pollee muat be freed from the neceaslty 

of eatorct.Da laws .,...... 1M c:oaMDfta1 erlme of gambltJII. 

Ia npport ., Wa _.,.. I •troocl1 arre i~at tbla co~lttee 

recoamead t.tae .-.lea• ef ACB llllor a floor vote la the leatalature. 
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Thank you very much. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Thank you very much, 

Senator. We appreciate your testimony. 

With the permission of the Committee, we will 

hear the next speaker, Mr. Victor Lowndes, Playboy 

Enterprises. Mr. Lowndes, I understand, flew all the 

way over from London, England. 

V I C T 0 R L A W N E S: I am Victor Lownes. I 

am Vice-President and Director of Playboy Enterprises, 

Incorporated. I am also Chairman and Managing Director 

of the Playboy Club of London,Ltd., and the Clermont 

Club, Ltd., and of the Manchester Casino Club, Ltd., 

and of the Portsmouth Casino Club, Ltd. All of these 

English companies operate casinos, the first two in 

London and the latter two, as their names indicate, 

in Manchester and Portsmouth. 

In addition to my qualifications as Managing 

Director of what is probably the largest single casino 

in the United Kingdom - the London Playboy Club - I 

am also a Member of the Executive Council of the British 

Casino Association, to which the Gaming Board for Great 

Britain has, since its inception, looked for advice 

on every aspect of gaming control. 

The growth of legalized gaming 1n Great Britain 

and the problems which this growth generated for statutory 

and administrative control provide a number of lessons 

which ought not to be disregarded by any state contemplat

ing the legalization of gaming within its own jurisdiction. 

I can speak with some knowledge of the development of 

ideas with regard to gaming control as experienced in 

Great Britain because I took an active participation in 

the very earliest discussions with the Home Secretary and 

the Home Office officials long before the amending legis

lation of 1968 was drafted. I and a handful of other 

leading members of the gaming industry in Britain were 
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brought into discussions at all levels including meetings 

with the Minister himself to consider the objectives of 

the legislation. Then, during the passage of the Gaming 

bill throughout the House of Commons and the Parlia

mentary Standing Committees, we were constantly consulted 

and one will find repeated references to the Playboy 

Club in Parliamentary and Committee debates published 

in the official reports. In fact, we are the only 

foreign owned casino operation to be granted a license 

in the United Kingdom. 

In my view. the system by which operating licenses are awarded in Great 

Britain incorporates a combination of elements which are manifestly desirable. 

The object is to eliminate uncontrolled illegal underground gaming by providing 

carefully supervised controlled legalized gaming where sufficient demand 

exists. In a country only seven times the size of New Jersey with regard 

to population and geographical area. an enlightened Gaming Control Authority 

considered it advisable to start off with 31 approved areas in which approxi-

mately 150 casinos were originally licensed. There was considerable demand 

for the Gaming Board to approve additional areas. and thirteen additional 

areas have been added. The Gaming Board has indicated that they will in 

due course introduce new regulations again increasing the number of gaming 

areas, for they operate on the theory that illegal and untaxed gaming cannot 

thrive where the demand for gaming is met by legitimate operators. 

Under the British system there is no monopoly. the evils of which are 

self-evident. In Austria. where there is such a monopoly. there was a 

recent scandal involving fraud and corruption on so wide a scale that when 
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we ourselves were approached with a view to our taking over the concession 

we felt that our reputation would be irretrievably damaged by inheriting the 

aftermath of the scandal. 

In the United Kingdom. before anyone can apply for a license he has to 

pass a very elaborate screening process. For this purpose the Gaming Board 

thoroughly investigates each applicant. The Gaming Board is appointed by 

the Home Secretary and comprises persons who have distinguished themselves 

in public life. The full-time Chariman has devoted his life to public servi_ce. 

The other members of. the Board are persons who serve as part-time members 

and each receives a small honorarium. One of them is an accountant. 

Another is a solicitor who has throughout his life devoted himself on a voluntary 

basis to local affairs -- that is to say. local government and social services. 

A third has been a prominent Chief Constable. and yet another member is a 

gentleman from a notably aristocratic family -- coincidentally. the family of 

the Earl of .Jersey. 

I do not think that any law-making state contemplating the legalization 

of gaming can afford to ignore the example set by Great Britain. In my view. 

gaming in Britain has had no deleterious effect upon social life. There 

is no evidence that· it has disrupted family life or that it has made any 

contribution towards crime. It has. however. made a great contribution to 

the treasury via special taxation and has been a,·considerable factor in the 

growth of tourism with all the attendant advantages. 
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When I spoke to a similar Committee two years ago. I expressed the belief 

that if gaming came to New Jersey and was limited to Atlantic City. or any 

other single municipality. it would fail to accomplish the purposes which it 

was then my understanding you wished to achieve. The concern that I expressed 

at that time remains valid. I still believe that legalized gaming in Atlantic 

City would seriously harm hotel and resort facilities in other parts of the 

State. And I can state very simply that we would never have built our 700-room 

Playboy Club Hotel in Sussex County at a cost of more than $27 million -

a project that provides 700 jobs year-round for residents of the area and 

which attracts hundreds of thousands of out-of-State visitors to New Jersey 

each year - had we known that there was even under consideration the idea 

of legalizing gaming in one municipality alone. A resort complex the size 

of ours depends on convention business and in the last two years we have 

played host to over 1. 000 conventions - representing about 60% of our gross 

business. We know that where gambling exists the convention business goes. 

We would regard any proposal to legalize gaming in Atlantic City and only 

Atlantic City as highly discriminatory legislation. 

To concentrate gaming in one area- Atlantic City for example. or even 

Sussex County - will not suffice. It will not accomplish the purpose of 

supplanting underground illegal gaming and replacing it with legally controlled 

and taxed gaming. People are not sufficiently mobile to go to one point in the 

State whenever they wish to participate in this form of entertainment. and the 

illegal operators may still find a ready market elsewhere in the State. 
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All of this I said when I was last before you. and my views on these matters 

are substantially unchanged. But since then I understand that several other 

ideas have cropped up which need to be considered. and I would like to give you 

my views on those. 

The first is whether or not the State should operate its own casinos. In this 

respect there are actually five possible options that are open to any Government 

when deciding the basis on which casino gaming should. if it is legalized. be 

introduced: 

(a) ownership and direct operation by the State. 

(b) State ownership and operation through a public benefit 
corporation. 

(c) State ownership. but operation by private interests under 
charter. 

(d) Shared ownership between the State and private interests. 
with operation by the private partner. 

(e) ownership and operation by private interests licensed. 
regulated and taxed by the State. 

While these options must be considered in the light of New Jersey's particular 

objectives in legalizing casino gambUng. it is also clear that no statement on 

the subject at this time would be complete without some detailed reference to 

the Hudson Institute's studies incorporated in the Second Annual Report of the 

New York State Gambling Commission (February 1. 1973). The' fact that 

New York State is alrea~y investigating the possibility of legalized casino 

gaming .B.by the way. very significant1 for whatever New Jersey decides to do 

will effect the decisions of other states that compete for tourism and convention 

business. And those states will try to give their resort centers a competitive 

edge. 
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Therefore it is important that the state allow itself the flexibility 

to adopt whatever options will result in the best possible system. 

Despite their shortcomings. the Hudson Institute studies embrace much sound 

research. A wrong answer does not necessarily invalidate all the working. 

especially when •. as there. three of the five options were closed to them 

before they began their study. 

New York is a neighboring sister Stat~ not altogether dissimilar from New 

Jersey. Much in the studies they have made is applicable to your situation 

and can be judged accordingly. But always bear in mind the over-riding 

differences. These lie principally in your reasons for proposing Ule 

legalization of casino gambling. and in the way you are approaching it. 

The Hudson Institute Study examined the first possible option. and they 

eleiminated it at once. and I quote: "It is not practical for the State to 

operate casinos itself. " This is a view with which virtually all authorities 

on the subject would agree. (Whether croupiers become civil servants 

and what their pay grades should be is only one of the problems.) 

I also feel that State ownership and operation through a public benefit 

corporation. State ownership but operation by private interests under charter. 

shared ownership between the State and private interests with operation by the 

private partner. all represent less desirable options than the final one -

ownership and operation by private interests licensed and regulated by the state. 
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Because temptations abound in casinos, there is the ncessity for an 

iron -fisted kind of a rule, which becomes extremely problematical when one is 

dealing with civil servants or other State employees. One has to act very 

quickly when one suspects that there is something slightly amiss in the 

results from a particular section or even an indiV:idual table in one's 

casino. While thousands of dollars are floating away, it is no time to 

conduct civil service hearings and appeals about whether or not to discharge 

or transfer the relevant employees. Sometimes the casino manager may 

have to decide to tolerate a continuing fraud in order to capture the culprits 

at work. How can the State make such a decision as that? 

I feel I should say here that if my constant stressing of the possibilities of 

danger in the gaming business make it sound as if legalized casino gaming is 

taking a tiger by the tail, you will know that it is precisely that. The im~rtant 

thing is that having caught the tail you then know how to handle the animal to 

get him into the cage. What I can tell you is that getting into the cage with 

him is not the way. 

The State needs to remain at a distance - a whip's length if you like. Not 

because all casino operators are dangerous but because casino gambling is 

what it is: the tangible expression of a very intense and volatil~ feature of 

human nature. Moreover, casino gambling as a State project can be very 

different from the State's other gambling interests, which do not involve 

the State in actual gambling - para-mutual betting, lotteries, bingo incur 

no direct gambling risk to the proprietor. All payouts are from a pool of 

llw r-~l.ttkuH which have bean put in, leavtna a proportion for the operator•• revenue. 
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Not so with casinos. They can. and do. go broke: rarely, if they are 

efficient; frequently if they are not. When I carne before you two years 

ago there were approximately 150 casinos in the United Kingdom. Now. 
twelve 

with the addition of I extra areas in which gaming is permitted, there 

are only 123 casinos. 

I know that you are all aware of this, but it bears repeating: when the 

State engages directly as a proprietor or operator in the casino business 

it is literally gambling with public monies. When the house loses, or has 

a long bad run, it will eventually be paying winners out of tax revenues. 

Such a unique kind of State involvement in gambling has long been wholly 

unacceptable to the Churches and major sections of the public at large. 

I hope it will be equally unacceptable to you, not only on moral grounds but for 

the very practical reasons I have outlined here. 

But there is another reason why I should strongly advise rejection of the 

first four options, which is to say those requiring any form of direct State 

interest in casino gambling. It is more difficult to explain, but equally cogent. 

The real effective control of casinos by the State can exist only when there is 

an adversary situation, when the State is an independent watchdog without any 

form of or reason for alliances within the industry" I am not suggesting tla t 

this alone produces an effective and efficient control, but only that it generates 

a healthy tension without which all the other necessary ingredients for proper 

control lack temper. We all know situations where an apparent adversary 

control has little effect; but I am speaking here from many years of experience 
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in Britain, where an adversary set-up through a statutory 

control board gives a tensile strength to a carefully, 

not to say cleverly, designed system which is at once 

forceful, fair and above all almost completely effective 

in the control and containment of legalized commercial 

casino gambling in a country which has more widely 

distributed facilities than any other in the world. 

In conclusion, I would like to urge you to 

keep your options open. The form of the referendum 

as it now stands gives the Legislature the flexibility 

to adopt, after thorough investigation, the kind of 

casino gaming which will most benefit the State Treasury, 

the State's resort and convention areas, and the State's 

overall economy. It would permit you to institute a 

system which will permit the maximum of control and the 

fewest possible problems. It even permits you to 

abandon the whole idea,if that seems the right decision. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Thank you, sir. Mr. 

Codey has a question for you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CODEY: Sir, 1n regard to the 

casino gambling, do you feel the Playboy Club in Sussex 

County has the facilities right now to handle that? 

MR. LOWNDES: I feel the facilities are there, 

yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CODEY: In other words, it could 

be implemented almost immediately? 

MR. LOWNDES: It could be. There is a convention 

hall, which would make it possible. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CODEY: Thank you, sir. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: I have a question. Would 

you have to be a card-bearing person to get into the 

Plajboy Club? 

MR. LOWNDES: You are raising a question that 

goes into your legislative enabling act. In other 

words, we have a separate building on the premises there 
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that could be open to the public. You might find, as 

in the British system, that it is desirable to insist 

that all gaming establishments be operated as clubs. 

You may find that,after you examine the situation. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BATE: You mentioned the ~layboy 

Club in Sussex County. How many Playboy Clubs do you 

have in the United States? 

MR. LOWNDES: We have 17 of them, plus 4 

hotels. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BATE: Do you have casino gambling 

in any one of them? 

MR. LOWNDES: No, in none of them. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BATE: You didn't mean to create 

the impression, did you, that there was any commitment 

made to Playboy to come to Sussex County? 

MR. LOWNDES: No. Quite to the contrary. We 

did not know we would be faced with the possibility 

of unfair competition,by one other locality in a nearby 

area having gaming. 

ASSEMBLYMAN BATE: Which is two and one-half 

to three hours away. 

MR. LOWNDES: Yes, but it is close enough to 

other metropolitan centers from which we attract our 

business to detract from business. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOYLE: Would you be in favor of 

enabling legislation that said, "casino gambling in only 

two places, Vernon Township and Atlantic City?" 

MR. LOWNDES: Would I personally be in favor 

of it? I don't think that would be a good arrangement 

because I think that the efforts to stamp out organized 

crime's invasion into that field would not be satis

factory unless you at least met the unstimulated 

demand for gaming that would exist throughout the State, 

which is the policy of the British Gaming Board. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Am I to understand that 

the Playboy Club is against the amendment allowing for 

gambling in the State of New Jersey? 

MR. LOWNDES: No, the Playboy Club has said 

that it believes that the referendum, as you presently 

have it, is in a form which would allow you to choose 

your options very carefully before enacting 

enabling legislation. We are not opposed to gaming. 

I have said that before. We make a great deal of money 

out of gaming. Even indirectly we feel that-- See, 

my own belief about gaming is that you should control

the hell out of it and tax the hell out of it~ that 

it should be at arms length from the State to avoid 

civic corruption and to give you the kind of power 

that you need to run a casino, which I don't think you 

are going to have when you suspect that there is some

thing going wrong at a particular table,or a particular 

section of your casino,and you find that you are going 

to have to hold Civil Service hearings in order to 

dismiss an employee. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: I think we get your 

point. 

MR. LOWNDES: Right. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Thank you very much for 

your testimony. It is well appreciated. 

The next person to give testimony will be 

Mr. Clifford Goldman, Deputy State Treasurer. Is Mr. 

Goldman present? 

(not present) 

The next witness is Mayor Joseph F. Bradway, 

the Honorable Mayor of the great City of Atlantic City. 

M A Y 0 R J 0 S E P H F. B R A D W A Y: Thank 

you. Much of what I have to say certainly has been 

covered. Part of what I would like to address myself 

to is, possibly, a reiteration of some points that 

we all may have forgotten - that is, tourist business 
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in the State of New Jersey which ranks either second 

or third as its largest revenue generating business. 

The figures range from $ 3 billion to $7 billion. I 

think, clearly, legalized casino gamhling, anywhere 

in the State of New Jersey, would do much to increase 

that sector of our economy, which is extremely vital. 

I think many people forget that Atlantic City, 

per se, as a municipality within the State of New 

Jersey, is the second largest convention city in the 

country. In that regard, monies are pumped into the 

State economy to the tune of $60 to $75 million. 

People corning to conventions in the State of New Jersey 

number somewhere between 500 to 750 thousand people 

on a convetion business basis. This generates sales 

tax dollars. This generates money in the economic 

mainstream of the State of New Jersey. 

When we talk in terms of employment, we are 

now talking in terms of employment, not only in the 

casinos, not ofuly in the related restaurants and hotel 

operations, you are also talking about the peripheral 

businesses that now will supply those casino operations, 

restaurant operations, etc. In that regard, I saw 

one statistic that I will ask you to think about: In 

Las Vegas, their employment, per hotel room, is 3.2 

people for every one hotel room occupied. In Atlantic 

City, and I will use that because of my familiarity 

with it, we are talking in terms of 1 person for every 

8 hotel room occupancies. 

Now I am not suggesting that our employment 

level would reach 3.2 for every hotel room, but I 

am suggesting that therdisparity that exists now 

would be greatly reduced. I am suggesting that with 

legalized casino gambling anywhere in the State of 

New Jersey, that you are going to get increased building 

of transient rooms, of apartment houses and various 
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other accommodations for people. In that regard, 

that creates employment for people in the construction 

trade and trades that are involved in building. 

Colonel Kelly indicates that organized crime 

and crime in general would be on the increase. My 

contention is that in a resort economy or, indeed, 

throughout the State of New Jersey, probably more 

important insofar as contribution to crime is con

cerned, is unemployment. He alluded specifically 

to loansharking~ he alluded to drugs~ he alluded to 

stealing, etc., and he associated that with the criminal 

elements that may now come in to frequent casinos. I 

contend that, in fact, unemployment and conditions 

whereby people are forced to steal or to go to a loan

shark, contributes more to the crime problem. In that 

regard, I ask that the citizens of the State of New 

Jersey be given the opportunity to voice their opinion. 

I think, certainly, that the benefits of 

legalized casino gambling will inure to the State 

economically through peripheral things, such as 

employment, such as ratables, such as sales taxes, 

without even trying to address oneself to the handle 

that gambling may create in and of itself. 

I see my time has run out and if there are 

any questions please feel free to ask them of me. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOYLE: How much does the Atlantic 

City Luxury Tax gross? 

MAYOR BRADWAY: The Luxury Tax, as of last 

year, raised $3,125,000. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOYLE: Do you have any estimate 

on how much that would increase if you had casino 

gambling in Atlantic City? 

MAYOR BRADWAY: Quite frankly, I think it 

would be directly related to the number of casinos, 

their success, etc. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN DOYLE: Would it matter to you 

whether the casinos were on State-owned property? 

MAYOR BRADWAY: From my viewpoint, no. If 

I may just elaborate on that, Atlantic City will benefit, 

primarily, because we are a seasonal economy - we 

operate within 100 days. Now,recognize that when you 

operate within a framework of 100 days,that severely 

limits the outside investments dollars that will come 

in - occupancy rates from transient rooms, etc. are 

now within the framework of 100 days. Would it expand 

our economy beyond 100 days? The answer, I think, is 

yes, clearly. How much beyond 100 days, we don't have 

to argue. 

During our off season our unemployment ranges 

from 10 to 13 percent. Recognizing that a certain 

amount of that unemployment is hard-core unemployables 

and, in fact, whatever industry you brought in they 

would not be employed, would it now stabilize our 

employment? There again, I think the answer is yes. 

Atlantic City is the second largest convention city in the 

country. In order to maintain that posture, it must 

now address itself to newer transient rooms, hotels, 

motels, and more hotels and motels. If you now 

expand the season,and you now create more of a tourist 

input and impact, will those outside investment dollars 

come in to build these hotels and motels? Again, I 

think the answer is yes. 

So, that is the benefit we are after. Needless 

to say, as more motels, hotels, and various other 

industries go up, the employment increases, the ratables 

and, hence, the monies to the city to operate the 

government increase, etc. That is what we are after. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: Mayor, you give a 

variable figure for your unemployment rate in Atlantic 

City. Could you give us some kind of-- I imagine it 
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will be seasonal as well but, from a high point and a 

low point of unemployment, do you ever get below 10%, 

at any time? 

MAYOR BRADWAY: Yes, during the season which is, 

let's say, from June 15th until September 4th, our un

employment is less than 10%. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: Does it drop below 8%? 

MAYOR BRADWAY: It is about 7~% to 7.8% 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: So, even at its best, it 

is fantastically high compared to-

MAYOR BRADWAY: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: Mayor, in the last 2 or 3 

years it is my belief that you had a decline in your 

aggregate of true value in Atlantic City. How much 

of a decline have you had in your aggregate of true 

value? 

MAYOR BRADWAY: As between the year 1972 and 

the year 1973 there was a $7 million loss in ratables. 

Primarily this was brought about by virtue of tax 

foreclosures, etc., on the part of the City. The City 

presently owns some 2,000 properties, together with 

the urban renewal area which, some 7 years ago, was 

demolished - some 84 acres, plus. That has been the 

primary long-term decline in the ratable situation. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: The primary decline has 

been caused by foreclosures, where people have failed 

to pay their taxes? 

MAYOR BRADWAY: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: Mayor, going back to the 

question of unemployment, we got a rock-bottom low 

figure; how high does it get? 

MAYOR BRADWAY: It gets up to around 13% or 

13~%. When I say that, recognize that when we have 

conventions come in, th~y come in sporadically. At 

a time when a very large convention comes in, it 

wouldn't be that high, maybe it would be 10% or 11%. 
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But when there are no conventions - and, in fact, 

between season months - then it can get as high as 

13% or 13~%. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: Mayor, I am going to 

try to be very fast. I know the Chairman wants me to 

keep it short. Even the employment - the income of 

those who are employed - how does that rank with 

comparative employment throughout the rest of the 

State, is it higher or is it lower? I assume it is 

lower because of the types of jobs. 

MAYOR BRADWAY: Yes, it is7 it's lower. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: O.K. Now I promise, 

Mr. Chairman, this is the last question. 

Just so I understand what you were saying before -

your position is that the unemployment figures are 

staggering there and the frustration and the economic 

hardship attendant with those problems associated with 

unemployment are as much, in your opinion, a cause 

of crime -- people are victimized by loansharks because 

they are unemployed, or turn to drugs because they 

are frustrated by unemployment, is that the point 

you are trying to make? 

MAYOR BRADWAY: I am saying that high unemploy

ment factor certainly is a contributory factor insofar 

as crime and crime statistics are concerned. I am 

saying that legalization of gambling would, in fact, 

reduce the high unemployment and, hence, to some degree

reduce the crime in that regard, as opposed to bringing 

in crime by virtue of gambling. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: With the permission of 

the Committee, I think that is all the questions we 

wish to ask of you, Mayor. We wish to thank you 

very much, Mayor, for coming and for giving us your 

views. 
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The next speaker on the list is Mr. Charles 

Marciante, President New Jersey State AFL-CIO. 

C H A R L E S M A R C I A N T E: Mr. Chairman, 

members of the Committee, my name is Charles Marciante 

and I am here today representing the viewpoint of our 

organization, the New Jersey State AFL-CIO which 

consists of 750,000 members from over 1500 local unions. 

I do not use the membership figure of our organization in 

any cavalier manner, but to inform you that at convention 

assembled, the representatives of these unions unanimously 

endorsed, by resolution, the principle of casino gambling and 

granting the citizens of our state the right to determine if 

we should have casinos by referendum ballot. 

We support ACR.l28 for the following reasons. 

1 - The principal cities who will have casinos are 

those which have declininq property values and 

no solutions have been offered to stem the downward 

trend. A new industry (Casinos) will revitalize 

the cities making them tax producers instead of 

tax consumers. 

2 - Each city with casinos will generate 18,000 in-house 

jobs. Should but four cities decide they want 

casinos, 72,000 new positions for an entirely new 

industry will have been created. One-third of our 

states' unemployed could be removed from the u.c. rolls. 
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3 - The caaino refuead•, if adopted, would provide 
• 

a bu1141D9 PZ09Z'.. that will alleviate ~ induatcy 

(OODatzouction) auffering a JOt unempla,.ent rate 

for the lut alx IIOfttba. tteft and WOMD will be 

wor:king a9aift. 
4 

4 - Capital inveataaat not only in construction bd~ 
. . 

1D ~rae CJeDeZ'Ally will enhance the ana• when 

tbe caainoa will be located. Instead of decay 

.and alwu, modem and alive new cities will rise. 

5 - Rail, bua and air liDe aenlaea will be revitaliie4 

providiDCJ thouaada more a441 tional :to!>il and new 

taxpayen. 

6 - toari .. our atatea' aecon4 larveat induatry vll~ 

beaa.e a year-J:Ound· buaiaeaa. 'l'axea to · the 

atate will riae dr ... tically and help carry 

the burden of a -load weary taxpayer. Casino• u. 

no panacea to our tax ~1-,but aa .a financial 

offaet i:hey cannot be· denied their au~rtive 

place .. ~· 

7 - New Jeraey with caaiDoe will again became the 

convention center of the nation. We onoe held 

the number one apot and reaped several llllliOfta of 

doll~• in atate tax revenues, but those dollars 

hav. 9QDe to o~r atatea with the decline of 

ou··COAvutiOD· oitiea. 'lhe future for convention• 

·.ud tax dollar• look bright indeed with the 

advent of ouinoa. 
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8 - Under ACR-128 the Casinos are to be con

trolled and operated by the state. The 

aura of organized crime and its skimming 

devices thereby obliterated. Our organiza

tion has consistently called for state 

controlled and operated casinos. State 

control is the only approach. 

9 - While it is difficult to project what 

revenues will be derived from casinos, the 

experience with the lottery may give us an 

indication. It was projected that $30 

million would be the annual revenue.from 

the advent of the lottery. However, even 

with a slow lottery take the revenue to the 

state has consistently been in the $150 

million range - 5 times the anticipated 

amount projected by the "experts" back in 

the late '60's. 

It is difficult to find disadvantages to the 

question of casinos. We know the condition of our present 

state revenue problems and casinos could help carry that 

burden. All factors point toward your committee's favor

able consideration of recommending to the Legislature 

adoption of ACR-128. 

On behalf of our organization, we thank you for 

giving us the opportunity t0 testify here today. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Thank you very much, Mr. 

Marciante. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOYLE: How did you arrive at the 18,000 

in-house job figure that you mentioned in paragraph 2? 

MR. MARCIANTE: The Hotel Restaurant Workers 

International Association - their union - has projected 

that figure, based on the Las Vegas experience. 

Comparing the size of the municipality with 

Las Vegas, these are the figures they arrived at. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: We have no further 

questions. Thank you, Mr. Marciante. 

MR. MARCIANTE: Thank you, sir. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Is the Honorable Assembly

man Herbert M. Gladstone present? 

(not present) 

The next speaker is the Reverend John B. Crowell, 

President New Jersey Christian Conference on Legislation. 

R E V E R E N D J 0 H N B. C R 0 W E L L: Mr. 

Chairman, Members of the Judiciary Committee: The 

aim of ACR-128 is to bring new business to depressed 

communities which it is hoped will be revitalized by 

the casinos and through taxation to add considerably 

to the income of the State. We have heard a lot of 

that. 

Undoubtedly the casinos would bring in some new 

business and there would be some income to the State, 

but not nearly the amount the proponents say there will 

be, and at what great cost in the way of increased 

crime, political corruption, character deterioration, 

family disruption, law perversion, and loss to legitimate 

business? Ligitimate business is the kind that adds 

to our economic resources, which gambling does not. 

Let me remind you of the action of the Legis

lature rather recently. In spite of the fact that the 

law said that the number of flat tracks in New Jersey 

was limited to three, and in spite of the fact that, 

as in the casino legislation now proposed, there should 

be a referendum by the community and the county 

where a track wished to locate, the Legislature over

turned both those requirements and is setting up a 

fourth track in the proposed Sports Complex in the 

Hackensack Meadows without the possibility of the 

people in the area declaring whether or not they want 

this. 
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The constitutional amendment ACR-128 proposes 

gives the Legislature the broadest powers possible, 

11 authorizing the Legislature to enact general and 

specific laws permitting the establishment and opera

tion under the authority and control of the State of 

gambling houses or casinos which may be located in 

specified municipalities.~· 

Our Governor would limit the casino gambling 

to Atlantic City. You know perfectly well that if it 

was started in Atlantic City, it would soon spread 

to other communities. The Legislature could get around 

the requirement of a local referendum,as it has on the 

Sports Complex matter, and the pressure to do so would 

be as great or greater than the pressure on you now 

for the passage of this resolution. 

Again, if, as a result of propaganda on the part 

of the proponents of casino gambling, referendums were 

held and the casinos approved, then there would be no 

chance later, when the people found out what a 

detriment they really were, to get rid of them. There 

is no provision for future referendums if the people, 

disillusioned, wanted to vote them out of a community 

and county. The people in Cherry Hill have expressed 

great dissatisfaction with the race track in their 

backyard, but they are helpless and have no way of 

voting it out of their area. So, casinos, once es

tablished, would be able to continue, as long as the 

Legislature permitted. 

Think of the opportunities for political 

corruption that situation offers. The late Robert 

Kennedy, when Attorney General, stated, 11 American 

people, through gambling ••• are putting up the money 

for the corruption of public officials 11 • Don•t let 

history repeat itself. Eighty years ago the gamblers 

controlled the State Legislature. Corruption was 

rampant. You would do well not only to consider the 
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lessons of history but the words of our present head of 

the State Police, Colonel Kelly, whom you heard one 

hour ago. 

A local example of political corruption is 

Atlantic City. In the February, 1971 issue of Reader's 

Digest there is an article from which I quote, "Rackets 

controlled by Angelo Bruno and veteran mobster Herman 

(Stumpy) Orman, flourish. Policemen complain that they 

are not allowed to enforce the law against major gamblers 

and racketeers ••• the Public safety commissioner meets 

regularly with ex-convict, Paul (Skinny) D'Amato, whose 

500 Club is described by Federal Agents as the local 

headquarters for Bruno's Cosa Nostra family." 

The proponents of casino gambling would have us 

believe that if the casinos were owned and run by the 

State, this would prevent the underworld from control, 

as it largely does in Nevada - that is, the underworld 

controls in Nevada. If the Cosa Nostra can control 

Atlantic City's politicians, are the State Legislators 

of such a high moral character that they will be able 

to resist the money power of the crime syndicate to buy 

its way into control of the State? 

Former U.S. Attorney, Frederick B. Lacey, has 

shown that the criminal elements have purchased police 

and judges, businessmen and union leaders, all over 

New Jersey, and declared, "We are in danger of being 

taken over". Our present Attorney General practically 

said the same thing this morning. Don't make that more 

likely by releasing this resolution. Keep it firmly 

locked up in your Judicial Committee. That remark is 

out of date. I thought you were going to get it 

back in your Judicial Committee, but make your 

recommendation accordingly. 

Think too, what the increase in the unethical 

attitude which seeks something for nothing, which those 
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who respond to the allure of casino gambling will develop, 

and what that will do in the way of demoralizing character. 

The right concept of earning one's way is lost. Greed 

predominates over honesty. Indifference to causing 

others suffering grows. You know that no democracy can 

function well without a citizenry of good moral character. 

Government ought to encourage citizen activities that 

make for character development, rather than encourage 

activities such as casino gambling that weaken character. 

You see why we ask that you hold this resolution in your 

Committee. 

But there is the tax angle. The State needs more 

money to meet all the demands for service upon it. This 

is a comparatively simple way of getting some millions 

of dollars in revenue. But, surely, you do not hold 

that any tax is justified, however demoralizing, how

ever corrupting, however encouraging of crime, however 

harmful,in its general economic effects,the thing taxed 

may be. Citizens ought to be protected from their 

weaknesses, not the weaknesses exploited in the interest 

of more taxes. Much of the tax secured from casino 

gambling will be "blood money". It will mean rents 

are unpaid, children lack shoes,more quarreling in 

homes, more larceny. For the casinos will not only 

attract the affluent, but those who hope to become 

affluent by such gambling. Protect these people from 

themselves. Lock up this resolution in Committee. 

Former Governor Cahill was not always right in 

his decisions, but surely he was right when he pointed 

out that the cost of providing security for gambling 

operations would be so exorbitant that it would largely 

negate the revenues derived from that gambling. We 

plead that you will not let the bait of hoped for, 

greatly increased,revenues lead you to approve this 

casino resolution. 
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I am confident that you members of the Assembly 

Judicial Committee, as we of the New Jersey Christian 

Conference on Legislation, want good government and 

good citizens. As casino gambling, whether run by the 

State or others, works contrary to this ideal, we 

plead with you to vote to hold ACR-128 in Committee. 

Thank you very much. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Thank you very much,on 

behalf of the Committee, for your presentation. 

The next speaker will be Mr. Gary P. Malamut, 

Past President New Jersey Hotel-Motel Association. 

G A R Y M A L A M U T: Mr. Chairman, Members of the 

Committee, I appear today representing more than 250 

member properties employing more than 25,000 people 

with annual payrolls of between $225 and $250 million 

per year. Our association member properties represent 

capital investments of at least $250 millio~ in the 

State of New Jersey and pay at least $10 million a year 

in real estate property taxes in their respective 

municipalities. 

\ 

It has been my pleasure to testify at most of the public hearings conducted 

during the past five years throughout the State. I believe that now there is 

finally an acceptable piece of legislation, ACR 128, that can be placed before 

the citizens of the State of New Jersey next November for their decision at a 
\ 

general election. ACR 128 was conceived after many public hearings and an 

extensive report prepared by the New Jersey Gambling Study Commission 

in 1973. 

ACR 128 provides the groundrules for further implementation with the proper 

safeguards and state control as deemed necessary by the Governor, the 
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Attorney General, State Treasurer and Lottery Commissioner. 

I do not intend to bore you with repetitive remarks that I have made at previous 

public hearings but to expand upon certain issues that are relevant to the 

question. 

-, 

,, 
·' 

1: .. 

'foday you will ·hear many witnesses with suggestions and proposed amendments 

and outright objections. The time for the objections will be at the ballot or do 

the objectors not want the public to have the right to vote. The time for 
\ 

implementation of the rules and regulations will be after next November. 
~ 

I :would like to offer one recommendation for the future. Perhaps certain 

state revenues ~rom casino gambling could be placed into a reserve or sinking 

fund to be used to meet the moral pledge of the legislature on the interest and . · 

amortization of the Hackensack Development Sports Complex bond issue. It's · 

a thought that should be investigated. 
\ 

Certain witnesses will testify that gambling is immoral. But, what in our 

daily lives is not a gamble. Even the stock market is a gamble, and I feel 

certain that many eleemosynary institutions hold stocks and bonds within 

their portfolios. 

On Wednesday, Senator Raymond Bateman thought the public would be confused 

about the question at hand and the ·problem facing the legislature on the 

education issue. The public will not confuse the issue because they know 

the problem is enormous and can't be solved by the revenues from casinos • .. 
He mentioned Iotter~, so here are a few facts about: 

·' 
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1. NEW JERSEY LOTTERY 

In less than 3 1/2 years since its inception the New Jersey Lottery has: 

a. 

c. 

e. 

f. 

g. 

Sold 650, 000, 000 tickets 

Gross revenue of $325,000, 000. 

Net profit to the State of New Jersey for aid to 
institutions and education of $158,000, 000. 

More than $150, 000, 000 awarded in prizes. 

More than 2, 000, 000 prize winners. 
\ 
I 

The creation of 28 millionaires. 

$17,000,000. will have been paid to the business 
community of New Jersey in the category of sales 
commissions and fees for their participation. 

' I 
\ 

And these statistics represent the f\scal year ending June 30, 1973, which is ten 

months old. A strong misconception exists in the mind of the general public 

as to the typical lottery customer. Surveys conducted by the Lottery Commission 

show: 

1. 53% male and 47% female. 

2. 82% of buyers are 35 years or older. 

3o 71% of buyers earn more than $7,500. per year. 

4. 68% of buyers have a high school educationa 

Consequently, the typical profile of the buyer is a male with a middle or upper 

income, 50 years of ~ge and at least a high school graduate. These facts should 
;,•, 

be borne in mind when it is assumed that the typical buyer is a low income 
f 

minority g!l'oup person who is depriving his family of bread on the dinner table • 

. 1. ,. 
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2. NEW YORK CITY OFF TRACK BETTING 

I cannot think of any other business in the world that wit bin a 3 year period, 

is handling over 700 million dollars per year and bccanH' nne of the biggest 

corporations in the world. Again, bear in mind that i his aetivity is taking 

place only in the 5 boroughs of New York plus one additional OTB parlor 

in Schenectady, New York. What will happen when it is expanded throughout 

New York State and into other states would be pure sp~culation. But, you can 

be certain that the numbers will be in the billions~ Naturally, there were 

many problems in the creation and implementation of New York City Off 

Track Betting, but no one can say it has been a failurP. On the contrary, 

is is a true Horatio Alger story or better yeat a Howard Samuels story. 

3. MORAL OPPOSITION 

The cry wolf approach of many in opposition is th .. 'lt government is sanctioning 

and endorsing the idea of creating degenerate gamblers who will lose their 

life savings at a casino. This argument is ridiculous duf: to the fact that the 

awilability of doing so exists right now whether it is done legally by playing 

bingo, buying lottery tickets, or going to the race track; or doing illegal 

gambling by using a bookmaker, numbers writer or friendly poker game in 

your home. 

My feeling is that the public does want gambling. The evidence is there in 

terms of illegal wagering. I believe that using a business approach is the 

way to compete with organized crime. I don't think gov(:rnment, therefore, 

is leading the public; I think government is allowhg the public to make its 

own choice. 
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Next, at previous public hearings some law enforcement officials brought 

forth the theory that organized crime leaders were buying up property all 

over the State of New Jersey. My suggestion to these officials is that they 

conduct an investigation of that claim and my first recommendation would 

be to contact the J. M. Goodman Co., P. 0. Box 316, Eala Cynwyd, 

Pennsylvania for copies of the Goodman Reports which lists property 

transfers in New Jersey by location, price, mortgage, buyer, seller, lot 

size and block and lot number. Their phone number js 215-473-1610. 

4.· CONTROL PROCEDURES 

The current New Jersey Lottery Commission should study the format 

instituted in New York State relative to the creation of a gambling super 

agency. Our Lottery Commission could follow a similar program. 

On May 18, 1973, the New York Legislature ereated the New York State 

Racing and Wagering Board. It absorbed the powers, functions and duties 

of the already existing State Racing Commission, the Harness Racing 

Commission, the Quarter Horse Racing Commission, the State Lottery 

Commission, and the Off-Track Betting Commission. Basically, the new 

Commission has general jurisdiction over all horse-racing activities and 

all pari-mutuel betting activities both on-track and off-track in the State; 

and over the corporations, commissions, assoeiations and persons 

engaged therein and over the state lottery. 
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The chairman of the Racing and Wagering Boa rei is dcsit2,nated by the 

governor as are the other two members (no more than two of whom shall 

belong to the same political party} with the advice and consent of the 

Senate. This shall be their only jobs and they shall h.1.ve no direct or 

indirect or remote interest in racing- or wap;ering·. They have six year 

terms, can be removed for inefficiency~ neglect of duty or misconduct 

(after charges and a hearing), can hire such employees as deemed 

necessary, conduct such investigations as required, can retain consultants 

to render technical or other assistance, shall make annual calendar year 

reports, and shall study the non-profit New York !lacing Association as 

to improvements in its operation and as to whether a public benefit 

corporation should be formed for each track. 

If ACR 128 is approved by the Assembly and Senate then the statement that 

I made before the New Jersey Senate Judiciary Committee (headed by the 

former Harry Sears) on December 8, 1970, holds truer than ever: "It is 

my belief that there has been much pressure and money in New Jersey 

trying to kill this legislation. It's coming from Nevada, Bahamas and the 

elements of organized crime. I hope our Legislators haven't fallen victim 

to the rumors and stories. Please stop protecting the (~rime lords and 

approve this resolution." 

It is now 3 1/2 years later. Has there been any progress? I certainly hope 

so! One of the tactics used was to delay and ~~ l/2 years is certainly a delay" 
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Now is the time to move. I have never seen such wide 

support for an issue to be placed before the people 

for their vote: labor, management, Republicans, 

Democrats, young and old, rich or poor. 

There are 100 million people within 500 miles 

of New Jersey. Let's try to bring these people to New 

Jersey with fresh money. Let's create a brand new 

industry. Instead of them flying to distant areas, 

let them come to New Jersey. Let New Jersey lead in 

the war against organized crime. Let the people vote. 

I repeat, let the people vote. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOYLE: Where did those statistics 

on the average lottery buyer come from? 

MR. MALAMUT: From the Lottery Commission, sir. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOYLE: Would all of the member 

hotels in your association feel the same as your testi

mony if they were to know that casinos would go to 

no other place, at least in the next few years, but 

Atlantic City? 

MR. MALAMUT: The resolution,ACR-128, is not 

limiting to any specific locality. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOYLE: Notwithstanding that, could 

you respond to the question? There has been some 

question about · what the Governor would do by way 

of enabling legislation. If there is no enabling 

legislation this resolution is--

MR. MALAMUT: I think a lot depends on neighbor

ing states, sir. If New York or Pennsylvania were to 

pass the same type of resolution,then there could not 

be a restricted area in the State of New Jersey. I 

believe it would have to be expanded to effectively 

compete with these other states and municipalities -

the Poconos, the Catskills, the Berkshires, etc. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOYLE: If those other states didn't 

pass such resolutions, you would want it throughout 
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the State, not just in one or two sites? 

MR. MALAMUT: It is up to the county and 

local referendum, yes, sir. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Thank you very much, Mr. 

Malamut. 

Our next speaker is Mr. Joseph W. Katz, represent

ing the Atlantic City Racing Association, Monmouth 

Park Jockey Club and Garden State Racing Association. 

J 0 S E P H w. K A T Z: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

My name is Joe Katz and I appear today representing 

New Jersey's three thoroughbred race tracks, Atlantic 

City and Garden State Racing Associations and the 

Monmouth Park Jockey Club. 

Legalized casino gambling has profound competitive 

implications for these enterprises, for their almost 

8,000 employees, for other thousands - horsemen, 

suppliers and the like - who have an economic stake in 

the well-being of racing 

hundreds of thousands of 

of thoroughbred racing~ 

course, but people from 

to come to our tracks. 

in New Jersey and for 

New Jerseyans who are 

not only New Jerseyans, 

other states who travel 

the 

fans 

of 

here 

But the State Government and the 7~ million 

people it represents also has a fundamental interest 

in the economic health of thoroughbred racing in our 

State. In 1972-73, our three tracks alone provided 

$32 million of a total of $40 million in pari-mutuel 

taxes for the State treasury. In the forthcoming year -

the budget you are now considering - the Stare expects 

even more because it has added a 45 day special meeting. 

In the total budget, which is something like 

$2.7 billion, this might seem like insignificant figures. 

But when it is realized,! am sure you will realize 

that Governor Byrne has allowed a surplus of less than 

$19 million in balancing his 1974-75 budget and the 
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importance of the anticipated $42 million in racing 

revenues can be seen. 

While the attractions of racing and casino 

gambling differ substantially, I think all can agree 

that there is strong competition between them for the 

wagering-recreational dollar. Nevada, for instance, 

where the existence of casino gambling has aborted 

every attempt - and there have been a number of them -

to establish a viable racing program, offers a prime 

example of this incompatibility. 

Therefore, simple self-interest might dictate 

that we oppose casino gambling, whether it is limited 

to Atlantic City or generally permitted in the State. 

Indeed, it might be advisable for the Governor and the 

Legislature to be skeptical of casino gambling from 

the standpoint of the State•s financial interest -

in other words, its impact on racing revenue. No one 

seriously predicts heavy State revenue from the casino 

program presently contemplated. Still, the threat 

of those casinos to pari-mutuel revenue is very real. 

But we are not opposing legalized casino gambl

ing in New Jersey. We think that is a decision that 

you, the legislators and the voters, of course, must 

make. 

We do, however,- and I want to stress this

enter the most vigorous opposition to two other 

features of ACR-128 - unlimited casino hours and the 

possible use of slot machines. 

The fact that this resolution establishes no 

limit on the hours in which casinos may be open to the 

public presents a perpetual threat to the future of 

thoroughbred racing in New Jersey. 

We are vitally concerned that thoroughbred 

racing- and also the State•s major harness operation, 

the Freehold Raceway, which all operate during daylight 
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hours -would be forced to go "head to head" with 

legalized casinos. We seriously fear that our tracks 

could not survive such competition when added to 

existing negative factors with which we are being 

forced to cope. 

As you know, in recent years Pennsylvania has 

embarked on an expanding program of thoroughbred and 

harness racing. This has cut sharply into New Jersey's 

racing efforts. New York - with strong State assistance 

of all sorts, ranging from the State operation of 

tracks to lowered take-outs, helped out by State 

financial assistance - has accelerated its formidable 

competition. More recently, our State has given the 

go-ahead to a publicly underwritten North Jersey track 

which effectively will pay no taxes. 

With one of our three taxpaying tracks, net 

profits already have vanished, that is Atlantic City. 

The other two facilities have seen sharp reductions 

on the bottom line. If the small margin between red 

and black ink is wiped out, then the whole enterprise 

is lost, not just the few dollars they lose; you lose 

millions in jobs and in pari-mutuel revenue. 

Consequently, the thoroughbred industry 

requires not just the promise of a statutory safe

guard, which could be changed from legislature to 

legislature and year to year and Governor to Governor, 

but constitutional protection limiting casino gambling 

to evening and night hours. Perhaps the enabling 

resolution could set such limits as 8 p.m. and 4 a.m. 

and allow municipalities to establish further restrictions 

within those boundaries. 

With such a limitation, racing and casino 

gambling might serve as complementary tourist attractions 

in areas where both are permitted. Furthermore, New 

Jersey's many other attractions - In Atlantic City, 
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for example, the beaches and boardwalk - could also 

benefit. 

The threat of a Las Vegas-style, 24-hour-a-day 

string of casinos in one or several cities would come 

not only as a nightmare to us, but to almost every 

other business undertaking in a community where casinos 

are a possibility. 

Our other concern is with the possibility that 

casinos will be permitted to operate more than 11 table 11 

games - cards, dice, roulette, and the like - but that 

they will be permitted to decorate their premises with 

the voracious slot machine, the 11 0ne-arm-bandit 11 and 

its many cousins. 

Our opposition to these devices is,of course, 

more than aesthetic~ it is based on economics. 

Generally, slot machines return to the public only a 

small fraction of the amount paid by the other forms 

of wagering. A high percentage of the money that is 

thrown into the slot machines effectively goes out 

of circulation. Not only will that hurt racetracks, 

but it will be extremely harmful to local business that 

otherwise might expect to benefit from the casinos. 

From the standpoint of appearance, slot 

machines can be expected to do little to develop a new 

era of elegance which we understand such resorts as 

Atlantic City would like to achieve. They will accelerate 

the trend to the honky-tonk and gaudy~ they will act 

as a deterrent to conventions and other important 

meetings. 

In summary, we strongly urge this committee 

to amend ACR-128 to include a limitation of casino 

hours and a ban on slot machines. You will not be 

interfering with the flexibility future Legislatures 

must have in implementing this law, but you will be 
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building in safeguards that are vital to existing 

enterprise in New Jersey. Thank you very much. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Thank you. Since there 

are no questions, I wish to thank you on behalf of the 

Committee. 

The next speaker is Dr. Samuel A. Jeanes, 

Co-Chairman, Coalition of the Christian Religious 

Bodies of New Jersey. Dr. Jeanes? 

DR. JEANES: Mr. Chairma~ the Coalition of 

Religious Bodies of the State has two co-chairmen, 

the other being Mr. Edward J. Leadem, who is the 

Executive Director of the New Jersey Catholic Conference. 

We are a team. I wonder if he could present his state

ment and then I will follow? 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Yes. Mr. Leadem? 

EDWARD J. L E A D E M: Thank you for your 

courtesy, Mr. Chairman.and Members of the Assembly 

Judiciary Committee. 

I am Edward J. Leadem, Executive Director of 

the New Jersey Catholic Conference and Co-Chairman -

as Dr. Jeanes has just indicated to you - of the 

Christian Religious Bodies of New Jersey, who oppose 

any extension of legalized gambling. 

ACR-128 which is being conside~ed by your Committee, 

in the statement annexed to it states: "This Resolution 

proposes a constitutional amendment to authorize casino 

gambling. It replaces ACR-50 and incorporates changes in 

that Resolution developed and approved by the Assembly Judiciary 

Comm.i ttee." 

The essential language of the pro~sed amendment is con

tained in the very firs~ sentence of Article IV, Section VII, 
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paragraph 2D., where it is stated: 11 It shall be lawful 

for the Legislature to enact general or special laws 

under which gambling houses or casinos may be established 

and owned by and operated under the authority and control 

of the State, and may be located in specified municipali

ties ... 

Thus, in addition to state-owned casinos, the 

proposal would allow non-state owned casinos - operat

ing under the authority and control of the State. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: May I interrupt you, sir? 

MR. LEADEM: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: With reference to that 

point, how do you justify that statement, that it will 

allow for non-state owned casinos? 

MR. LEADEM: I think by a reading of the very 

words, Mr. Chairman- 11 ••• established and owned by 11 , 

and then the word is conjunctive, 11 and operated under 

the authority and control of the State. 11 I think 

that provides for two separate entities, or a 11 State 

licensed, .. if you will--

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Now you just used the 

word 11 or", that is disjunctive--

MR. LEADEM: All right. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: --but, yet, you said this 

is conjunctive. Is there a difference, sir? 

MR. LEADEM: The way I read this sentence I 

do see a difference, yes, sir. I think this language, 

when read in the light of ACR-50, which it seems to 

modify, bolsters my position all the more. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Sir, with reference to 

what you stated is conjunctive - meaning 11 and" - does 

that not mean it also has to be owned by? 

MR. LEADEM: I don't read it in that light. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: It says, "owned by and 

operated under the authority. II 
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MR. LEADEM: I understand that, but as I 

stated, if you take the technical definition of the 

word 11 and", I would agree. It is the combination of 

the two. I think when you read this, ACR-128, as it 

seems to modify - and I submit that it does - ACR-50, 

you are really making the word "and" disjunctive. 

I don't mean to quibble or be overly concerned 

with semantics but those words were added for a purpose 

that must be obvious to us all. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: I think there may be a 

different purpose, from my understanding. 

MR. LEADEM: I know that it has caused - after 

hearing all of the testimony this morning - this Committee 

grave concern. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Yes, sir. You may continue. 

MR. LEADEM: Thank you. 

Just one year and fifteen days ago - on April 

ll, 1973,- we spoke before a public hearing conducted 

by the Senate Judiciary Committee in opposition to a 

number of Resolutions, including SCR-2012 which 

would allow casino gambling. 

At that time, we referred to the report of the 

Gambling Study Commission,which undoubtedly you have 

seen, and which had been filed on February 5, 1973. 

The contents of that report are well worth re-reading. 

One example is the reference by the Commission -

on page 40 - to a statement by Colonel David B. Kelly, 

Superintendent of our New Jersey State Police, who is 

quoted as follows: "I am saying that I will predict 

that if we provide accessibility, permissiveness, and 

availability to bettors, probably by 1985 we will have 

a totally gambling-addicted culture. Are we ready to 

cope with the crime, the permissiveness, and corruption 

that goes with it? 11 I submit to this Committee that 

these very words were reiterated this morning by the 
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good Colonel and I submit that those words went 

unchallenged by this Honorable Committee. 

In conclusion, we respectfully request that 

this Committee ponder the words of Colonel Kelly and 

weigh the consequences he predicts, balancing that with 

the testimony of those who assert - for they cannot 

prove their assertions - that allowing casino gambling 

will 11 revitalize Atlantic City 11 • I am confident that 

the scale will tip in favor of the Colonel's predictions 

and not the other way. 

In conclusion, may I respectfully urge that 

this Honorable Committee vote against the. proposal of 

ACR-128. Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Thank you very much, sir. 

I would like to, for the record, make a statement. 

The Committee did consider the language to which you 

refer, very seriously and closely, and the Corrrnittee 

released the bill with the intention that the con

junctive "and" did mean just that - the casinos would 

have to be owned and operated by the State. This means 

to say that they could not be owned or operated under 

the authority of the State; they have to be owned and 

operated by the State. 

MR. LEADEM: Mr. Chairman, would I be out of 

order if I asked them whether the Committee changed 

the words of, I think, the third sentence, with reference 

to where the entire net proceeds go? There was a 

question raised, I think, by you this morning - or one 

of the members of the Committee - which, all tJ•e more, 

in my opinion--

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Yes, sir. I brought up 

this question because, obviously, it was a question to 

be brought up. In discussing the matter further with 

the Committee and with the sponsors of the bill, it 

appears that the net proceeds of any gambling establish-
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ment operated by the State under the authority of this 

sub-paragraph, shall be paid into the State Treasury. 

As long as it is operated "by" it shall be paid into 

the State Treasury. However, should any general legis

lation be enacted, wherein some authority or commission 

would be operating "under the authority and control of 

the State", in that enabling legislation it would be 

provided where the monies would be going - mainly to 

the State Treasury. 

MR. LEADEM: Just one more thing. I know we 

are not to debate this. You are telling us, then, that 

the language is going to be very clearly stated, one 

way or another, that there will not be any private 

operation of casinos? 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Sir, it is already, 

as I have stated. The Committee, very carefully, 

considered the language and the word "and" - as you 

stated correctly, in my opinion - is conjunctive, not 

disjunctive, meaning to say that it is both to be owned 

by the State and operated under the authority of the 

State~ it cannot be operated under the authority 

of the State and not be owned by the State. So, we 

are not going to give any private entrepreneurs the 

privilege of having this gambling. 

MR. LEADEM: I appreciate that clarification. 

Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: The next speaker is 

Dr. Jeanes, is that correct? 

D R. S A M U E L A. J E A N E S : Mr. Chairman, 

Memhers of the Committee, I am Dr. Samuel A. Jeanes 

of Merchantville, New Jersey, the Co-Chairman of the 

Coalition of Christian Religious Bodies of New Jersey 

to Oppose any Extension of Legalized Gambling. This 

Coalition was formed on a call from the Rt. Rev. George 

E. Rath, the Bishop of the Episcopal Diocese of Newark. 
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Included in the Coalition are executive leaders and 

representatives of the New Jersey Catholic Conference, 

the New Jersey Council of Churches and the denomina

tions that it represents, the Church Women United of 

New Jersey and the New Jersey Christian Conference on 

Legislation. 

We would call your attention to the fact that the opposition to this persis

tent proposal to legalize casino gambl.ing in New Jersey is continuing to increase. 

A united voice representative of the Christian bodies of this State oppose it. You 

JllaY' recall that there were three Public Hearings on this subject conducted in 1970 

and 1971 when on'lY' one opponent appeared. Now the people across this state 

recognize the danger inherent in this proposed legislation. They know that the 

potential Jmral, socialogical and economic perUs that will be encountered tar out

weigh ~ profit that might be derived b;y the few who stand to gain. 

Governor Brendon Bym.e has called tor a policy ot "government under glass. " 

We CODDencl b1m tor this and tor the atepe that are comtempl.ated to bring this about. 

This legislative proposal needs to be put "under glass" so that the public can see 

who reallY' 'W&ll'ts to make New Jersey an Eastern Las Vegas. An examination ot the 

various Public Hearings on this subject indicate that spokesmen for private interests 

that stand to profit from gamhJ 1ng houses have come from as far away a.:s London, 

Eng,l.and. 

We would urge this Assembly Judiciaey Coumittee to :itmDediately engage the 

services of the Attorney General and his staff to make a full investigation of the 

:factors, interests and motivations behind this concerted effort. 

Rumors have become a part of these Public Hearings that should be investi

gated ••• rumors of underworld criminal interests, and reports, not rwoors, but 
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definite information from the State Police of organized crime people purchasing 

property and buildings in anticipation of the legalization of gambling houses. They 

should be investigated. And there have been charges made that churches and clergy

men have been unwitting allies of organized crime when they oppose gambling casinos. 

One sponsor of this bill is quoted by the Trenton Bureau writer of the Philadelphia 

Bulletin as saying just a few days ago, "It is the beginning of the end of a mono~ 

enjoyed until now by Nevada. I foresee them putting millions into an effort to 

prevent the people of this state f'rom getting casino gambling. I also see some 

tmsa.vory people .•• p1.-ofessional gamblers and others ••• putting in millions of dollars 

in an effort to defeat the referendum and they· may very well use some well meaning 

people in their attempt. 11 

Well, if New Jersey is going to have government "under glass" let 1 s put this 

gambling proposal under glass and see who reall.y wants it. And no action should be 

taken on this Assembly Concurrent Resolution until a competent, dependable and 

trustworthy investigation is made. 

Assembly No. 128 is laden with possibilities of corruption which New Jersey 

just does not need. He do not want the State to be in the business of urging its 

citizens to come to its own gamhl j ng casinos from which they lila\V leave minus their 

life 1 s savings, their home and even their job to spend the rest of their lives in 

the clutches of the loan sharks. Even the so-called "State Ownership" which is 

supposed to mean "honesty and integrity" is not clearly spelled out in this resolu

tion. The expression, "operated under the authority and control of the State" 

could be a very elastic phrase. And the Legislature is empowered with the enactment 

of general and special laws under which the gambling houses operate. Imagine the 

political pressures and possible corruption that could be involved here! This will 

r~alJ~ put the gamblers in the political realm. 

ACR No. 128 also leaves in the hands of the Legislature the type and number 

of gambling houses and the games that will be peri!I:i.tted. Can you envision possi

bilities for corruption in that? 
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There was a time when the citizens could take seriously any written guarantee 

that would offer protection to a community or county. New Jersey had such protec

tion written into its Racing Law. That guarantee of protection was honored by 

three administrations. But the previous administration, by the creation of a Sports 

Complex Authority is compelling the people of Bergen County to have a race track 

whether they want one or not. 

ACR No. 128 is an unworthy legislative answer to the legitimate needs of the 

State and any of its political subdivisions. Each form of gambling that we have 

legalized - the race tracks, night racing, the lottery, they all carried the 

assurance or their sponsors that now the financial crisis of the IOOment would be 

alleviated. Usually it was designed to undergird the cost of education and help 

our youth. We can still hear some of our college students asking why their tui tiona 

were raised when we had a lottery to solve our educational problems. 

But the promises had little substance. And here we are today with perhaps 

the worse kind of gambling before us that the State could proiOOte. With or without 

State control unscrupulous men are going to serve their own interests. This is not 

an honest way to meet the cost of government. 

And you cannot discharge your responsibility to the people by saying in a 

Pontius Pilate attitude, "let the people decide." The elected representatives of 

the people are supposed to be able to make moral decisions. You are sworn to 

promote the welfare, not of the special interests, not of the commercialized 

gambling syndicates, but the welfare of all the people. The good of the citizens 

of this State, this generation and generations yet unborn will be jeopardized 

by the enactment of this resolution. What kind of State do you want to turn over 

to them? When all the leaders in the field of law enforcement. say that casino 

gambling is bad and when the religious leaders say it is bad, and when the mayors 

of some of our big cities sar they do not want it, who really does want it? 

And if you persist in following the intent of the sponsors of this resolution 
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and place it on the ballot, who will pay to tell the 

story of its dangers and pitfalls. 

Someone has said that the people need release 

from the subtle thraldom of referendum morality. Do 

not forget, wrong by consensus is still wrong. 

We urge you to defeat this resolution for to 

defeat it will be to protect the people you are 

elected to serve - but to approve it can provide 

occasion to weaken and corrupt and perhaps destroy 

them. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: I have one question, sir. 

Who is to determine when something is wrong? 

DR. JEANES: I think we have some very basic 

standards. Am I my brother•s keeper? That•s a good 

one. The Golden Rule is another good one. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Well, who is to apply 

all these standards? 

DR. JEANES: I think we are to apply them. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Namely the people. 

DR. JEANES: I thik you are to be guided. You 

were sworn in, Mr. Chairman, by taking an oath on the 

Bible. We respect this Book. This has been the source 

of our wisdom, the basis of our jurisprudence through 

the years. When we get away from that we are in 

trouble. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOYLE: Just to emphasize the 

Chairman•s point because it came up with me, personally

this 11let the people decide 11 - we weren • t given any great 

gift of moral wisdom. I only got 51% of the vote. 

On questions such as this, don•t you think these 

ought to be submitted to referendum? 

DR. JEANES: I think, Mr. Doyle, that there 

are times where you must exercise moral discretion, 

regardless of whether people are for you or against 

you. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN DOYLE: I am not speaking for 

or against the question to be posed at the referendum. 

DR. JEANES: For instance, if we were to 

operate the State on the basis of majority votes, we 

might just as well have computers here, instead of 

human beings. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Thank you very much. 

DR. JEANES: You are welcome. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Our next speaker is 

Kramer from Raymond 

MAY 0 R 

Asbury Park. Mr. Kramer? 

RAYMOND K R A M E R: Chairman 

Mayor 

Hawkins and Members of the Committee, I'd like to 

thank you for giving Asbury Park the opportunity to 

present its views on gaming casinos. 

Since Mayor Bradway, of Atlantic City, and I 

have the same problems, what I may say may coincide 

with what he has said but I guarantee that I won't 

use more than the five minute limit. 

The original position of Asbury Park was that 

if Atlantic City obtained casino gambling, Asbury Park 

wanted casino gambling; if Atlantic City did not 

obtain casino gambling, Asbury Park did not want it. 

However, as a result of a survey made by Stockton 

College for the Resort and Travel Association, it cast 

a new light on the urgency of creating a stimulus 

for the economic growth of tourism in our State. 

The Stockton College survey will show that 

tourism is a $7 billion business in the State of New 

Jersey. As such, I think we must protect the number 

one industry in the State, and I maintain that gambling 

casinos are necessary to assist the resort industry 

in merchandising their product, stimulating economic 

growth investment, and reducing unemployment in areas 

such as ours, and also - but I don't think this is the 

most important - produce revenue for the State. 

When the Arabs sell us oil they are exporting 
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a natural resource and importing our dollars. When 

the resort industry imports money in our State, we 

are not giving up a thing. Our beaches are still there 

and the sunshine is still there. But what we are doing 

wrong is, we are exporting people to the Bahamas, Las 

Vegas, Monte Carlo, to Freeport, to San Juan, to London, 

and all the islands that have casino gambling. 

When Senator Dumont was Chairman of the 

Gambling Study Commission, the conclusion of the 

Commission was that the public confidence in the honesty 

of the Racing Commission, the Legalized Games of Chance 

Commission and the Lottery Commission was very high. 

I think that we can be just as successful in super

vising a Gaming Casino Commission. 

Just as a note, the State, last year, spent 

$120 thousand on advertising the resort areas of our 

State. The Reno Chamber of Commerce spent $532 thousand 

just advertising Reno. So, it is obvious that we are 

not taking advantage of the fact that 80 to 100 million 

people reside within a 500 mile radius of our area 

and we are failing to supply them with a form of 

vacation and entertainment they are looking for. 

In addition to revenues from casinos, of 

course, it is obvious that there will be increased 

revenues from our gasoline tax, our sales tax, alcoholic 

beverage tax, parkway tolls and cigarette tax. 

I am going to conclude now, although I am sure 

I still have a couple of minutes left. After listening 

to the testimony of some of the gentlemen today, some 

of the respected gentlemen, I have four or five asides 

that I would like to throw out. 

The first one is that Asbury Park operates 

our beachfront,and we have a beachfront facility 

available for gaming. 

The second one is that we object to Atlantic 
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City being the guina pig because in research you find 

that you may need two or three guina pigs to get a 

cross section of what the true picture is. Also, 1n 

using one city, I think it reduces revenue to the 

State, but,more important, it would reduce the real 

estate investment and the unemployment problems ~hat 

we are trying to cure. 

There was mention of additional police protection 

in resort cities. Our city has a population of 20 

thousand~ in the summer it is about 100 thousand. We 

are geared for 100 thousand people. We have 65 

policemen. So, all our services are geared for a 

maximum amount of business. We would not have a police 

problem. 

In mentioning supervision of casinos you find 

that years ago, in Las Vegas, most of the law officers 

had to take another job - and their jobs were working 

in the gaming casinos in supervision areas. Most of 

these gentlemen today are retired and they are managers 

of gaming casinos in the Islands. 

I am going to close with one other item, and 

that is the misconception of gaming casinos. Every

body pictures it as a Las Vegas type of operation with 

a Texan in a sombrero, with a fist full of thousand 

dollar bills in one hand and a drink in the other saying, 
11 shoot 100 thousand dollars 11 • This couldn't be further 

from the truth. Most gambling casinos that I have seen 

in the Islands open at 8:00 at night; jackets are re

quired; if you are a participant you are served as much 

alcoholic beverage as you would like - and I have never 

seen anyone ejected 

dignified operation. 

- and you can almost call it a 

I think if they can do it in the 

Islands they can do it in New Jersey. 

Mayor. 

Gentlemen, thank you very much for your time. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Thank you very much, 
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our next speaker is Mrs. Eugene VanNess, 

President of the New Jersey Horse Council. 

M R S. E L I Z A B E T H Y E T T E R: I just 

wanted to say I am not Mrs. Eugene VanNess, I am 

Mrs. Lawrence Yetter, substituting for Mrs. VanNess, 

who is ill. 

I am an advisor to the New Jersey Horse 

Council and I speak for the entire New Jersey horse 

industry. 

I am grateful for this opportunity to express the position 

of the New Jersey horse industry on the issue of casino gambling. 

When I speak of the horse industry, I speak not only of 

racing and the racing breeds such as the standardbreds and thorough

breds. I speak also of the many non-racing breeds such as quarter 

horse, arabian, appaloosa, morgan horse, saddlebreds and others. I 

speak of large farms as well as the owner with just one or two animals. 

I speak of young people in 4-H and horse and pony clubs. I speak of 

breeding programs and shows and sales - a wide range of horsemen's 

activities. I speak of feed, fencing, trailers, clothing, equipment, 

veterinary services - countless businesses that depend on us for their 

very existence. Equally important, I speak of thousands of citizens 

whose jobs depend on the horse industry. 

A state-financed survey taken about three years ago showed 

that the horse industry is growing - that the horse population is 

increasing and that more and more individuals and families in almost 

every part of our state are participating in horsemen's activities. 

It showed that we are at least a quarter of a billion dollar industry, 
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that we contribute to the-preservation of green acres, that we provide 

wholesome activity for increasing numbers of young people, that we mean 

jobs to New Jersey. 

It is clear, then, that we are a major, well-established and 

growing industry. Our concern today is that this industry is seriously 

threatened by the prospects of casino gambling. 

Recent statements by legislators and the Governor indica·te 

that casino gambling could soon become a reality not only in Atlantic 

City but several other areas of our state. As a new and highly 

appealing attraction for the gambling dollar, these casinos would 

have to draw people from our race tracks. 

What would this mean to our industry? 

Reduced attendance at the tracks would mean less revenue, 

smaller purses, a poorer quality of race horse, still less attendance 

and still less reyenue. This, in turn, would result not only in 

reduced revenues to the state treasury but a sharp curtailment in 

racing proceeds allocated for breeder award programs and many other 

Department of Agriculture activities which mean so much to the well

being of our industry. This almost certain chain reaction must be 

harmful to us and to the New Jersey economy. 

As we see it, New Jersey itself is taking a dangerous 

gamble. It could be undermining a strong, thriving horse industry 

for a venture into casino gambling, something which we quite frankly 

believe the horse industry and the people of this state just don't 

need. 
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And so we ask that you consider our legitimate 

needs and the importance of the horse industry to this 

State before taking a course of action - casino gambling -

which is not in the best interest of our industry or 

the people of New Jersey. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: In other words, you 

coincide with Mr. Katz? 

MRS. YETTER: Not entirely. We do not feel 

that any type of casino gambling should be encouraged 

at any time. We feel it would definitely hurt the 

horse industry and since it is a rather thriving 

industry at this point, and a great many people are 

employed through it, we do not feel that we could 

approve of anything that would harm it. 

Thank you for the opportunity to be here. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Thank you very much 

for being here. 

The next speaker is Reverend Philip Kunz, 

Director, Social Concerns, New Jersey Council of 

Churches. 

R E V. P H I L I P K U N Z: Gentlemen, as Chairman 

Hawkins knows, we never read all of our testimony into 

the record. It is before you. I would like to just 

highlight it and I think we will be finished very 

quickly. 

The New Jersey Council of Churches appreciates 

this opportunity to testify on pending measures which 

would authorize extension of legal gambling in the 

State. New Jersey Council of Churches is composed of 

the 12 major .Protestant denominations in the State, 

or about 1 million members in 3000 congregations. 

NJCC is totally opposed to any extention of 

legal gambling. This position is in accord with the 

formal policies of each of our member judicatories and 

our Legislative Principles. 
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More Important perhaps, NJCC is opposed to 

extension on the rational grounds that such leg~! 

gambling would not help the State and its people, but 

rather do us all great harm. 

I want to call to you attention, members of the 

Committee, the figures that we have on page 1 that 

relate to the fact that none of the claims for gambl

ing revenue,at any time in the United States, have 

ever been realized. The plain fact is that every 

prediction of substantial revenue through legal gambl

ing has always fallen drastically short. I believe 

that the Committee can substantiate that assertion 

with other data, beyond the limits of this particular 

testimony. 

I'd like to also point out to the members of 

the Committee present the statements in this testimony 

regarding revenue in Nevada, wherein we cite that the 

State of Nevada, in 1970, received $804.3 million. 

We also notice there that the State of Nevada is very 

uneasy about whether that was the correct amount 

because they admit to the fact that they have been a 

victim of skimming throughout the years, even though 

they attempt to have a sanitized operation. The 

fact that Meyer Lansky is wanted by the FBI and 

deported from Israel on other charges relating to 

skimming $60 million off the casino tables suggests 

part of the problem that New Jersey will face under 

any type of casino operation. 

I also want to, again, add to this paragraph. 

The Committee can ascertain independently that an 

average Las Vegas casino has an annual income of 

around $30 million. Now,that means that they 

have a before-tax profit of 12%, or, doing your own 

arithmetic, as you will, you will find that is $3.6 

million. What we are saying here is to emphasize 
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the next sentence. In short, the revenue from legal 

gambling is not a major factor in finance of public 

purposes in any state. 

A little bit further on in the testimony, you 

will find us highlighting the fact that, in public, 

both Governor Byrne and Mr. Perskie have said - in 

March - that revenue is not a major concern. This is 

why we are asking this question in our testimony, why 

should we have more gambling? In short, since it has 

been conceeded by primary people interested in casino 

gambling, and other forms, most of the argument for it 

has been put aside. 

I also want to make note of the crime figures 

that we have incorporated here, which I am not, obviously, 

going to run through, with the time consideration. 

However, I am sure that you will see here that Clark 

County, which is the Las Vegas area, with a far smaller 

population, has a far higher crime problem then 

metropolitan Philadelphia, or Asbury Park - whom we 

have just heard from - or Atlantic City - from whom 

we will be repeatedly hearing. 

Part of the problem here is just exactly the 

fact that they do have 15 million transients. When 

I hear the Mayor of Asbury Park, who is an honorable 

gentleman, say that he controls 100 thousand people 

with 65 policemen, I wonder, with that kind of ratio, 

if we want to have millions more transients here in 

order to milk them of their money in New Jersey. I 

think we are going to have to hear some more realistic 

figures in this hearing from the proponents of gambling 

about what the police costs are going to be. In fact, 

if anything, I am a little bit disappointed, once 

again, in the officials,in that we have never had, 

in all of the hearings through the years - and Mr. 

Hawkins, you have been in on some of them - the real 
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cost figures on what it is going to cost to extend 

the policing and prosecution factors. Every public 

official has said that is going to go up by an 

appreciable measure but they never come in with the 

figures. I don't think that's adequate. I think the 

advocates of gambling are the ones who have to make 

the case in this situation~ they are the ones who 

are proposing to alter a State Constitution, not just 

a few statutes - a State Constitution - and they have 

offered no substantial scientific data on the costs 

of casino operation and on the cost of law enforcement. 

I want to make further note of the odds that 

we have here on gambling which substantiate our claim 

that gambling - legal or otherwise, but especially 

legal - is no more than a government approved con 

game. Individual bettors do not win and the 3.1% 

income to the State on the State Lottery in the State 

of New Jersey isn't particularly winning either. 

Now I finally want to nail down one argument 

here - underline it - and then we will quit, gladly. 

We've had many allegations on this particular issue 

through the years that we are going to have a bonanza 

of jobs. I hope that you will pay attention to our 

testimony on this where we say that Atlantic City 

and the other areas would be far better off doing hard 

work on the electronics industry, on the container 

port, on pollution control device manufacturing, and 

all the other kinds of indicators that economists will 

tell you are the needed industries over the next 30 

years, and not put more into an industry, i.e. tourism 

at a certain level, that has already died about 20 years 

ago. Talk about beating a dead horse, this proposal 

certainly is that. 

The entire case for the extension of legal 

gambling through casinos is the greatest illusion 

every offered here. When you go through the opposition 
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testimony - that is to say, the testimony making 

proposals about gambling - I doubt that you are going 

to find any substantial figures on how many jobs, who 

will get the jobs, who will get the training, etc. In 

short, what I am saying, very bluntly - but I believe 

very candidly - is that the unemployed people of 

Atlantic City, New Jersey, who in the main part happen 

to be poor black women, are not going to be the first 

in line for plum jobs if we put in casinos - as a 

guina pig or otherwise. 

I think we ought to rest with our written 

testimony here and see if you have any questions. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: I have just one question. 

Are those figures - the crime figures from Philadelphia -

based on the FBI figures or are they based on the 

Bureau of Census figures which show that for every 

crime reported in Philadelphia, three went unreported? 

REV. KUN~: Mr. Karcher, right or wrong, the 

figures we had to go with were the FBI standard 

metropolitan figures. 

AssEMBLYMAN KARCHER: You are aware though that 

the census Bureau said three out of every four crimes 

in Philadelphia went unreported? 

REV. KUNZ: Right - and in New York and other 

places. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: It is two for one in New 

York. It is four to one in Philadelphia. 

REV. KUNZ: Right. However, if I may, with 

your permission, I'd like to say that what they have 

uncovered there is a national phenomenon and I think 

we can make the same kind of extensions about Atlantic 

City and Asbury Park and maybe even Newton, New Jersey for 

that matter. 

ASSEMBLYMAN DOYLE: The figure you have, Mr. 

Kunz, about $23~ million for 22 thousand investigations, 
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is that in the current budget? 

REV. KUNZ: Yes, sir. That is '75 proposal 

which you folks have before you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Mr. Kunz - Reverend 

Kunz, I'm sorry- thank you for your very learned 

discussion and the facts that you have presented in 

your paper. 

REV. KUNZ: Thank you, Mr. Hawkins. 

(statement on page 200 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: The next witness will 

be the Honorable Mayor Guy F. Muziani from Wildwood, 

New Jersey. 

M A Y 0 R G U Y F. M U Z I A N I: Mr. Chairman, 

the prepared text is lengthy and for sake of time I am 

going to bypass and overlook a number of paragraphs 

in this presentation and present them to you orally. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: It is appreciated, thank 

you very much. 

MAYOR MUZIANI: Mr. Chairman and Members of 

the Assembly Judiciary, Law, Public Safety, and 

Defense Committee of the State of New Jersey. The 

citizens of the greater Wildwood area certainly ap

preciate the opportunity you have afforded us today 

to present our views on legalized casino gambling, as 

embodied in ACR-128. 

We have carefully considered the issues in 

this resolution and had many thoughtful discussions 

with members of my administration, and social, civic 

and business leaders from the greater Wildwood area. 

There are several basic points we would like to convey 

to this Committee. 

We recognize,all to well, that some of our 

great resorts, such as Atlantic City, Asbury Park, 

Wildwood, and others, have aged, deteriorated, and 

been subject to tremendous competition for the huge 
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tourist dollar. Even in an aged condition, it is clear 

that New Jersey ranks fourth in the U.S.A. in terms 

of the tourist industry, grossing over $3 billion per 

year. What has been lacking in the past has been a 

reinvestment of State dollars through special aid 

programs to allow some important resorts to remain 

competitive. The State has a special financial in

terest in the continued success of tourism, since it 

derives over 300 million dollars in sales tax, gasoline, 

alcohol, tobacco taxes, and, of course, in road tolls. 

We can,therefore, fully appreciate it when one, 

or several sister resort communities, recognizes that 

only a superior marketing attraction, such as casino 

gambling, can turn things around for them. We believe 

in, and support, their right to self-determination 

and to select legalized casino gambling as a remedy 

for their economic condition, pending State approval. 

This well applies also to some of the major cities in 

New Jersey, particularly those bordering the States of 

Pennsylvania and New York. 

Wildwood has survived, due to the development 

of its sister communities to the North and South and 

they have grown because of us. We compliment each 

other well. We provide the activities, and they provide 

the accommodations and small homes and summer cottages. 

The balance of the three communities is what we believe 

makes the Wildwoods such a family attraction. That is 

our key - we are family oriented. Therefore, the 

Wildwoods do not need gambling to sustain us economically. 

However, we are quite aware of the nearness 

of Atlantic City, it is only 35 miles up the coast. 

Should Atlantic City prosper as well from casino gambling 

as some beople believe, then it could have an adverse 

economic impact, and penetration into our gross revenues. 

We trust Atlantic City and other communities who select 
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casino gambling are as successful as they hope to 

be. But we, in the Wildwoods, must have the municipal 

option, and the sole option in our area, excepting the 

jurisdictio~ of the State of New Jersey, to elect 

gambling if it means our economic survival. We do not 

know that other resorts with casino gambling will have 

that much effect on us, but we do know we must keep 

intact our sole option to respond if it does. 

Now ACR-218 threatens us greatly in one very 

important respect. It superimposes upon Wildwood the 

will of the county - by virtue of a county referendum. 

It threatens every resort, such as ours, where the 

county voting registration outnumbers the resort by 

such a great margin. Cape May County•s population 

outnumbers Wildwood, for example, by 14 to 1. 

A comparison of key resort :populations with 

their respective county population is very interesting. 

The four major seashore counties are Atlantic, Cape 

May, Monmouth and Ocean. We have used the full census 

figures of 1970 in making these comparisons. 

For instance, the population of Atlantic 

City represents 27% of the county population. In 

Wildwood we have 7% of our county population. Asbury 

Park has 3.6%. Long Branch has 6.9%. Long Beach has 

1.4%. We were not able to find one city with more than 
5% of the population of the county. 

This comparison highlights the fact that of all 

seashore resorts, Atlantic City is in the best position, 

by far, to influence the outcome of a county referendum, 

and, perhaps, the only one. 

The two super cities of the State, Jersey City 

and Newark are in a position to look after themselves, 

as they represent nearly half the population and 

electorate in their respective counties. 

However, all other cities, even major cities 

like Camden and Trenton would have more difficulty 
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in attaining referendum success than Atlantic City, 

and, certainly, other seashore resorts would have little 

opportunity at all. 

We believe we have demonstrated, in our strong 

support for the self-determination principal for all 

resorts, our unselfish interest in the wellbeing of 

our sister communities. We do accept the marketing 

concept that stronger resort business up and down the 

New Jersey Coast will ultimately benefit all of us. 

Another concept that we wish to emphasize 

here today concerns the State controlled, State 

operated casino gambling vs. State controlled, privately 

operated casino gambling. We strongly recommend that 

casino gambling, if proposed, be State controlled 

and State operated. We believe it would be in the 

best interests of the public at large, and all small 

and medium sized businessmen in areas affected if this 

policy be followed. The State operates the lottery 

exclusively and successfully, with the maximum proceeds 

devoted to the public welfare. The method of operation 

would be European type, with limited hours of play 

and with a limited number of locations. Since the 

State would control and operate the casinos, there would 

be no verticle interest in motels, restaurants, theatres 

or places of entertainment. This contrasts sharply 

with Las Vegas gambling which takes place in every 

form, at every place,including gas stations and washrooms, 

and at every hour of the day. 

The greatest fear of casino gambling is that 

it might be privately owned and operated because then, 

in a short time, it would absorb the motels, restaurants, 

and entertainment business of the entire resort area. 

Nothing could then operate outside its influence, as 

nothing without the gambling money input could compete 

with it. 
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Many resorts will not choose casino gambling 

for various reasons -of their own. Others, who may 

desire it, may be denied it for reasons unknown at 

the present. Provisions should be made to assist these 

other important and family resort areas to improve 
' 

their facilities and image, so that the State and the 

communities may benefit from the established tourism other 

than that stimulated by gambling interests. 

A percentage of the net State gambling proceeds 

would attend to this quite well, for example 10%. While 

the percentage is a matter for legislative consideration, 

it is important for the balance in State tourism and for 

areas affected by gambling to develop ways of coping 

with the changing condition and not leave it solely 

to the devices and resources of the resorts involved. 

Members of this Assembly Committee we are 

grateful for your careful attention to the points we 

have raised. We, of the Greater Wildwood area, trust 

that you will give these grave concerns of our citizens 

your most serious consideration. 

It is imperative that this Committee approach 

the subject of casino gambling with caution. For unless there 

are adequate safeguards in the form of State con-

trolled and operated facilities, and the deletion of 

the county referendum which creates de facto exclusivity, 

serious economic dislocations in other resorts would 
take place. 

In our case alone, the lifelong work of thousands 

of people are at stake, and also their property 

investments of over 300 million dollars. We are but 

one area. There are many other areas that could be 

equally damaged. 

It would be truly ironic if legalized casino 

gambling, which is looked to by some as a cure-all 

for their tourist problems, would, instead, be the 
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means to destroy the economies of presently healthy 

and self-sustaining resorts. Thank you very much. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Thank you very much. 

We do have your full statement? 

MAYOR MUZIANI: Yes, sir. I have here, with 

me, a statement by a former mayor of the City of 

Wildwood - he is presently Commissioner - who has 

attended all the previous hearings. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: If you will leave that with 

us we would appreciate it.· 

MAYOR MUZIANI: O.K., fine. 

(full statement on page 204 ) 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: The next speaker will be 

Mr. Joseph Rogers, Spokesperson, Anti-Monopoly Party. 

(not present) 

Hearing no reply from Mr. Rogers, I will go on 

to Mr. Kenneth Oleckna, Governmental Affairs Chairman, 

New Jersey Jaycees. 

K E N N E T H 0 L E C K N A: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

The Governmental Affairs Committee of the New Jers~y 

Jaycees has already mailed out to all our State 

Legislators a copy of our platform and our program 

in this particular area. Therefore, I'd like to talk 

to you, just briefly, about why we have done it and 

what we have done in the past. 

This is not the first time the New Jersey 

Jaycees have taken a stand on the issue of legalized 

gambling. Two years ago, we came out in favor of 

legalized gambling for Atlantic City. In February of 

this year we modified our position to reaffirm our 

support for legalized gambling throughout the whole 

State, subject to local and county optional charter 

rules and a local referendum. 

There are three particular reasons why we 

came out in favor of legalized gambling. Er<t1.·loyment -

we found that, particularly with reference to our 
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resort areas, there is a high rate of unemployment. 

I think Mayor Bradway, of Atlantic City, mentioned 

that. I think it is interesting to look at other 

problems which are arising in our resort areas. For 

Example, Atlantic County, I understand, is losing 

NAFEC - National Aeronautics Flight Experimental Center -

which generates thousands of jobs, either directly or 

in related activities. Certainly we should be concerned 

about where these people will be working. 

Revitalization of our resort communities - one 

of the earlier witnesses testified that this is a 

dead industry in New Jersey. The New Jersey Jaycees 

do not take that position. We are proud of our 

resorts. We want them to survive and we will do any

thing we can to enhance that survival rate. 

Finally, revenue - we feel that any money which 

will come out of this particular program to stave off 

a state income tax would certainly be beneficial to 

the State of New Jersey. 

This is the position of the New Jersey Jaycees. 

We intend to advocate this position and if it goes 

on the public ballot, we will work for its support. 

Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Thank you very much, Mr. 

Oleckna. 

Our next speaker will be the Rev. Jack Johnson, 

Division Chairman of General Welfare Board of Church 

and Society, Southern New Jersey Conference of the 

United Methodist Church • 

(not present) 

The next person on the list is Mr. George 

Stockinger, Secretary-Treasurer, State Association 

IBEW. Welcome, Mr. Stockinger. 

G E 0 R G E S T 0 C K I N G E R: Thank you·, Mr. 

Chairman. I would like to deviate just for a second 
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before I go into my spiel and make a request of you 

that after this is passed on the ballot and the State 

gets their first check, they would get some softer 

seats upstairs in the balcony. 

Now to get to the reason we are here, sir. 

I am the Secretary-Treasurer of the New Jersey State 

Electrical Workers Association, which has a membership 

of approximately 55,000 electrical workers in the 

utilities companies, the manufacturing branch and the 

construction division. We are all members of the 

International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers. 

At our semi-annual meeting last Thursday in 

New Brunswick there were 149 delegates there representing 

the 49 locals and it was voted that we back the referendum 

to go onto the ballot. Most of the delegates that were 

there also were in favor of backing the casino referendum 

for Atlantic City at this time, as the pilot program, 

realizing that if it works and there are no problems 

there would be a very good chance for it to be expanded 

in a few years so that they could have it in any of the 

cities that they wanted it in. 

Just to speak for a few moments more, I would 

like to comment from a personal viewpoint. I am also 

the Business Manager for Local 211 in Atlantic City. 

About five or six years ago - to give you a little up

date on the working conditions down there, or the 

unemployment - we had 100 electricians working in just 

a one square block area of Atlantic City on new motels 

and hotels. Today, we have approximately 12 electricians 

working in Atlantic City on maintenance and refurbishing 

of the motels and hotels. So, at this time, the only 

solution we see is the casino referendum to help us 

in our plight in Atlantic City and throughout the 

State. 

I am also the Secretary-Treasurer of the 
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building trades of Atlantic and Cape May Counties and 

I would like to state that this past winter has been 

our worst year in 25 years for unemployment. We 

feel that it would not be a cure-all but if the 

referendum is put on the ballot and passed, it would 

certainly go a long way in helping the ills of Atlantic 

City and a lot of the surrounding towns and communities. 

Trlank you, sir. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Thank you very much. It 

is very much appreciated. 

The next two speakers appear to be together, 

Mr. Ralph Green and Mr. John Hickman, Coalition of 

Black Business Organizations. Welcome, gentlemen. 

R A L P H G R E E N: Mr. Chairman, Members of the 

Committee, I am Ralph Green, President of Ralph Green, 

Associates, Housing, Land and Economic Development 

Consultants, based in Atlantic City. 

I am privileged to be a representative of, and 

a designated spokesman for a coalition of minority 

business interests and organizations in Atlantic City, 

and the greater Atlantic City area, who have a vested 

interest in the ongoing economic growth of the State 

of New Jersey. 

Here then, at the outset of our testimony, at 

this public hearing to consider ACR-128, let me state 

that our constituency has unanimously endorsed the 

concept that legalized casino gambling in the State 

of New Jersey will be a tremendous boon to the State's 

resort, travel and tourist industry, and, by the 

same token, a major step in the revitalization of 

Atlantic City, in particular. 

As a representative of some more than 21,000 

black and Puerto Rican citizens - in fact, almost half 

of the Atlantic City population of 47,000- we felt 

obligated to personally appear at this rather important 
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moment in our State's hi§tory to physically and vocally 

lend the support of our coalition of organizations 

to the efforts of our elected representatives, to make 

legalized casino gambling a reality. 

Since much has been made of the fact that 

subsequent enabling legislation could be a major 

provision for giving Atlantic City the needed tools 

for rebuilding a community in perilous decline and since 

members of our coalition of business interests and 

their families are those who suffer the most from our 

impoverished hand-to-mouth seasonal existence, it is 

natural, then, as we plan to restructure and rebuild, 

we plan together. And as we successfully, hopefull, 

turn Atlantic City around, as we move toward a full healthy 

year-round economy, full employment, unlimited new job 

and business opportunities, and new hope for many of 

our disenchanted young people, in fact, as we return 

Atlantic City to its former and unique position of 

queen of the resorts of our Garden State, let us team 

up to do it together and, thus, equitably share in the 

many bountiful benefits and spinoffs to be accrued. 

Gentlemen, we implore your invaluable legislative 

assistance in helping us to rebuild our city.- people 

working with people the way the immortal Duke Ellington 

and Count Basie have long made such beautiful music, 

blending the black and white keys of the piano together. 

Thank you very much. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: That was beautiful, sir. 

MR. GREEN: At this time, may I present, for 

the second half of our presentation, a member of our 

coalition and the President of the Atlantic County 

Opportunities Industrialization Center, and a professional 

business development consultant in his own right, Mr. 

John Hickman. 
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J 0 H N H I C K M A N: Mr. Chairman, Members of the 

Committee, on behalf of the Atlantic City Coalition of 

Black Business Organizations I would like to present 

the particulars,as resolved in conference, that the 

Coalition proposes to the State Assembly Judiciary 

Committee. One, a referendum be placed on the ballot 

to be voted upon by the citizens of the State of New 

Jersey in the 1974 general election regarding casino 

gambling. 

Two, that such casino gambling facilites, if 

located in Atlantic City, shall be available for private 

ownership and operation for joint State-corporation owner

ship and operation, with emphasis towards local business 

development and job opportunities. 

Three, that a bill be adopted, by the State, 

providing that prior to the opening of any casino, a 

program for the training of local people to work at all 

levels of the casino business be established in Atlantic 

City, and funded by the State. 

Four, that, should the State own and operate said 

casinos in Atlantic City, an accompanying bill provide 

for employment under the protection of the Civil . Service 

Division of the Stat~ 

Five, that a supplemental bill be adopted and 

provide for a special fund to be established and main

tained by the City of Atlantic City for the purpose of 

providing return transportation home to visitors who 

are found to be without the necessary finances to 

return to their homes. 

Six, that legislation be passed which shall 

provide that all casinos be open to all people, without 

regard to race, sex, class, or manner of dress. 

Seven, that legislation be passed which shall 

provide that casinos shall not be open to persons 

under 18 years of age. 
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Thank you, gentlemen. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Thank you, both, very 

much. 

MR. HICKMAN: I have also been asked to supply 

you, Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, with a 

copy of the Pronouncement by the Session of the West 

Ministry United Presbyterian Church, in the United States, 

of Atlantic City, New Jersey 

(Pronouncement on page 212 ) 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Thank you. 

I wish to state at this time that one of the 

proposed speakers has been kind enough - and I wish to 

praise, at this time, his kindness - to hand us a 

note: 11 Gentlemen, in the interest of the Committee•s 

time, we submit our testimony in writing. We would 

appreciate your consideration of this material. 11 

It is from the Greater Atlantic City Chamber of 

Commerce, specifically from Mr. Walter Murphy, Executive 

Director and Mr. Coleman Kindle, President. 

Thank you very much, gentlemen. It will be 

considered and entered into the record. 

(Statement on page 216 

The next speakers on the list are Mrs. Dorothy 

Phaler, Chairman and Mrs. J. Federline, Co-Chairman, 

Church and Society Committee, West Jersey Presbytery. 

D 0 R 0 T H Y P H A L E R: Mr. Chairman, Members of 

the Judiciary Committee, my name is Dorothy Phaler, I 

am Chairperson of the Church and Society Committee of the 

Presbytery of West Jersey. 

I have been commissioned to speak for the Presbytery 

at this hearing. The Presbytery of West Jersey consists 

of 70 Churches in the seven county area of South Jersey, 

representing 30,000 members. 

At this time I have a concern I 1 d like to 

address to the Committee, if that is in order. May 
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I ask a question before I begin my testimony? 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Yes, you may. 

MRS. PHALER: There have been a lot of people 

here giving a lot of testimony and a lot of hours have 

gone into this. My question is, will the Committee 

be able to read and really study this before Monday, 

when it will become a matter for vote? 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: That's a very good question 

and I don't know whether we will have ample time to study 

everyting before Monday, if it becomes - on Monday - a 

matter of a vote. 

MRS. PHALER: I just wanted to bring that to 

the attention of the Committee. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: However, I think you ought 

to be advised that the information from this Committee 

and the minutes will be readily available at a future 

time, if and when the Senate gets the legislation to 

be passed on, and also, if and when it is passed by 

the referendum vote. At that point there would be 

legalized gambling, constitutionally, and we would be 

studying, I am sure, all of the testimony to determine 

what is to become,of the gambling situation thereafter -

if it gets that far. 

MRS. PHALER: Thank you. 

New Jersey is the most urban state in the Union, and our many cities ere in 

trouble. Inadequate education; unemployment and underemployment; poor housing; 

a shrinking tax base; ill-health; poverty and crime ere only too visible. What 

will legalized gambling houses or casinos do to correct or improve such con

ditions? It will be too little and too late--- a temporary substitute for 

the fundamental change that is required. Our cities need state-wide tax reform; 

minority economic development; equal educational opportunity; and a return to 

participatory democracy. Expanding legalized gambling is a way to delay basic 

reform and plug proverbial "urban dike". We believe sensitive and responsible 

legislators know this and ACR 128 is a denial of government of the people and 

for the people. 
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The whole matter of a referendum is of concern to us. Why do the legislators 

wish to turn this to a referendum rather than deciding themselves as duly elected 

representatives of the people to either approve or disapprove legalized gaming? 

The legislators have access to the facts and figures of the State's economy, 

the resources to fully investigate the potential problems as well as the ability 

to bring to New Jersey anyone who could be helpful in making this decision. By 

turning this matter over to the people you are asking for a decision made by 

people without access to the necessary information to make a responsible decision. 

The ACR 128 is at best ambiguous and we feel leaves the whole matter of enabling 

legislation wide open for the special interests groups to have a field day. It 

is misleading in the implication that municipalities have a determinative role 

in the kind of legalized gaming that may be established. The enticement of money 

returning to the public coffers without any specific commitment made for the use 

of these funds is another aspect of the ambiguous nature of this amendment. 

The establishment of legal gaming casinos would provide an open door for 

organized crime to become involved in ownership of such casinos. This further 

allows organized crime to participate in the decisions about how and where 

the proceeds of casinos will be spent. Very legitemate fronts can be set up 

by organized crime to accomplish their ends. Organized crime can easily be

come a powerful voice in the priorities of the State as governmental institu

tions address state growth and human needs. 

The avowed ethic of our country is to develop human dignity through pride in 

one's own labor, equal opportunity for employment of all, and the self-develop

ment of people. This ideal has not been realized for many citizens of the 

State of New Jersey, but, the proposed legislation would be destructive to this 

goal. It feeds the already uns~tiated appetites of Americans to get something 

for nothing, characterized in the ever multiplying give-away shows, discount 

coupons, bingo, lotteries and chances. Casino gambling would attract persons 

of all economic levels. It would jeopardize the family through loss of family 

income, and the creation of gomb!ing oddicts. Children would be indoctrir.nted 
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early into the got-rich-quick philosophy, by open ex

posure to such attractions like the "Circus Circus" in 

Las Vegas. Slot machines and small stake games would be 

available readily in drug stores, supermarkets, bus 

terminals, airports and many other establishments. 

For these reasons, we urge you to defeat ACR-128. 

Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Thank you. I think you 

have asked another legitimate question that, possibly, 

needs to be answered - why does the legislature give 

the authority to the people? Are you saying that? 

MRS. PHALER: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Gambling in the State of 

New Jersey is a Constitutional "no-:-no", as it is 

presently set up. The only way that you can change 

the Constitution is to present it to the people, and 

that•s why we have to do it this way. 

MRS. PAHLER: Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Thank you very much for 

your testimony. 

Our next speaker will be Mr. Michael T. Doorley, 

President of Local #109, Waiters, Waitresses, Hotel, 

Motel Service Employees Union, located in Newark, New 

Jersey. 

M I C H A E L T. D 0 0 R L E Y: Mr. Chairman, 

I 1 d like to make a few comments before I go into my 

presentation. I have to commend everybody for their 

patience and the only thing I can say is that the 

earlier scenario that was put on by the Heads of State 

of New Jersey was amply screened by television and I 

notice their absence this afternoon. I particularly 

resent that. Not that I, maybe, have anything of such 

import as they did to say but, In my opinion, they were 

rather lame. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Your resentment is noted 
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on the record, sir. 

MR. DOORLEY: Fine. I'd also like to say -

I noticed the gentleman on the end made some very 

pertinent observations about unemployment - I come 

from the City of Newark, which has been ravaged by a 

riot - an institutional riot - called a .. teachers• 

strike 11 • When we look into the causes, the primary 

cause is unemployment, unemployment particularly of the 

young - both black and white. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Sir, does this pertain 

to legalized gambling? 

MR. DOORLEY: Yes, it does. We are talking 

about jobs. I carne here to talk about jobs, not about 

souls and not about the crime statistics, and self

interest in crime statistics; I am talking about un

employment. That is exactly what I carne here to speak 

about. I just want to make that a matter of record, 

because what we all share in common here -- Everybody 

who spoke today has a job. I don't say that this is 

the total solution, but any attempt to provide jobs 

for people in New Jersey, I am for. O.K.? 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Yes, sir. 

MR. DOORLE¥: My name is Michael T. Doorley 

and I am the President of Local #109, Waiters, Waitresses, 

Hotel, Motel Service Employees Union, located in New 

Jersey. 

Our local represents 2,000 members that work in 

the majority of the hotels, motels and restaurants 1n 

the Greater Newark and Port Elizabeth area. 

It has been an unfortunate experience to be 

located in the urban center of Newark and experience 

its loss of population and ratables and now its unbeliev

able real estate property tax load that will only 

continue to cause residents, businesses and property owners 

to continue to flee from Newark. This appears to be an 
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ever increasing cycle with little sign of relief. 

Our Mayor, Gibson, is trying, but how can you rebuild 

a city in a short period of time? 

The most drastic effect on people employed in our 

industry has been a great loss of jobs due to the closings 

of so many restaurants and hotels. 

The only shining hope on the horizon for our 

people is the potential of the Hackensack Meadowlands 

project. Even though it is only several years from 

completion, to someone that is out of a job it seems to 

be an eternity away and only a figment of their imagina

tion. What are they supposed to do in the meantime -

live on unemployment and welfare? There is hardly any

thing more demeaning than living on the dole of the 

Federal and State Government. Our people need and 

want work. 

It would be curious to know how many people 

who were here today pay their rent by the week. 

ACR-128 is their hope for the future. If it is 

approved by the people of this State it could be the 

start of the gr~atest piece of legislation for 'our 

industry. 

I cannot think of any area in the world that 

legalized casino gambling has not been successful in. 

Are you gentlemen of this Assembly Judiciary 

Committee aware of the fact that a powerful group of New 

York City men called the Broadway Association has put 

forward a proposal to legalize casinos in the Times 

Square area as a stimulant and incentive to rehabilitate 

and upgrade that area? 

We, in New Jersey, have had this under consideration 

for over 5 years. The research, studies and reports are 

overwhelming. I have lost count of the number of public 

hearings. I have listened to the do-gooders that con-

tinue to want to suppress legalized gambling. They 
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think if we continue to ignore the concept that it will 

stop. It will not stop by Sunday morning sermons, nor 

by covert political manuevers by persons opposed to 

legalization,such as organized crime leaders and legal 

gambling interests throughout the world that are con

cerned about competition from New Jersey. 

Our citizens need and want jobs in New Jersey. 

They are strangled by the fantastic property taxes on 

their small homes. Business is fleeing from this State 

because the cost of operations is running rampant. 

People employed in our industry that are in legalized 

gambling areas of the world have the highest pay rates 

applicable to tourism and travel-related jobs. I wish 

our employees could have the income comparable to that. 

Most of our members don't even have steady 52 week jobs. 

All segments of organized labor are in favor of 

tbis legislation. We can foresee jobs not only in the 

hospitality field but in construction and retail sale. 

As these areas improve, there will be more disposable 
' 

income in their pockets so they can buy automobiles, 

TV sets, and many other hard goods that effect 

employment, jobs, and related industries. 

New Jersey was the third state to legalize a 

lottery. We made it such a success that New York and 

New Hampshire copied our format. So did many other 

states that have since legalized lotteries, or are in the 

process of doing so. Let us be the leader for a change, 

be the first to legalize casinos. 

Gentlemen, New York beat us on off-track betting 

and it has to expand to other states. It is too big 

and too lucrative to remain in New York City alone. 

I predict that numbers and sports betting will be 

legalized in the near future by some eastern state. 

Let us throw off the shackles of the previous puritan 

and hypocritical approach to legalized gambling and 
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channel it to create jobs, industry,and even hurt 

the organized crime syndicates. Let us vote for ACR-128. 

It is really our hope for the future. Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Thank you very, very much 

for giving your testimony, sir. 

Is the Reverend Edward Cook, Executive Secretary 

of the Christain Social Relations, Episcopal Diocese of 

New Jersey available? 

R E V. E D W A R Bl C 0 0 K: Mr. Chairman, to 

save time and repitition, I wish to file the Episcopal 

position paper\of the Diocese of New Jersey with the 

secretary. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: It is very much appreciated, 

sir, thank you very much. 

(EpiscopaT -position paper on page 219 ) 

Mr. Mark Jones, Thoroughbred Breeders Association? 

(not present) 

We will go on to the next witness listed, the 

Reverend Carl Edward Nelson, Secretary, Department of 

Christian Social Relations, Episcopal Diocese of Newark. 

REV. CARL EDWARD NELSON: I'm 

sorry, I can't cut my presentation down too much because 

I worked two days on it, doing, I hope, a lot of--

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: I can suggest that we will 

have it read into the record, if you want the entire 

matter read into the record, and then you can highlight it, 

verbally, without reading it all. 

REV. NELSON: Well, right now the score is, 

tigers 17 and do-gooders 8. I am one of the do-gooders 

here. 

I am the Reverend Carl Edward Nelson, Secretary 

of the Department of Christian Social Relations of the 

Episcopal Diocese of Newark, speaking on behalf of the 

Rt. Rev. George Rath, Bishop of the Episcopal Diocese of 
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Newark, and the Department of Christian Social Relations 

of the same Diocese. We wish to place on record our 

opposition to the proposed amendment to the New Jersey 

State Constitution on Casino Gambling (as contained in 

ACR-128) and our opposition to the referendum on this amend

ment. 

Though we believe gambling (as narrowlJ defined•) to be morally wrong, the 

issue betore us doe~ not concern what consenting adults do with dice or 

cards in the privacy or their own homes or clubs or what-have-you. I think 

most ot us agree that we are not in the business or legislating private 

morality. We are concerned With the use of the power or the State to 

promote a change in public behavior or ethos. 

From one angle, the issue is whether the state or New Jersey shall abolish 

a certain sector ot private enterprise by nationalizing the gambling 

industry. Ir the Lotter.r and race-tracks are the •marihuana• or the 

gambling industry, then the Casinos are its 1heroin. • We are now talking 

about hard-core gambling in high-gear; and the question is whethe~ the 

state or New Jersey should be in the business or operating, advertising, 
' 

promoting and pushing this way or lire on its citizens. 

Now ACR.l28 is being proposed b.1 certain Assemblymen, mainly trom'Northern 

. ~~w Jersey, to Q_:t'_Atlantic Ci ty 1 s poverty-stricken 

hotel-operators and land-speculators. Maybe some of their contemplated 

Bonanza Will trickle down into the pockets or the truly poor; but the 

experience of Las Vegas' example leads us to suspect that, proportionately, 

the rich will b0net1t far more. It stands to reason that the experts 

who know how to run casinos {the gambling professionals and--res--the 

crooks) will get the big share of the gambling-revenue Pie. ~ 
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We met in this same room over a year ago to explain in detail our conviction 

that legalized gambling was not only morally repugnant, but aiso fiscally 

unstable, socially regressive in the way it milked the poor, and was a 

source of unnecessary additional headaches for law-enforcement personnel • . 
Our opponents also came to that same hearing and told us in glowing terms 

how legalized casinos would provide substantial new revenue tp the state's . 
coffers, bring employment and prosperity to our decaying cities, and-

oh yes--undercut the income ot organized crime. 

If any members of organized crime are really worried about lose of thetr 
.l 

'· 
' revenue, I can assure you they haven't come to us church peop+e for help • 

.. 
We have to operate our fight against this evil on a shoestring budget. 

The big money seems to be flowing on the other side. 

Has any thorough, obJective study been made or what are called the 11 trade

offe11 from extended gambling? For every hundred families tha~ get an 
. 

employed bread-winner thro~gh new gambling industry, how many 'other 

families will be thrown on to the welfare rolls because of the compulsive 

and irresponsible gambling of their breadwinner? For every dQllar pouring 

into the state coffers from the casinos, how much of it must qe plowed 

back for additional police surveillance and crime prevention? Remember 

that the deliberate juxtaposition of flagrant wealth with dire poverty 

is not only a recipe for a high crime rate ...• it is also a recipe for 

violent Revolution. 

Has any objective prognosis been made for the future of the N.J. Lottery 

if casinos are instituted in N.J.? There is a "rnb-Peter-to-pay-Paul" 
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effect here which can already be observed in New York State•s O~B. After 

all, if there are only nx number of dollars" available to be spent on 

gambling in this state, the success of any casinos would be to some 

extent at the expense of the lotteries, which are already wheezing with 

fiscal emphysema. And Guess Who will have to pick up the tab for our 
' 

s~ecial schools and institutions on that day when the administrative 

expenses of the lotteries catch up with their revenues? On the other hand, 

if there are to be ~ than "x number of dollars rr for gambling in N. J. , 

the state is going to have to hustle for them. In short, the State must 

necessarily abuse its sovereign power to influence the thinking and 

behavior of its people. 

This brings me to our opposition to the Referendum. It would seem "demo

cratic," would it not, to "let the people decide" this matter for themselves? 

Perhaps if the people had been told the truth, this might be so; although 

we have elected you as our representatives to make several hard decisions 

for us (e.g., taxation). Not only do we who opposed legalized gambling not 

have the funds to campaign and educate the citizenry on this matter, since 

our priorities are elsewhere; but in addition the power and influence of 

the State, through its Lottery Commission, has been used to cultivate a 

climate of public opinion that would be receptive to the idea of state-run 

gambling. Massive amounts of money have been spent to advertise the N.J. 

Lottery over the last two years to condition people to accept the myth 

that gambling is a reasonably likely way of getting ahead financially. 

Indirectly, if not by design, they have paved the way to get people to 

accept the idea of Casinos in N.J. Bus ads say trTwice as many chances 

to ·tin "-leaving it up to you to discover that there are also twice as 

ma.ny chances to lose. Billboards describe N. J. as "Clover Country, ir 
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implying that pecple stand a fair chance of being "in clover" if they 

play our Lottery, Unwittingly, the newsmedia have gone along and added 

their weight to ·t;his myth. For every Cinderella who gets invited to 

the Millionaire's Ball to be photographed with Prince Charming, there 

are thousands of others back home who receive no publicity, since their 

carriages are slowly turning into pumpkins. Nobody is interested in 

hearing about losers. 

Some years back the tobacco industry was compelled to pay for corrective 

advertising to help undo some of the harm purportedly caused by cigarette 

smoking. But there is still no little rectangular box in the lower corner 

of your lottery ticket warning: "Gambling is dangerous to your financial 

health!" Just think what fun the S.E.C. would have had·with the lottery 

ads if they had been a stock flotation. Why Ralph Nader hasn•t caught 

• up with Clover Co"J.ntry is a mystery to me. 

• Now what I am saying is simply t•is: Before we have any Referendum on 

Casino Gambling, if ever, the state of New Jersey should in all fairness 

undertake correct~ advertising to de-condition the public from the idea, 

the myth, that g&mbling is a safe, healthy, likely or logical way to 

prosperity. The principles of fair campaign practice should be extended 

to the matter of state-run gambling before it is ever submitted to the 

people for R.oferendum. 

A month or so ago our Governor corrected the more flagrant abuses of the 

Lottery ads, so that losers are,no longer told they're going to be 

winners. Now they're philanthropists, helping to pay for schools and 

institutions. I suppose in a few years, if they get their way, they can 

turn the United Fund canvasser from the door with the reply, "I·already 

gave at the Casino. 11 
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Well, that's not exactly what I mean by corrective 

advertising. I have here, however, a few modest samples: 

Item: $10,000 invested in a popular mutual fund over 20 

years will grow to $92,000. But $10,000 put into the 

New Jersey Lottery over any period of time will leave its 

average investor with -would you believe - only $4,800. 

Another item: Instead of a Clover, a large bill

board with the picture of a dandelion puff welcomes 

visitors to the Garden State - "Welcome to Dandelion 

Country, where gambling helps the poor ... to get poorer." 

I am glad that someone used the term 11 hypocrisy 11 

in disparaging the opposition to casino gambling. Because 

I was looking for a term to describe a situation in which 

marijuana pushers get jail sentences and criminal 

records, while the Lottery Commission could get 

away with the most flagrantly deceptive kind of advertising 

to promote the evil of gambling. The biggest pusher in 

New Jersey has been the State of New Jersey herself. 

And now they want us to give them a license to peddle 

the 11 hard core stuff 11 • 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: That was very interesting, 

sir. Your remarks are well taken. Thank you very much. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: Reverend, I am interested, 

really, on a more philosophical basis, in the evil of 

gambling. In reference to your footnote--

REV. NELSON: Yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: The definition seems, 

in the parameters in which you have been discussing 

gambling, to be the same definition in Thomean terms 

as was used for usury. 

REV. NELSON: For usury, yes. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: Gambling is a risking 

of something of value in a game involving chance in 

which no product is created. Now, wasn't that the same 

old Thomistic argument that was used--
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REV. NELSON: I'm not a Thomist. I didn't study 

it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: I'm not a Thomist either. 

But isn't that the old medieval Thomean philosophy? 

REV. NELSON: Someone was right when they said 

gambling is unavoidable. Life is full of uncertainties. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: What I was thinking of 

was in terms of this: If you are going to say "in 

which no product is created", the entire commodity market

in fact, the entire stock market - creates no product~ 

it is all paper. In fact, this economy of $3 trillion 

is based upon paper. 

REV. NELSON: I would think that industry is 

certainly-- There is a product there. 

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: Let's take usury; let's 

take just lending interest rates. There is no product 

created. That was Thomas's argument; that it was sinful; 

that it was spontaneous generation; it violated the 

concept of spontaneous generation; there was no underlying 

product and, therefore, it was evil, per se. 

REV. NELSON: I would think here that when you 

put your money in the bank at 6% interest - it is 

10% inflation, but 6% interest - you are still helping 

to create the buying of new homes, creating new construction 

jobs--

ASSEMBLYMAN KARCHER: The only product that is 

involved is paper. I only have this philosophical 

quarrel which is irrelevant. 

REV. NELSON: People say why don't you sell your 

Con-Edison stock or whatever it is and make a killing 

with me in the Lottery. Of course, we all get killed 

one way or the other. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Reverend, thank you very 

much. 

Our next speaker will be Mr. Leo Schaffer, 
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Independent Public Opinion Polls on Gambling. Welcome, 

Mr. Schaffer. 

L E 0 S C H A F F E R: Thank you very much. My name 

is Leo Schaffer, I represent a group of Rutgers University 

Students who recently completed a statewide public 

opinion survey dealing with various questions concerning 

the gambling issue. 

I'd like to briefly present some of our results 

to this hearing, but first I'd just like to make a 

comment on the accuracy of our poll. With a sample 

size, such as ours, selected at random, we can say, 

if we repeated our poll 100 times, our results would 

come out 95 out of those 100 times within 4 percentage 

points in either direction of the results that I am 

going to give you now. 

In response to the question, "What is your 

opinion of the legalization of casino gambling in New 

Jersey", 67.6% were in favor, 20.6% voiced opposition, 

and 11.6% voiced no opinion. 

In response to the question, "If gambling were 

legalized would you favor it being State operated and 

State owned, or State licensed to private operation?", 

63.4% chose State control while 36.6% chose private 

control. 

In response to the question, "If gambling were 

legalized do you feel it should be limited to resorts, 

such as Atlantic City and Asbury Park?", 46.8% thought 

it should be limited, while 40.4% thought it should be 

legalized throughout the State and 12.8% were undecided. 

Finally, in response to the question dealing 

with the effect that legalized gambling in Atlantic 

City and Asbury Park would have on New Jersey residents 

visiting these resorts, 59% said that if gambling were 

legalized in Atlantic City and Asbury Park they would 

frequent it no more than they do now, while 35.2% 

said they would visit Atlantic City and Asbury Park 
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more often, and 5.8% less often. Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: That was very informative. 

I am interested in watching the results of the referendum 

vote to see if you are within that 4%. 
MR. SCHAFFER: o.k. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Thank you very much. 

MR.. SCHAFFER: Thank you. 

· ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Mr. Edward McBride, 

Vice President, Local #170, Waiters, Waitresses, 

Hotel-Motel Service Employees Union, Camden. Welcome, 

sir. 

E D W A R D M C B R I D E: My name is Edward McBride, 

I am Vice President of Local #170, Hotel, Motel and 

Restaurant Employees Union, located in Camden, New Jersey. 

OUr local represents approximately 2,000 members 

that work in a five county area - Gloucester, Burlington, 

Salem, Cumberland and Camden. 

our union urges th~ strongest possible support for ACR 128. If 

the people of this state are given the opportunity to vote on this 

issue, then it will be overwhelmingly approved in November. Every 

issue regarding public gambling would be approved by the general 

population if given the chance to vote on it. The people of this 

state are intelligent and realize that it is about time we approve of 

legalized casinos now and eventually o. T. B. and sports betting. 

The general attitude of the public is to approve of it, provided it 

is properly controlled and the funds used for governmental purposes 

such as tax relief aid to our senior citizens, and better schools. It's 

time to wake up and live in the 20th century instead of pretending it 

is 1790, the start of the American Industrfal Revolution. 
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ACR 128 will allow the implementation of casinos in any area of 

the State of New Jersey. Atlantic City would be the spot for the 

pilot project due to the major ~ational coventions that meet there 

and attract out of state visitors to New Jersey. Future sites would 

be approved after the experiment has proven worthy of its impact on 

the tourist and convention economy and its tax revenue to the state. 

Many people in camden County do not like Garden State Race 

Track. What they object to are traffic congestion. But, the real value 

of that facility is the dollar effect on the local economy such 

as hotels, motels, restaurants, night clubs, retail sales and employ-

ment throughout camden county. When the track is open there are approx. 

850 employees involved in running the entire fac;i.lity. our members only 

wish there were more available racing days because that means 

more work for them. The important aspect of our track is that the 

majority of attendance comes from across the river. · Pennsylvania 

residents are spending money in New Jersey. 

If Atlantic City becomes the pilot project, hopefully some of 

our members will be employed there. Even though it may require 

commutting travel time, the job availabilities will be there. I am 

interested in my membership having a job and earning a decent living 

wage. If it means he must travel, then he will do the necessary 

commuting. 

Speaking of jobs, I can envision that the airport being used 

by the FAA for experimental purposes in Pomona, New Jersey, could 

become a real International Jetport. Think of all of the jobs that 
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will be created that are related to an airport7 maintenance mechanics; 

l ~ food service workers, car rental ticket clerks, reservation c erAs, 

d janitorial service, security agencies, pilots and stewar esses, 

services, warehousing and trucking, cargo handlers and even car 

It l.·s not inconceivable that thousands of people would be 
jockeys* 
employed if the Pomona airport becomes a real center of transportation. 

It could mean the extension of a high speed rapid rail transit 

system throughout Southern New Jersey. 
What about the jobs and workers 

needed for that and at the same time perhaps helping the long range 

energy crunch and pollution problem. 
. 

What about the jobs that will be created for members of our union7 

musicians, stage hands, food service personnel, hotel and motel workers? 

I really don't care in what geographic area they are working, just as 

long as they are working. The primary goal of a union leader or 

representative is to find g~inful employment for his members and not 

to be a. constant thorn in management's hair. I want my people to work 

in New Jersey. If it means starting at the shore, so be it, for I 

know it will eventually come to my area too. But, we must start 

somewhere and I think it only logical that it begin in the resort areas. 

Please remember that most of the tourists and guests that will 

participate in travel in New Jersey will be from out of stateo 
\ I 

There are millions of people in the Northeast guadrant of the united 

States that would like to come to New Jersey for a short haul vacation. 

Now, they are fiying to gambling resorts all over the world and hurting 

the United State balance of trade. Let•s keep them and their'disposable 

spendable income in the U. S. Let '·s bring them to New Jersey. 
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Thank you, gentlemen, for giving me this opportunity to 

be heard. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: We thank you, sir, for 

coming. 

Mr. Joseph Krynicky? 

J 0 S E P H K R Y N I C K Y: My name is Joseph 

Krynicky. I live in Linden, New Jersey. I am not 

affiliated with any group~ political, business or 

otherwise. I would like to speak in favor of a referendum 

which would allow individual cities, towns and communities 

to decide for themselves whether or not they want casino 

gambling. 

I don~ believe that it is necessary to review the importance 

of revitalizing the economy of many areas of New Jersey. Atlantic 

City, among other areas, must attract new investors to prevent com

plete deterioration of their prime areas. Many communities give tax 

breaks and guarantee labor peace, and go to other extremes to attract 

factories which pollute our streams and rivers and our air. Casino 

gambling could be the new industry that we need and the only pollution 

would be the cigarette smoke that emanates from the craps tables. 

There is no way to accurately predict what effect legalized 

casinos would have in New Jersey. But by studying areas which now 

have casinos, we might be able to fashion a formula which would give 

us a reasonable chance for success. 

Las Vegas, Nevada, is probably the most successful area in 

the gambling industry. In 1940 Las Vegas was little more than a 

whistle stop, boasting a population of 8,000. By 1960 the population 

of Las Vegas had skyrocketed to 64,000. It then almost doubled to 
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124,000 by 1970. Every year Las Vegas has millions of dollars of new 

construction, including at least one more new casino, the latest of 

which is the luxurious 100 million dollar plus Grand Hotel built by 

M.G.M. There are now more than 30 major casinos in the Las Vegas area. 

Most of the people who go to Las Vegas are tourists, not gamblers. 

They are attracted by the promotions, gimmicks, etc., and the best 

entertainment available any place in the United States. I think 

that if New Jersey casinos concentrate on the tourist trade, casino 

gambling can be successful. 

I don't believe that the state should operate the casinos. 

Within a few years neighboring states will legalize gambling. This 

will create the possibility that some of the casinos will operate at 

a loss. With privately owned casinos, the state can't possibly lose 

money. 

Opponents of legalized gambling claim that casinos will 

breed crime. Many people are easily influenced. Recently, residents 

of Greenwich Village demonstrated to prevent a McDonald's Restaurant 

from opening because they felt that it would be a hangout for criminals. 

They also claimed that prostitutes and dope peddlers frequented 

pizzeria parlors. It wouldn't be practical to close all the establish

ments that could harbor undesirables. 

Probably one of the strongest objections to legalized gam

bling is the social impact. People will occasionally lose large sums 

of money, and we will have compulsive gamblers. But this is nothing 

new. People can legally gamble away all their money at the track. As 
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for compulsive gamblers, legal or not, they'll find a 

way to gamble. These are unfortunate situations, but 

there are disadvantages in everything. 

I would like to see casino gambling become a 

success in New Jersey. I would like to suggest that. an 

effort be made to hire John Scarne as a consultant. 

With his cooperation, I think New Jersey can come up with 

a good casino plan. 

Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Thank you very much, sir. 

We appreciate your testimony. 

Citizens Group from Hackettstown, 15th Legislative 

District? Your name, sir? 

MR. MacGREGOR: My name is Bill MacGregor. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Bill MacGregor. Welcome, sir. 

MR. MacGREGOR: I am not going to read the state-

ment but I would like to give it to you and say just a 

couple of words about it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Very good, sir. 

W I L L I A M M A C G R E G 0 R: It seems to me, by 

listening to the debate all day long, that there are 

really two issues involved here. · One that has been 

held up a great deal is the need in the State of New 

Jersey for jobs, more industry, more tourists and more 

money. I don't think anybody has contended that those 

needs are not real nor that they ought not be recognized. 

The other issue is the means by which we will 

choose to meet those needs. As yet, in any study nor 

in any of the formal presentations that have been made 

no case has ever been made by either side that gambling 

does not bring with it the hazard of some very deteriorating 

side effects. Some people are saying,that is the risk 

we must run. 

It seems a very strange kind of logic that if 
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our concern is for people and their needs and their 

livlihood, that we would risk fostering a kind of 

activity that has a proven record of destroying 

people's lives as a means of helping people in need. 

It would be different if that were the only possible 

way to meet the needs of the State of New Jersey. 

It seems to me to be a false alternative to 

say that if we don't have casino gambling, or some kind 

of legalized gambling, that those needs cannot and will 

not be met. 

I would like to suggest that I think the Legisla

ture is perfectly capable of coming up with a more positive 

means of meeting the needs in this State. We have been 

meeting them, either fully or partially, and not quite 

adequately, and sometimes more adequately, ·over the 

history of the years without legalized gambling. It 

seems to me, with some effo~t, we could do a better job 

in the future than we have done in the past without 

running the risks. 

The question, for me, really is, why do we need 

to run the risk for that kind of activity? One of the 

gentlemen said you hate to be in the position of making 

moral judgments. I don't think a moral judgment needs 

to be made.; I think the history of gambling speaks for 

itself. I think before the Committee or the Legislature 

takes this kind of action, to even put it before the 

citizens, to even suggest changing the Constitution, 

a study would be in order to find someplace, somewhere 

in the world, where gambling has been a positive good 

across the board. There are places, and there are 

historic precedents for other kinds of activities and 

other ways of meeting people's needs that have been 

good across the board. I think that needs to be looked 

into. 

We would commend to you very patient gentlemen, 

very faithful men, to read the document and some of the 
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quotations we have put in it. Thank you for your time. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: We thank you for taking 

the time to present it to us. Thank you very much. 

(full statement on page # 221 

The next speaker on the list is Mr. Thomas 

Watson, President, Reach Early Abatement in Crime and 

Taxes (REACT). 

T H 0 M A S S. W A T S 0 N, J R.: My name is 

Thomas s. Watson, Jr., President of REACT. Simply 

defined, our purpose is to reach an early abatement in 

crime and taxes. The method by which this can be 

accomplished is by legalizing all forms of gambling in 

the State of New Jersey. Legalized gambling would realize 

$1 billion a year in New Jersey. 

REACT, which is a chartered statewide organization, 

would like to express our support for ACR-128. Although 

we support ACR-128, we feel that it is too limited in 

scope, but it is a step in the right direction. 

Under Robert Meyner we saw bingo become legal. 

Under Governor Cahill we saw the Lottery come into being. 

And now we are attempting to legalize casinos. To me, 

this is piecemeal legislation; we are bringing gambling 

in the back door and it is unnecessary. The people want 

gambling. The seashore and major cities need gambling 

to survive. It is for this reason we ask that ACR-128 

be amended by deleting the word "casino" and inserting 

"legalized gambling in the State of New Jersey". We 

would also like it placed on the ballot with the proviso 

that any monies would be returned to the 21 counties 

who approve it with the expressed purpose of lowering 

real estate property taxes. 

If casino gambling is approved, I can only hope 

it will be statewide and not limited to any one area 

and that it does not become a political patronage 

operation. I hope we have learned from New York City, 

as they nearly destroyed their off track betting corporation 
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by not hiring union help. 

In all areas of running casino gambling employees 

will be needed who have expertise in this field and the 

only logical place to acquire employees such as this is 

through the respective unions. Casino gambling must be 

run as a business. 

Governor 'Byrne has stated he will veto any bill 

that did not limit gambling to Atlantic City. How quickly 

·they forget their campaign speeches. Governor Byrne was 

given a mandate by the people on the stands he took during 

the course of his election. He now is reneging and 

attempting to impose his will, supposedly for the people's 

good. 

Before he allows his advisors, like Mr. Kelly 

and Mr. Hyland, to persuade him, he should remember 

the mandate given President Nixon and remember those who 

advised and acted in the recent scandals did so, supposedly, 

for the people's good. There is a message here. 

The REACT Organization has consistently come out 

in favor of State owned and operated gambling but feels 

the final decision should come from the people. We feel 

there should be three questions on the ballot. 

ACR-128, amended - "Should gambling be legalized 

in the State of New Jersey?" 

Number two - "Should it be State owned and operated 

with all monies to be used to lower real estate property 

taxes?" 

Number three -"Should it be privately owned with 

strict licensing and control by the State, with all monies 

to be used to lower real estate property taxes'?" 

The voters in this State would like, once, to 

actually decide their own future. They no longer want 

someone to decide what is best for them. It is for this 

reason we of REACT favor a very clear-cut choice on the 

ballot in November. We favor a state o~1ed and state-operated 
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ACR-128, but realize we haven•t the right to impose our 

will on the people of this State and that it should be 

decided by those it will affect the most. Thank you. 

(full statement on page #226 ) 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: Thank you very much, Mr. 

Watson. We appreciate your presentation. 
I 

Our next speaker on the list is Mr. Grand Cantalupo, 

Co-OWner with Mr. Albert Reed of the Keansburg Amusement 

Park. 

(not present) 

They have absented themselves. 

The next speaker on the list is Mr. Michael 

Mathews, Director, Board of Chosen Freeholders, Atlantic 

County. 

(not present) 

The next speaker on the list is Mr. Samuel Thorn, 

Casino Enterprises. 

(not present) 

The final speaker on the list is Mr. Morton 

Feldman. Mr. Feldman, welcome. 

M 0 R T 0 N F E L D M A N: Gentlemen, I have something 

interesting to say, a little bit different from the rest 
of what you have been hearing. I know only two members 

of the Committee are here. If any more are in the wings 

I would appreciatethem corning in because they will be a 

little shocked to hear what I have to say, and that is, 

we have all been wasting our time here today, except, 

of course, me. 

We have been debating, perhaps, three years, 

not just one day, as to the legislative approval about 

gambling in New Jersey and no one seems to have taken 

too much heed to the fact that legislative approval is 

not needed - I will go over the law with you in a 

minute - to place a gambling casino in Atlantic City. 

We already have the legislation. I notice you have one 

of my papers in front of you. That paper, which is dated 
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January 24th is a republication of a memo which was 

dated 1970 and which was between Mr. Curcio, an Assembly

man and Mr. Batch, who was the Lottery Director at the 

time, and with whom we have had many discussions on 

subject. The basic message I get is that if we want to put 

a casino in Atlantic City it is a little late for today but 

for tomorrow all we need is to comply with New Jersey 

Statute 5:9-7, which states that the Director of the 

Lottery can make such rules apd regulations as are 

necessary~ he can define the type of lottery. I suggest, 

with a little bit of imagination you can probably realize 

that almost any gambling-type game - all the way down 

to the rolling of dice - can be put on the basis of a 

lottery. There are many lottery-type games that can 

be put into a casino to make it one of the most interesting 

in the world, and that option is within the legislation. 

I have suggested, and I will suggest again, that 

we have had a lot of people more or less running around 

a mulberry bush on this gambling,and the thing that people 

have been gambling most on is when and where it is going to 

stop and whether it is going to stop at the place where a 

particular person is going to get some profit 

from it, which, of course, I don't criticize. 

The profit to be made from gambling, we have to 

stress, is not so much-- We have been talking about 
money for this tax, money for that tax, money from extra 

tolls on the Parkway~ all of this sort of misses the 

issue. We need gambling in Atlantic City because 

Atlantic City needs somethipg, whether it is gambling or 

anything else. Atlantic City needs something to re

vitalize it. 

Now, a lottery casino there, for instance - if 

you can picture it as it is in my memo - a large casino 

of the type that has night club entertainment and has 

stars there, and is operated by the New Jersey Lottery 

Commission in such a flamboyant manner as to be known 
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all over the world, this would give Atlantic City - if it 

didn't bring anyone in Atlantic City a cent - the noto

riety that it needs. 
Now in my memo - I'd like to note for people 

who may not read it - it also states a possible plan -

one of the options you could have - of charging a large 

admission charge to get into the casino so as to attract 

blue chip bettors and get the largest lottery return 

percentage in the world -Las Vegas's is presently 93% 

and Monte Carlo's is 96%. But if you charge a large 

enough admission charge you would solve the problem 

of wondering whether small bettors are going to bet the 

family income away on it and we could go up to, perhaps, 

99% or 100% and really attract something with worldwide 

notoriety. 

During the one minute I have left, I think I'd 

like to tell of an argument I have heard before. I'd 

like to note, I didn't realize this but the late Dean 

Atcheson used to say something about when you get to 

the point where the policemen look like little boys, that's 

the time to know you are getting on. But another argument 

is, everyone here has been talking for or against gambling. 

There have been a lot of people talking, very unwisely, 

thinking that it is an evil that will go away. I don't 

think it is particularly an evil but one great argument 

was that if it continues to be illegal it will proliferate. 

Much to the contrary. 

There was this story - I remember seeing it in 

connection with another issue - about the blind tiger. 

If gambling is there and it is not legal and the personhas 

to go out and look for the tiger to get clawed, there 

is less chance of him getting clawed. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: You are not referring to 

the same tiger the Reverend referred to? 
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MR. FELDMAN: No, there is a difference. If 

gambling is going 'out and looking for the person with 

the advertising of the type the Reverend has been talking 

about, you will have much more of it. 

In all this time where I have used an awful lot 

of words, my main and only message here is that the 

legislation you are talking about is wholly unnecessary 

and you can put a lottery casino in Atlantic City as 

early as tomorrow. 

ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS: We thank you for your 

informative comments, sir. We will take everybody's 

comments into consideration - those that we have heard 

and those that we can wade through and read between now 

and Monday. 

I want to thank the young ladies that have been 

taking dictation and thank everyone for attending, especially 

our aide, Patricia Donath. 

(hearing concluded) 
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The Nm'l Jersey Council of Churches appreciat::;s this opportunity 
to testify on pending measures which would authorize extension 
of legal gambling in the state. New Jersey Council of Churches is 
composed of th•,- 12 major protestant denominations in the sta tb, 
or about 1 million members in 3000 congregations. 

NJCC is totally opposed to any extention of legal gambling. This 
position is in accord ~~th the fo1~al policies of each of our 
.:.Jember judicatories and our Legislative Principles. 

More important perhaps, N.J.C.C. is opposed to extension on the 
rational gi.."'Ounds that such legal gambling would not help the 
state and its people, but rather do us all great harm. To exa
mine this vie't~, let's look first at the revenue cl9..ims made by 
advocates of casino gambling. 

Once again, vauge revenue claims are circulated '\rlthout basic 
evidence. But the best revenue claim offered in the former 
Assembly hearings during the 195th L0gislature,indicated a tope 
forecast of $72 million. Even that projection should be sharply 
reviewed in light of the fall-off of the existing State Lottery. 
The currant expectation of $50 million for the State Lottery in
dicates a poG>r revenue base for gambling. Fur·ther, the $3&j 
million income to our sister state, New Yc:-k, f:.~om Off Track 
Betting, has been clearly shown to be offset by the loss of le~~, 
rev8nue at trackside by Ne'ir York tracks. One m.9y note the opposi
tj_on by New Jersey Tracks to Cas5.no operations on the gx·cu:J.ds that 
they will lese their pari-· m1.ltual rov.:mue. 

The plain fact is that every predj ctio!l. of 8u.bsta.ntiHl revenue 
through legal gambling has al'\·r::tys f~lls;.1 d:...-c..r.;tically short • 

.LJ.l Nev-r York, the initial hope for $350 rr.illion from their Lottery 
't.as l0st "trri th first yeai·s proceDds of $111 million. The New Ham ... 
shire Lottery was eold to Jche citizens \".r:i.th a prediction of $4 
million for the state's schoo~.s, bu'0 only $2 million wc:ts realized 
set;ting off a political -~IJro8.r. 

The revenue in Ne·vada during 1973 to th~ general fund from casino 
taxed gambling \\~S $53.3 million. This N~s on a state taxed net 
handle of $e04.3 million. A rei.··ieN of ~.'ir. Sidney Glaser's testi
mony last year (April 11, 1973) vTill show a proble.m, ho"t'Tever, 
Nevada is most uneasy abvut the ectur:tl emount th11t flows through 
the casinos. They arc not certain they ars able to tax the whole 
gross handle. The sldmm:i.n3 of $60 miJ.lion by Meyer Lansky has not 
helned the oicture. 

·•• J. .,._ 

In short, the revenue from lego.~- gai.ibl~.ng is not a m1.jor facto:, j_n 
finance of public purposes in any state. 

The lack of major re"trenue support is compounded by the seJ.dom re
ported operating expenses. The New Je:rsey Lottery \'Till cost 
$4.7 million in FY 75. But added to this should be the increased 
costs of criminal investigations by State police. The FY 75 
budget calls for 22,000 investigations cos·ting S:i23. 5 million. 
This ~-s only the beginning police cost for all of New Jersey. 
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The studies done by the Legislature in 1973 indicated that the 
maximum projected revenue would have to be based on a 40% tax of 
up to 12 casinos. These p1·ojections failed to show the operating 
costs or the police costs which must offset the final revenue bene
fit. 22,000 investigations would not be adequate with casinos 
operating. Nor does this begin to show the costs to local and 
county law enforcement authorities. 

!n contrast, recent reports in The New York Times indicate that 
New York City Police believe there is a 61% increase in illegal 
gambling since the advent of the supposedly undercutting Off Track 
Betting. The objective of reducing the criminal problems of the 
illegal games has not been met in New YOrk by the use of legal 
operations. In New Jesey, law officers say that illegal n~bers 
is more efficient since the switch to using the State Lottery num
ber· for the payoff. The costs of law enforcement are not being re
duced today by the experiment with legal gambling. 

Actually, the Legislature must keep clearly in mind that both 
Governor Byrne1 and leading gambling proponent Assemblyman Perskie 
(l),Atlantic) have conceded in public to the press that further le
galized gambling in New Jersey would not be an importnat revenue 
producing measure. · 

vJhy then should we have more gambling? In many court suits, or in 
a collegiate debate, a. concession on revenue as given by the Gover
nor and Mr. Perskie would cost the decision. But, this issue is 
not an academic debate or a small civil action. The costs to the 
people will actually be greater if we pass extension of gambling. 

Some important projection of crime factors can be seen. The August 
8, 1973 fBI Standard Metropolitan Crime Index was: 

Area Popula~ Crime Index per 
100,000 of population_ 

Long Branch, Asbury park and 
Monmouth County 
Atlantic City and Atlantic County 
Jersey City and Hudson County 
Ne\'lark, Essex, Morris and Union 
Counties 
New Brunswick and Middlesex 
Counties 
Paterson, Clifton, Passaic, 
Bergen and Passaic Counties 

Philadelphia area including 
r.amden, Gloucester and 
Burlington Counties 
Trenton and Mercer County 

Las Vegas and Clark County 

2Ql. 

477,000 
182,000 
617,000 

1,896,000 

600,000 

1,387,000 

4,919,000 
314,000 

295,000 

2,667.3 
4,3 72.5 
3, 136.5 

3,703.1 

2,693.4 

2' 523.7 

2,587.9 
3,8.54:·9 
4, 732.4 
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You me.y notice ~hat these crime figure show that although 
Las Vegas-Clark County is a far smaller place, the crime index 
is higher than New Jersey areas, or even metropolitan Philadelphia. 
Some have argued that this is unfair because Las Vegas att:racts 
15 million transients. It is not unfair to see that crime is a 
big problem in Clark County with its dual problems of "side action" 
generated by gambling operations and the difficulty in policing 
those 15 million transients. 

In short, just running a tremendous number of ntourists" through 
the existing resort sectors of New Jersey will not bring benefit 
without a great expansion of policing. The very nature of the 
gambling transient as a crime rish, victim or perpetrator is 
severely problematic. We are not debating the addition of millions 
of settled, tax paying, employed, persons. We are facing the in
tentional invitation of a new horde. That horde is going to dras
tically raise our crime problem while New Jersey Taxes seek to pay 
for the arrests, prosecutions, and dispositions of those crimes. 

This sugge~ts another important fact skipp&d over by gambling ad
vocates: vfuat will be the type of operation of the proposed New 
Jersey casinos? No honest answer has been offered. 

This Legislature ~dll be woefully derelict if it does not immediately 
obtain a ~lear answex- to the casino operations questions. \'/ill we, 
for example, haye free flight promotions to get the "high rollers" 
from othor places? 1'Jill we have 11 :1ame entertainment" at $75,000 a 
week to attract business? \Jhat is thP. whole ope::.:·atj.ng budget of 
the casino operation? Since Ne·vada has difficulty preYenting skimm
i1"'g, ho1r1 do the gambling proponents envision Ne'l;l Jersey doing bett('\v-,.. 

The ... Legislature has never been givr~ arty scientifically based figures 
c:1. ··:;.;~: :·.~~-:·3 enforcement, and casino operating costs by gambling pro-:;)onents. 

It should be remembered in light of the tragic history of legalized 
gambling, especially the notorious Louisiana Lottery of the 19th 
Century, that the burden of proof rests on the gambling advocates. 
But they have been mute on cost figures. 
In addition to the greater cost to the public of installing more 
legal gambling, there is the onus o~ operating a public con game. 
The numbers game is around 540 to 1 ag?.inst the bettor winning. 
The Legal State Lottery is over 500 to 1. Slot machines pay at 
4000 to 1. Legal Bingo operatt:~;s keep 34% off the top and legal 
track side betting has 15% to 22% off the top for the house. The 
hopeless S'\t>tindle character of gambling is clearly established. 

Indeed, Governor Byrne on ~~.rch 26, 1973 conceded that he would 
ch.!lnge the misleading "big winner:1 style of State Lottery adver
tising. 

The individual bettor does not win. The 3.1% of revenue return 
to New Jersey from the Lottery is hardly a w~.n. rl'he loss of crime 
investigation factors is not eve:~:· .reported. 
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One of the general arguments offered by gambling advocates is crea ... 
tion of jobs. v~ere, how many, and what quality jobs? Again, this 
Legislature has no useful projections on job creation. Jobs are 
but a fond wish. Casinos require only a small cadre of specially · 
trained, and highly watched, employees. Even a dozen casinos could 
not scratch the deep unemployment factors of Atlantic City and other 
sites.Certainly, the poor and minority unemployed are not to be 
prime candidates for the few casino jobs. 

In fact, Atlantic City and our other c~onic unemployment areas need 
basic rene\~l efforts such as in electronic assembly, container port, 
pollution control equipment manufacture. Development in New Jersey 
should not focus on the declining aspect of the resort economy, but 
on the sectors with strong growth demand indicators. The Atlantic 
City resort scene has been in decline for twenty years, and a few 
hundred casino jobs are not going change it. lJhen the Boston, 
Massachusetts area lost its basic manufacturing thirty years ago, 
it faced the problem and attracted other industry which was ultimately 
far superior. It is time for declining New Jersey areas to focus on 
the technologies needed over the next thirty years and offer incen
tives to have them located here. The attractive shore climate cannot 
be matched by competitors for such permanent development. 

The reality is that the current proposals for more legal gambling 
cannot help the complex problems facing the State government and 
the people. The lack of revenue has been conceded. The swindle 
nature of advertised "big win" psychology has been conceded. The 
real cost factors of operation and crime reduction have been avoided 
by advocates of gambling. The promise of jobs has not been scienti
fically studied or substantiated. 

The entire case for extension of legal gambling through casinos is 
perhaps the greatest illusion ever offered in this state. It has 
no substance. 

The framers of our State Constitution took all the trouble to pre
vent gambling through constitutional language rather than just 
statut"e. Constitutions are not to be trifled \'lith. There has never 
been a public legal gambling scheme in our nation"s history which 
has finally helped societal problems. Not one. All have compounded 
the problems of government and persons. Let's leave a good State 
Constitution alone. 

Let's admit that the ~eas for gambling extension are only based on 
fantasies not supported by data and fact. The destructive impact 

of easino gambling on New Jersey will not bring thanks to those who 
install it. 
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rm. CHAIRt-1ArL ,~ND f1Ef1BERS OF TilE ASSEf1BLV JUDICIARY., LNL 

PUBLIC SAFETY~ AND DEFENSE COf'lf'1ITTEE OF TilE STATE OF NE':I 

JERSEY. THE CITIZENS OF THE GREATER WILDWOOD AREA APPRECIATE 

THE OPPORTUNITY YOU HAVE AFFORDED US TODAY~ Tn PRESENT OUR 

VIE"IS ON LEGALIZED CASINO GAr1BLING~ ~~S Er1D0DIED IN ACR_ 1?8. 

WE HAVE CAREFULLY CONSIDERED THE ISSUES IN THIS RESOLUTION., 

AiJD HAD f1ANY THOUGHTFUL DISCUSSIONS 'i!TH f1Ef·mERS OF fW ADf1IN_ 

ISIR,~TIOfL AND SOCIAL CIVIC AND BUSI~lESS LEADERS FROrl THE 

GREATER HILDHOOD AREA. THERE ARE SEVERAL B~.SIC POINTS HE ',+!OULD 

LIKE TO CONVEY TO THIS COMMITTEE. 

I SEl F--DETERr1HL~TION OF THE RESORT .~.REAS ON THE_ISSUE OF CliSH!O 

Gl\LIDU N G I 

/\S YOU GENTLEr1PJ f1AY BE AHARE., f1ANY RESORTS ml TI~E rJEJ JERSEY 

COAST HAVE JOINED TOGETHER UNDER TtiE ORGAfJIZPJIO:·l I<NO\·JN AS HlE 

N. .J. RESORT f·1AYORS COmlC I L) AS A DIVIS I Grl OF TI1E ~lE"' JERS~Y 

TRAVEL P,ND RESORT ASSOCL~TION. TilE REASml 1 • 1 .~S THAT IT liM) 

I3ECOf1E 1\PP/\RE~JT TO f.1ANY OF US THAT liE ~L~D f10RE IN COi1r10il 'tiT!! 

OUR SISTER RESORTS., THAN ~~JE DID \'liTH f.iANY OF TilE f1P.HJL!-\~·!D COf1--

flUI'liTIES. THIS IS rwT TO SAY THAT V!E DID r·loT HiWE snnE REU\TIGrl-

SHIP '·!ITH OTHER COf'1f1UNITIES If'.! OUR cou;·ny., BUT TH~J OUR PROBL:!iS 

Aim EVERYD/\Y SERVICE RE'JUIREi'lEI~TS·\JERE flUCH f10RE Sir1IL,~R TO 

SE/-r1S 11 n°E [)["('ORTS ur. /\riD D01 ·J~I TLJE E~ 1 '1 IRF (nl\ST ('DEriTJ[ r·rcrl·~ _, !"- i 1 ,_, 1\ l ,L..) \ 1 /-'., ', ': 1, ! _ 11 1 _ ~,_..r\'" , ,) 1 \, 1 , _ L_i ,_; 

SUCH AS BEi~CH PATROL ,4ND f1AINTEflMlCE, TR.4SH COLLECTiml Ar.JD 

D I SPOS,~L., SE'.·!ERAGE TRL~ Tf1ENT., EXrA!JDED LA'·I ENFORCEflEiJT., PU3L I C 

REL~TIOUS., l-\im ADVERTISING ARE Pr'\RTICUL/\RLY Sir1ILAR P.ilD VEXHlG ~ 

PROBLEns To RESORTs. IT HAS BEH1 .A usEFUL t\im REi'JEF I c I AL 

R~L~TIONSHIP .. 

HE RECOGNIZE ALL TOO 1·!ELL Til AT SOr1E OF OUR GP-Ef\ T RESORTS; 
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SUCH AS ATLANTIC CITY, ASBURY PAR!C ~'II LD~·!OOD, AND OTHERS 

HAVE AGED, DETERIORATED, AND BEEN SU3JECT TO TREf.1ENDOUS COf1PET-

. ITION FOR THE HUGE TOURIST DOLLAR. EVEN IN AN AGED CONDITION.~ 

'-' IT IS CLEAR THJH NB! JERSEY RANI<S FOURTH IN THE USA IN TERf·1S OF 

THE TOURIST INDUSTRY, GROSSING OVER 3 BILLION PER YE.~R. ''!HAT 

HAS BEEN L~CKING IN THE PAST HAS BEEN A REINVESTf~ENT OF STATE 

DOLLARS THROUGH SPECIAL AID PROGRAf·1S TO ALLO'·f SOf1E U1PORTANT 

RESORTS TO REf·1AIN C0r·1PETITIVE. THE STATE HP~S /\ SPECIAL r:nJ
ANCIAL INTEREST IN THE CO~TINUED SUCCESS OF TOURISM.~ SINCE IT 

DERIVES OVER 300 t·1ILLION IN SALES TAX, GASOLINE.~ ALCOHOL

TOBACCO TAXES, AND IN ROAD TOLLS. 

\~E CAN THEREFORE .. FULLY APPRECIATE IT HHEN ONE_, OR SEVERAL 

SISTER RESORT RECOGNIZES .. THAT ONLY A SUPERIOR t·1ARI<ETING AT

TRACTION SUCH AS CASINO GA~lBLING CAN TURN THI~JGS AROUND FOR 

THEit HE BELIEVE IN_, AND SUPPORT, THEIR RIGHT TO SELF DETER-

tHNATION, .flt~m TO SELECT LEGALIZED C/\SirlO GAr·1BLINr, AS A REf.1EDY 

FOR THEIR ECONDr1IC CONDITIO:L PENDING STATE APPROVAL. Tqis 

HELL APPLIES ALSO TO SOf·1E OF THE f"lAJOR CITIES IN r!E~·-J JERSEY.~ 

PARTICULARLY THOSE BORDERING THE STATE OF PENNSYLVMJI/\ At·JD r·~HI 

YORK. 

14ILDI'JOOD HAS SURVIVED, DUE TO THE DEVELOPf.1ENT OF ITS SISTER 

cormurHTIES TO THE NORTH AND SOUTH, MID T!JEY Hft.VE GROHN BECAUSE 

OF US. HE COMPLIMENT EACH OTHER HELL. WE PROVIDE THE ACTIVITIES.~ 

• AND THEY PROVIDE THE ACCONHODATIONS, AND Sf:lALL HOf'1ES AND SUf1f·1ER 

COTTAGES. THE BALANCE OF THE HI REE COr-1r1UN IT I ES IS HHAT HE 

BELIEVEr-lAKES THE HILDHOODS SUCH A FAiHLY ATTRACTION. THAT IS 

OUR KEY _ HE ARE FAr1ILY ORIENTED. IUEREFORE, THE "!ILDI:IOODS DO C' 

NOI NEED GAMBLING IO SUSTAIN US ECOflOr-li CALLY. 

I I GEOGRAPHIC PROXU1ITY OF ATLANTIC CITY 

HOHEVERJ HE ARE QUITE Ah/ARE OF THE NEARNESS OF ATLANTIC CITY.~ 
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ONLY 35 r1ILES UP THE COAST. SHOULD ATLANTIC CITY PROSPER 

AS \-JELL FRor~1 CASINO GAf .. 1BLING AS ~Of1E PEOPLE BELIEVE" THEN IT 

COULD HAVE AN ADVERSE ECONDrU C U1PACT" AND PENETRATION INTO 

OUR GROSS REVENUES. '~E TRUST ATLA~!TIC CITY AND OTHER CGr'1~1UN-
v' 

I TIES \1HO SELECT CASINO GA~13LING ARE AS SUCCESSFUL AS THEY :lOPE 

TO BE. BUT WE~ IN THE WILDWOODS" MUST HAVE THE MUNICIPAL OPTION" 

AND THE SOLE OPTION IN OUR ARE~EXCEPTING THE JURISDICTION OF 

THE STATE OF NEH JERSE't TO ELECT GAf1BLING" IF IT f1EANS OUR 

ECONDrHC SURVIVAL. '!lE DC NOT I(MOH THAT OTHER RESORTS HITH 

CASINO GArmLING '·-!ILL HAVE THAT~~~f-~CT ON US BUT HE DO KlmH ~~!E 
MUST KEEP INTACT OUR SOLE OPTION TO RESPOND IF IT DOES. 

III SOLE r1UNICIIPAL REFERHJDut~1 VS COUNTY RF.r-ERENDUi·1: 

AaR_j_28 THREPJE~S us GRE/\TLY IN O!IE VERY If1PORTANT RESPECT I 

IT SUPERH1POSES UPON IHLm~!OOD THE HILL OF THE COUNTY - By VIRTUE 

OF A COUNTY REFERENDUM. IT THREATENS EVERY RESORT SUCH AS 

OURS, HHERE THE COUNTY VOTING REGISTRATION OUHWf'·1BERS THE 

RESORT BY SUCH A GREAT f\1ARGIN • CAPE t'1AY COUNTY'S POPULATim~ 

OUTNUf1BERS HILDtfOOD" FOR EXA~1PLE" BY 14 TO 1. 

A COf1PARISON OF KEY RESORTI POPULATIOr5:'1ITH THEIR RESPECTIVE 

COUNTY POPUL~TION IS VERY INTERESTING. THE FOUR f·1AJOR SEASHORE 

COUNTIES ARE ATL.~NTIC~ CAPE MAY I t·10Nr-10UTH AND OCEAN I HE HAVE 

USED THE FULL CENSUS FIGURES OF 1970. 

_c_ouNTY AND POPULATIO[ 
- - - -· t 

ATLANTIC COUNTY 

175~043 

CAPE f-lAY COUNTY 

591554 

ATLANTIC CITY 

47~ 859 
WILDHOOD 

41110 
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ATLANTIC CITY 
27.3% 

NILDHOOD 

6.9% 
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• 

NONMOUTH COUNTY 

459J379 

OcEAN CouNTY 

208J470 

TOTAL 

8SBURY PARK 

16J533 

LON"G BRANCH 

*LoNG BEACH 

2J910 

AsBURY EABK 
3.6% 

LONG BRANCH 

W% 
1u.:>% 

1 /4o/ i /0 

*NOTE: No RESORT CITY WITH 5.0Z OF COUNTY POPULATION 

STATE SUPER CITIES 

EssEx CouNTY 

932J299 

fuiD_s_QN. _c_o UNTY 

609J266 

CAMDEN CouNTY 

456J291 

NEWARK 

385J200 

JERSEY CITY 

261J050 

~N- CITY 

101JJ250 

NE\'IARK =41. 3% 

JERSEY CITY = 42.8% 

CAMDEN CITY = 22.9% 

THIS COMPARISON HIGHLIGHTS THE FACTJ THAT OF ALL SEASHORE 

RESORTSJ ATLANTIC CITY IS IN THE BEST POSITIONJ BY FARJ TO 

INFLUENCE THE OUTCOME OF A COUNTY REFERENDUM) AND MOST LIKELY 

THE ONLY ONE • 

. ON A STRAIGHT PERCENTAGE BASIS OF THE TOTAL VOTE: 

ATLANTIC CITY MUST SWING 22,7% OF ITS COUNTY VOTE FOR GAMBLING 

WILDWOOD MUST SWING 43.1% OF ITS COUNTY VOTE FOR GA~BLING 

ASBURY PARK MUST SWING 46.4% OF ITS COUNTY VOTE FOR GAMBLING 

~ONG BRANCH MUST SWING· 43.1% OF ITS COUNTY VOTE FOR=GAMBLING 

LONG BEACH MusT SWING 48.6% OF ITS COUNTY VOTE FOR GAMBLING 
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FAR MORE DISTURBING IS THE INFLUENCE VOTE THAT EACH COMMUNITY 

MUST GET FROM THE COUNTY TO ACHI~VE REFERENDUM SUCCESS. 

INFLUENCE VOTE IS THE PERCENTAGE OF COUNTY VOTE NEEDED TO 

ACHIEVE A 50% MAJORITYJ DIVIDED BY THE RESORT % OF THE TOTAL 

COUNTY VOTE. 

ATLANTIC CITY 

VIILDWOOD 

ASBURY PARK 

LONG BRANCH 

22.7% t 27.3% 
43.1% t 6.9% 
46. LJ% f 3.6% 
43.1% t 6.9% 

= 83 o/ 
/J 

= 6 25 % 
= 12 89 % 

= 6 25 % 

THE TWO SUPER CITIES IN THE STATEJ NEWARK AND JERSEY CITY 

ARE IN A POSITION TO LOOK AFTER THEMSELVESJ AS THEY REPRESENT 

NEARLY HALF THE POPULATION AND ELECTORATE IN THEIR RESPECTIVE 

COUNTIES. 

HOWEVERJ ALL OTHER CITIESJ EVEN MAJOR CITIES LIKE CAMDEN 

AND TRENTON WOULD-HAVE MORE DIFFICULTY IN ATTAINING REFERENDUM 

SUCCESS THAN ATLANTIC CITY.~ AND CERTAINLY OTHER SEASHORE 

RESORTS WOULD HAVE LITTLE OPPORTUNITY AT ALL. 

suMr·1ARY oF POINTS 1 I 11 I AND 111 

WE BELIEVE WE HAVE DEMONSTRATEDJ IN OUR STRONG SUPPORT FOR 

THE SELF DETERMINATION PRINCIPAL FOR ALL RESORTSJ OUR UNSELFISH 

INTEREST IN THE WELL BEING OF OUR SISTER COMMUNITIES, WE DO 

ACCEPT THE MARKETING CONCEPT THAT STRONGER RESORT BUSINESS UP 

AND DOWN THE NEW JERSEY COAST WILL ULTIMATELY BENEFIT US ALL. 

BuT THIS IS BASED UPON THE AXIOM OF EQUAL COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE, 

ACR - 128 HoWEVER HAS REINTRODUCED THE CONCEPT OF EXCLUSIVE 

CASINO GAMBLING THROUGH THE DEVICE OF THE COUNTY REFERENDUM 
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ARRANGEMENT. To OUR THINKINGJ IT CLEARLY RESTRICTS POSSIBLE 

CASINO GAMBLING LOCATIONSJ NOW AND IN THE FUTUREJ TO A VERY 

FEW. WE ASK OUR RESORT FRIENDS AROUND THE STATE TO TAKE .CAREFUL 

NOTE OF WHAT THE COUNTY REFERENDUM APPROACH COULD MEAN TO THE~1. 

WHAT IS SO DISCOURAGING TO USJ IS THAT WE HAVE BEEN IN FULL 

ACCORD WITH lEGALIZ.ED GAMBLING BEING USED TO STIMULATE ~AGING 

RESORTSJ ASKING ONLY THAT WE HAVE THE SAME PRIVILEGE) 

SHOULD A SUDDEN SPECTACULAR SUCCESS ON THEIR PART ENDANGER OUR 

ECONOMIC SUVIVAL. 
~r 

WE RESPECTFULLY~NFORM THIS COMMITTEE OF OUR MOST SERIOUS 

CONCERN ABOUT THE COUNTY REFERENDUM ELEMENT IN ACR - 128J 

AND OUR SINCERE HOPE THAT THEY CONSIDER DELETING ITJ AND AMEND

ING ACR - 128 IN THAT REGARD. 

lV STATE CoNTROLLED - STATE OPERATED CASINO GAMBLING 

'iS 
STATE CONTROLLED - PRIVATE OPERATED CASINO 

GAMBLING 

WE STRONGLY RECOMMEND THAT CASINO GAMBLINGJ IF PROPOSEDJ BE 

STATE CONTROLLED AND STATE OPERATED. WE BELIEVE IT WOULD BE IN 

THE BEST INTERESTS OF THE PUBLIC AT LARGEJ AND ALL SMALL AND 

MEDIUM SIZED BUSINESSMEN IN AREAS AFFECTED IF THIS POLICY BE 

FOLLOWED. THE STATE OPERATES THE LOTTERY EXCLUSIVELY AND 

SUCCESSFULLYJ WITH THE MAXIMUM PROCEEDS DEVOTED TO THE PUBLIC 

WELFARE. THE METHOD OF OPERATION WOULD BE EUROPEAN TYPEJ WITH 

LIMITED HOURS OF PLAYJ AND WITH A LIMITED NUMBER OF LOCATIONS, 

SINCE THE STATE WOULD CONTROL AND OPERATE THE CASINOSJ THERE 

WOULD BE NO VERTICLE INTEREST IN MOTELSJ RESTAURANTSJ THEATRES 

OR PLACES OF ENTERTAINMENT. 
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THIS CONTRASTS SHARPLY WITH lAs VEGAS GAMBLINGJ WHICH TAKES 

PLACE IN EVERY FORM~ AT EVERY PLACE INCLUDING GAS STATIONS AND 

WASH ROOMS~ AND AT EVERY HOUR OF THE DAY, 

THE GREATEST FEAR OF CASINO GAMBLING IS THAT IT MIGHT BE 

PRIVATELY OWNED AND OPERATED~ BECAUSE THEN IN A SHORT TIME IT 

WOULD ABSORB THE MoTELS~ RESTAURANTS~ AND ENTERTAINMENT 

BUSINESS OF THE ENTIRE RESORT AREA, NOTHING COULD THEN OPERATE 

OUTSIDE ITS INFLUENCE~ AS NOTHING WITHOUT THE GAMBLING MONEY 

IMPUT COULD COMPETE WITH IT, 

HHAT PLACES OF ENTERTAINMENT COULD COMPETE \'liTH A CASINO 

OFFERING SAMMY DAVIS~ JR. AT VIRTUALLY FREE PRICES TO ITS 

CASINO CUSTOMERSf 

WHAT MOTEL COULD COMPETE WITH THE SPECTACULAR MOTE~THAT 

WOULD SPRING UP~ CASINO OWNED~ WHICH WOULD OFFER LOW RATES .. SUB

SIDIZED BY GAMBLING( 

AND WHAT RESTAURANT COULD REALLY COMPETE WITH THE GOURMET 

CHEFS A CASINO OWNED RESTAURANT COULD AFFORD TO EMPLOY? 

IT IS ABSOLUTELY ESSENTIAL THAT CASINO GAMBLING BE STATE 

OWNED AND OPERATED~ EG; AT LIMITED LOCATIONS~ 

AND WITH NO OTHER BUSINESS INTERESTS PERMITTTED, PRIVATELY 

OWNED OR OPERATED GAMBLING CASINOS SHOULD BE PROHIBITTED BY 

THE AssEMBLY CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 128, 

PARTIAL SHARING OF REVENUES FOR RESORTS NoT HAVING CASINO GAMBLING 

MANY RESORTS WILL NOT CHOOSE CASINO GAMBLING FOR VARIOUS 

REASONS OF THEIR OWN. OTHERS~ WHO MAY DESIRE IT~ MAY BE DENIED 

IT FOR REASONS UNKNOWN AT THE PRESENT, PROVISIONS SHOULD BE 



MADE TO ASSIST THESE OTHER IMPORTANT AND FAMILY RESORT AREAS 

TO IMPROVE THEIR FACILITIES AND IMAGE~ SO THAT THE STATE AND 

THE COMMUNITIES MAY BENEFIT FROM·THE ESTABLISHED TOURISM OTHER 

THAN THAT STIMULATED BY GAMBLING INTERESTS. 

A PERCENTAGE OF THE NET STATE GAMBLING PROCEEDS WOULD ATTEND 

TO THIS QUITE WELL~-FOR EXAMPLE 10%, WHILE THE PERCENTAGE IS 

A MATTER FOR LEGISLATIVE CONSIDERATION) IT IS IMPORTANT FOR 

THE BALANCE IN STATE TOURISM~ AND FOR AREAS AFFECTED BY 

GAMBLING TO DEVELOP WAYS OF COPING WITH THE CHANGING CONDITION) 

AND NOT LEAVE IT SOLELY TO THE DEVICES AND RESOURCES OF THE 

RESORTS INVOLVED, 

MEMBERS OF THIS ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE~ WE ARE GRATEFUL FOR YOUR 

CAREFUL ATTENTION TO THE POINTS WE HAVE RAISED, WEJ OF THE 

GREATER WILDWOOD AREA~ TRUST THAT YOU WILL GIVE THESE GRAVE 

CONCERN50F OUR CITIZENS YOUR MOST SERIOUS CONSIDERATION. 

IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT THIS COMMITTEE APPROACH THE SUBJECT 

OF CASINO GAMBLING WITH CAUTION. FOR UNLESS ADEQUATE SAFE

GUARDS IN THE FORM OF STATE CoNTROLLED AND OPERATED FACILITIES~ 

AND THE DELETION OF THE COUNTY REFERENDUM WHICH CREATES DE FACTO 

EXCLUSIVITY' SERIOUS ECONOMIC DISLOCATIONS IN OTHER RESORTS 

WOULD TAKE PLACE, IN OUR CASE ALONE~ THE LIFE LONG WORK OF 

THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE ARE AT STAKE) AND THEIR PROPERTY INVEST-
~~o 

MENTS OF OVER:200 MILLION DOLLARS, AND WE ARE BUT ONE AREA) 

THERE ARE MANY OTHER AREAS THAT COULD BE EQUALLY DAMAGED, 

IT WOULD BE TRULY IRONIC IF LEGALIZED CASINO GAMBLING~ 

WHICH IS LOOKED TO BY SOME AS A CURE-ALL FOR THEIR TOURIST 

PROBLEMS~ WOULD INSTEAD BE THE MEANS TO DESTROY THE ECONOMIES 

OF PRESENTLY HEALTHY ANn SELF-SUSTAINING RESORTS, 
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i£l~i.~ L.~GALI~A'£IOft. OF CASL:O G.\LL1G 

I~. 

it£LA.:·£IC CI·f·t, l..J.! ,J..,!;~t.-:)...:.Y, 

.a·.rH 
~W.:i..;,rlV .A'l'I Ol,.:i 

.A ..i.~'ronouncement 

by 

'11he .3ession 
of 

'.l.'he ,;estminster United Presbyterian Church in the I.J ,...; .A. 

of 
Atlantic City, llevt Jersey 

:.:.aster 
'.L1he Year of Our Lord 

~~ineteen aundred and Seventy-Four 
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2. 

Christ is risen from the dead. riallslujahi 
"·..1.'he life, deatht resurrectioi.l, and }.)remised comin.:;. of 

C:/zsus Christ has set the pattern for the churcl1' s mission. l-;:is 

life as a ma11. involves the church in the common life of men. 
His service to men comiili ts the church to work for evart.J fonn 

of human woll-bein3. :·ds sufferin,r makes the church sensati ve 
to all the sufferings of m~lkind so that it sees the face of 
Christ in the faces of men i11. every kind of need. j.is cruci

fixion discloses to the church God's jud_sament on man's inhu
manity to man and the a\~ful consequences of its ovm complicity 
in injustice. In the power of the risen. C~1rist and the hope 

of his coming the church sees the promise of ~od's renewal of 
man's lifo in society and God's victory over all wrong."{9.J2) 

";.i.10 speak and act in the world's affairs as ma;,r be 

appropriate to the needs of the time" is one of the reasons 
for which the church c;athers."(9.J6) And it is the duty of 
the session "to lead the congregation in the mission of the 
Church in the world."(4l.06) 

In the li~;ht of the pattern for mission set 0y ci'asus 

Christ our Lord and '!."i th full knowled:;e of its dut~r to lead 
the con:sre;;-ation in tho Church's mission in t;1e vmrld, the 
Session of the .lestminster United Presbyterian Church in the 
U.S.A. of i1.tlantic City, L;·w Jersey, on this .J;aster morning 
in the ::.ear of Our Lord Nineteen Hundred and Seventy-four 
makes the follo~ning public pronouncement rcgardin~ the matter 
of the establishment of le~alized casino gaming in Atl~1.tic 
City, New Jersey& 

1. 'l1hat the legislature of the State of 1-iew 
Jersey present to the people of the State a refer
endum, which if favored by thorn will pennit th.:J 
establishment of state owned, o:·.Jerated and controlled 
gaming casinoes in Atlantic City, 1·.e~" Jersey. 

2. i'hat His J1xcellency .Brendan T. Byrne, Governor 
of the State of Neu Jersey, approve the said le~is
lative action and use all of the facilities of his 
administration to effect a favora'ble vote 0~; the 
People on the said referendum. 

3. 'l1hat the smae le::;islature and tho same c;ov
ernor si..;n a bill, which bill shall :)rovide: that 
~·)rior to the opening of al1.;}r 3;amin~ C8.sinoos, a 
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school for t:1e trainin,:s of local :)oo:_;L;) to ,_,Tork at 
a.ll levels of the casino ,:;a:nin::. busiaess shall be 
esta'ulished i;:>. Atlantic City and ftmdecl "iJy t:1e State 
of Hew Jersey. 

4. That t~1o same lcc.~islature )ass and tho sane 
J,overnor si.sn a 'bill, which bill sl1all :~;rovidc for 
the inclusio:1 of all casino gaming 0m::_Jloyees a··1c1 
a:·i::licants for employment under the protcctioa of 
the Civil Service provisio;,1s of state la·,,,. 

J. 

s .. ihat the same legislature pass and the same 
governor sign ·a bill, which bill shall provide for a 
S]Jecial fund to be established a..11.d maintained by the 
gaming casinoes ai"ld to be controlled a.'1d o!_1eratecl b~r 
the City of Atlantic Ci t:r for the ~)u.r~1osG of providin:,; 
return transportation homo to visitors to Atlantic 
Ci t~r '::ho al"e found to be vd thout t~.1e itlOney necessary 
to return to their homes. 

5. ·l'hat tho sar.1e lc~islaturs ·.,ass a:1cl t~1e sam a 
governor si:~•1· a bill, which ·oill ·shall ~)rovido for 
a special ft~:ld to be astaiJlis~1od a:.1cl. mCI.ilY~aia.:::d ·0~r 
tha ::,ar:1in~: casinoes a.nd CO~ltrolled a~lc~. 0°_).arated ~J~' 
tho Ci·c~r of Atla:.1tic Ci tor for the ·. lUr··,oso of esta~J
lisllin::," and o)eratii.l_. L.1, Atlaatic Cit~r a clinic for 
t~1e diagnosis and treatmaT·~ of ga.r.1~)li110.; ~.dclicts. 

, . 7. i'hatthe same legislature pass and ti1e same 
:::;overnor si:::;n a bill, v.'hich bill shall provide: that 
gru:li:.1.~ casinoes shall b.; o~Jui.l to all :'.iGo:~Jlc •:!i thout 
re.:.:.arcl. to race, sex, class or manner of clress. 

8. 'I'hat th::; same legislature pass an0. the sar;10 
~,ov?rnor s~g:1 a !:>ill, vrhich "iJill shall )rovide a t~1at 
gar:u.:.1.:_: c~s~noes sl1all not :Je O])G:l to ;)::?rsons tmder 
ci_)ltceil ;}"ears of a::;e, t;.1at ~.1ersons t~:.1dc,r Gi.]hteen 
:;"ears of n~e who i..1~' oo found insid~ of the said 
ganin.:?; casinoos s:.1all be arrostod <:tcld, if jud3,2d to 
oe guil t~r of illegal visi tatio:1 o:f a gamL1;5 casino, 
their parent( s) s:.1all !Je subject to a fL1o of not 
less than Fifty Dollars aor more t:1aa Oae :l'l1ousa:1d 
Dollars. 

9. t'h2..t the sana legislature :._)ass a11d t:1e same 
' .. ovornor si·:.;n a bill, 7!;.1iC~1 0ill s;.1all I"'rovide for 
tl1e cmplo~rrnent of special stat::; ~-;olicemon ~.J~· the 
'-;ami:.1.::· casiJ.locs, ~·rhich )oliceDcn s~.1all ~1av:; full 
state ·t.Jolico · )O'.'!Gi." 011 and •:.rithii1 t'1e ··~ro· ;or-~ies of 
..1., •• • ;· "t • , ' , 1 " , 
~.o ... 1e cas~noes D~r 1:h1~c.1 .,!10 arc on:!1 o~rcect. 

1l1!.1o Session, hereby, Gncoura .~es tho ~Ieu".Jers of tho 

Ncstminster l.)ni ·l;od Pres~)yterian C~1urc!1 of Atlantic Cit~· a•ld 

all ·1ersons concerned a·:)ov.t Christ 1 s ministr· a:1C: his C!.1urch • s .. v 

mission L1 Atlantic 6i t~r to ur:;e the governor and the mem~)ers 

of tho le.:;islaturc to 11lace on th0 ballot a referendum ·: ;1ich 
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4. 
will :)enni t casino gar11in~ i:1 Atlantic Cit~", to Ul"\;e th..:r.1 to 

pa.ss and sign legislation such as t·.12~t :~1ro::~m.mdad herein IJ~.r 

this session, a;1d to vota i~1 favor of casL.1o ga.nL1·; in Atlru1.tic 

City whc:1 t~.1o quos·cio:,1 of le.:;alizod casino garn.ia:· is put to t~1c 

Poo:}le of t:1e State in a roforo!1dt'.i.i1. 

·r~.1c Session, hore~J~r, r:.:lquosts i ·i;s Lod2rator, tl1e Hevarc:1cl 

Lero:r 1'. Griffi tl1, ancl ai1.Y oembers of tl1is sassioa v!ho so choose 

to re:)resent this session before all comrai·i;toes of tl1e said lc.?;is

laturc and bcforo the :overnor for t:1c pu:;_~~)os.:: of ~lresantin~. 

t~1.e co;.rl;ents of ·t!1is :_)ro.nouncauoat and all~' ncect:;d c~::·_-,l~ ... nations 

of thom to the ss .. id cor'lllli t·teos and tho .~:ovor1101 ... at such times 

and ~)laces as tl1e~; m~r select ·co holc1 ~~ublic or · ~ri v2.te ~.1aarings 

on the matt or of legalized casino Ga.lili:lg. 

The Session, ll3rc"J~~r, a~?~'oints its Cor.uilissioi.ler to tlll:) 

\'lest Jersey :£'res bytory, Ruling ...:;ldcr DaiJoral1 lJcarsall, to )resent 

tile contents of this :!ronotmcor:wnt to th2 ;·/os·i:; Jcrue~~ l;resb~rtoi~' 

and its cor.1L1ittocs at suc1~ times and :·.llacos as they m~r select 

to consicl.er t:1.o mattej,"' of th~ lc.:;alization of casL1o ~~.1:1in:. 

T11o S<.:ssion, ~1erob7, di:;."'octs it Hc:.1reseTcati vc to t~1e 

Atln.i.1tic City r:Ictro:;_;oli taa r:inistry to t~l"'2~ -~~10 Sai.lO ministr;_; 

to ~;>la.n for tho provision of a s:_>ocial ministr:::r undGl"' its dircc

tiorl. f'or mi:nistr:r to })arsons ~l~l~)lo;,red in ·i;h;; gami113 L1du.str-.;r 

in Atlantic City end to pledg·;) to it the :full su::.:.Jort of ·i;his 

SGssion in such a s~JeCi8.l minis·cr;:r to th.::;: end t~1at to.:;ot~.1er 

VIe D.~r "raiso men• s l1o~JGS f'or 1)otter conc1.i tions m1c~. :1rovido 

thera •.d ·~ll opportuni t~r .for a docent li vL1.-::,. " ( 9. LJ-6) 
,-.,,," ::::!ess.;o·1 '1 r~· ...... ~ .I..!....:. ...... • ..... .L • • c .:.; ··< , orders that this pranouncoQcnt ~c 

read f'ron th.J ::_lUlpi·c of' tho .last.-rriJ.lster United :..~i"'oS1)3"terian 
C.l,,.1rc'l1 -s...o ·l-' t' d f' , · · , · " s... • 

.!.. ~.~ ~.aoso ,sa llcro or vrorsa~:·_) ·c~us .c.as·~.er mornJ.!.1.::_; a.t.J.c1. 

tha·~ it be mcmeo,?;ral)hed and released to the various nev:s media 
• ~1 • n '- • 

,,,~ ·~:~.nJ.n :c or·~.y-eJ.ght hours. 
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We are appearing here today to ask your support of legislation that will 

set up a study of methods of operating legalized casino gambling in the State 

of New Jersey at County and Local. option. Our testimony will deal with 

legalized casino gambling as it applies to Atlantic City. 

Over the past 30 years, Atlantic City has experienced a decline in its 

resort and tourism business due to many factors, most of them beyond our 

control. Among these factors was the almost total abandonment of the rail-

roads as a means of mass transportation by the vacationing and traveling 

public. A method of mass transportation that until the early 1940's served 

Atlantic City very well.. The development of the jet transport plane also 

hurt our tourist industry, bec..ause by transporting vacationers to warmer 

climes, this new method of transportation - this new option caused a great 

decline in our Fall, Winter and Spring resort business, a factor that caused 

many of our large hotels to go out of business. Also the changeover from a war 

to peacetime economy caused a tremendous increase in the manufacture of 

private automobiles. The automobile helped in the demise of the railroad, 

delivered a great portion of the family vacation business to other developing 

resorts and caused harm to Atlantic City. 

In addition to an almost total reduction of rail. service to Atlantic City, 

Eastern and Allegheny Ai~lines have totally discontinued direct air service 

to Atlantic City. (The Allegheny Commuter, a lS passenger plane offers 

service to Philadelphia and Newark Airports). This decline in our resort 

and tourism business has caused the demise of many large hotels as we 

mentioned before, and the drying up of fresh investment capital in Atlantic 

City. It is very difficult to solve our problems, which include urban blight, 

?lF. 
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a high real estate tax rate, many areas that are unattractive to tourist 

without fresh investment capital. 

Added to our problems is perhaps the highest unemployment rate in the 

State during our off-season. To illustrate this the State unemployment rate 

in January 1973 was 6.0%. The Atlantic City Area had 8,400 unemployed persons 

for an unemployment rate of 10.6%. 

We firmly believe that the establishment of State controlled casino 

gambling in our resort will lure considerable amounts of new capital to 

Atlantic City. We have documented information that several large developers 

are interested in developing a new resort complex on our city's 30 acre 

urban redevelopment area, an area that has been devoid of development for 7 

years. 

This proposed resort complex would cost approximately $50 r.Iillion Dollars 

plus to build and would be run by a national chain. We are aware of other 

entrepreneurs who are studying our city with an eye to develop, should State 

controlled casinos become a reality. In terms of the 80 acre development 

alone our City would gain 500 construction jobs and 850 permanent jobs in the 

resort and tourism area. 

We feel confident that with the advent of legal casino gambling in our 

City - it would recapture some of its lost Fall, Winter and Spring resort 

business and we would experience an increase in our Convention business 

because of the new attractions and the addition of new and del~:e hotel rooms. 

'You should be aware that Atlantic City is the only resort in New Jersey 

geared to a 52 week operation. The dollars generated in the State by the 

Resort and Tourism Industry make this the second most important industry in 

tle State. State controlled Legalized Gambling can aid this industry greatly 
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on a State wide basis. Speaking for Atlantic City, casino Gambling would be 

an effective tool to meet competion from out of state and out of the 

country resorts. The World has accepted gambling as an attraction that is 

compatible with the resort industry. We ask you today to allow State Con-

trolled Casino Gambling to be operated in New Jersey at local and county 

option. 
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1 i POSITION STATEMENT bF THE.EJ,f~cOPAL DIOCESB·OF NEW JERSEY IN REGARD TO GAMBLING 
; ' 

)IN NEW JERSEY 

Presented at the Public Hearing at the State House, April 26, 1974 

Bishop Van Duze~ and the Department of Christian Social Relations of the Diocese cr 
OMJ4c R IZ.I 

New Jersey wish to go on record as being unalterably opposed to the billsAbeing 

considered in both the Senate and Assembly which would legalize Casino and other 

forms of gamblin~ in the State of New Jersey. 

Our reasons for this position are as follows: 

1. From the standpoint of law and order: physical acts of violence 

increase in proportion to the volume of gambling, thns creating 

higher policing costs for the .community. And, as a corallary, 

the legulization of gambling provides a clear path for those who 

control gambling, - regardless of whether the state ostensibly 

does or not, - and tends to enhance the financial position of 

organized crime. This thinking is fully attested to by the Super-

intendent of the New Jersey State Police, David Kelly, and former 

State Attorney General George Kugler. 

2. From the standpoint of society: The plain fact is that legalized 

gambling invites crime into a state already shot through with it. 

Casino gambling would mean the extension of the power and influence 

of the gambling interests over the politicians and the people of 

New Jersey. This we do not need in the present condition of our 

society, shocked as it is by the many moral crises being revealed 

at all levels of our government. In short, we t:hink steps shonld 

be taken to change the character of New Jersey for the better and 

not for the worst. 

3. From the standpoint of economics: At the prc::cnt: time about 2% of 

the annual budget of New Jersey is provided by the lotteries. 
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IN NEW JERSEY 

(presented at the Public Hearing at the State House, April 26, 1974) 

-2-

(point 3 contd) 

The seashore resorts' own sponsored study (1971) for0cast annual 

revenues of not more than $72';.000 1000. after ten years, based on 

eight to twelve casinos operating in the State. This is hardly 

a substantial source of revenue for a state whose budget is al-

ready approaching three billion. 

·. Further, whenever any portion of consumer income is funnelled 

into gambling, excise ta:xcs and oth0r rcv0nue -pro<'lucing levi0s 

suffer in almost direct proportion. Thus, qa.mbl:i.rq is an und0sirable 

source for new capital. 

Gambling creates no wealth, produces no tangible commodity and is a 

poor substitute for constructive industry which generates employment 

and raises the standard of living. 

4. From the humanitarian standpoint: making it easy to gamble tends to 

breed new practioners, and legalized gambling is always accompanied by 

misleading advertising. This lures ever-widening circles of people 

into ever-increasing forms of qamhl i ncr. j~rw mnny of thrf'C' p0oplc 

gambling becomes an emotional, compusion addiction, like a drug, 

with the resulting ill effects upon themselves and their families. 

Thus, it is our considered opinion that we cannot afford to permit the further exten-

sion of legalized gambling in our state, as it is a very poor method of raising new 

tax revenue, and that eventually it would wreak irreparable rlamage on the whole 

fabric of our society. 
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HONORABLE ASSEMBLYMAN HAWKINS AND HONORED MEMBERS OF THE STATE 
LEGISLATURE 

we a qmup of concerned citizens from the 15th State Con9ressional 
District stancl here unalterably opposed to the bill ACR 128, authorizing' 
casino C]anblinq, supported by our clistrict le9islators, Senator Wayne 
Dumont and Assemblyman Robert Shelton. 

We appreciate the need for raisinq new revenues for financinq 
State services in our incxeuinq ooftl)lex and inflation troubled society. 
However, we feel that the State Leqialature must carefully assess the 
iJII)act of all proposed revenue plans on the social and moral well-being' 
of the state's citizens and the effect on the state's economy. We feel 
that the plan for casino qamblinq in ACR 128 would have far-reachinq 
detrimental effects on the moral fiber of the people of New Jersey, 
would mean increased costs of social welfaze proqrams, hiC]her rates of 
crime, increased prison population and unforseen effects on the youth 
of our state. 

We would like to enlig'hten you with a series of statistics and 
quotations which we feel support our contention that casino qamblinq 
would be har:mful to New Jersey and ita citizens. 

Effect on the Individual 

Gamblinq, for moat people, is a pleasant or exci tinq pastime. 
They can take it or leave it. At least, they think they can leave it. 
According' to various unofficial estimates 1 however 1 from six to ten 
million Americans are hooked on qamblinq. 

Whatever the correct fiqure 1 a qreat many Americans can be classified 
u compulsive qamblers1 or qamblln9' addicts. They reC]Ularly qamble more 
often and lose more money than they intend to, to the point of serious 
financial and personal consequences. Most of them borrow heavily to 
finance. their habit, and some coaait crimes to get money to cover their 
losses. No matter how much they lose, however, and no matter how many 
times they vow to stop, compulsive qaablers, like dru9' addicts or 
alcoholics, just cannot seem to quit. (Paycholo9'Y Today, p. 51) 

The United States has mora hooked qamblers than there are hooked 
druq addicts or hooked alcoholics. This information comes from Gamblers 
Anonymous. "G.A. takes no official stand on the issue of le9alized 
gambling' which is creeping across the nation with the aim of easinq 
property and income taxes. But individual G.A. members observe that the 
law of averaC]es comes into play. If qambling is made easier to the 
public, more people will obviously bet - and of these, some will 
become compulsive qamblers." (Gamblers Anonymous publication) 

Effect on the State 

Every dollar raised from such source ( qamblinq) means $5.00 spent 
"in hiC]her police costs, hiqher court costa, hiqher penitentiary costs, 
and hiC]her relief costs." (Quoted from Gambling', Rebert D. Herman) 

Additional economic aspects of the leqalized qamblinq picture are 
the hi9h rate of embezzlement by persons seeking funds to bet or to 
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replace sums lost in that manner, the reluctance of industry to locate 
in areas where gambling is rampant and the invitation to corruption 
gambling offers to public officials. 

"The New York City Police Department has researched and printed 
for intemal use a "white paper" which makes more sense than the 
corresponding documents issued by governments. It blows sky-high the 
notion that when the states and cities go into the gambling racket civic 
purity will come into its own. The actual result of off-track b~!'.:ing 
has been a 62 per cent increase in illegal betting and the invasion of 
bookmaking by the mob, which always follows big money. (underlined portions 
ours) 

The psychology is simple. A top police official puts it into a 
single sentence: "A climate has been created to gamble." The off-track 
betting organization (Ol'B) operates 118 "parlors" in the five boroughs; 
its chief success has been to create new losers. The OTB gamblers are 
less sophisticated than their counterparts at the tracks, so they lose 
more, on the average. The New York Times, (January 10) carries a 
revealing photograph of housewives with babies in carriages, studying 
charts outside an OTB shop in Maspeth, Queens. 

Ol'B has cut horse betting with bookies in half, but the bookies 
couldn • t care less. Horse betting was never their major interest; in 
1971 it accounted for only about 10 per cent of their income. The big 
money was in football, basketball and baseball, and of course the numbers. 
The bookies enjoy several advantages over legalized betting. OTB requires 
cash; the bookies can give credit. They are in every neighborhood. 
They will take "exotic" wagers-parlays and the like, while OTB is 
virtuously confined to the official odds for individual races. The 
bookies have lost many $2 bettors to OTB, and are glad to be rid of them. 
But many of the big gamblers, the professionals and affluent amateurs, 
prefer the bookies. 

In the January 18, 1965 Nation, Milton R. Wessel predicted exactly 
what would happen if off-track betting were legalized in an article 
entitled Legalized Gambling: the Dreams & the Realities. For two 
years Mr. Wessel headed a nation-wide federal investigation of o~ganized 
crime and law enforcement; he was also the chief federal prosec,.lt"or of. 
the 1959 Appalachin "Mafia" trial. Some of what he said bears repeating, 
although it will have no more impact now than it had then - too many 
suckers have become addicted and like it. Howard Samuels, who heads 
New York Cit's OTB, would like to see qovemment in all forms of gambling, 
including numbers. CUrrently a plan is being promoted to make Atlantic 
City an East Coase Las Vegas, one of many signs that myths about 
legalized gambling are indestructible. Those who accept these myths 
should - but won't - listen to Wessel: 

The modern wave of gambling in America rolled in during the mid-1930's 
when state after state, hard hit by the depression, legalized 
pari-mutuels at the race tracks. The arguments then were the ones 
being advanced today: Gambling is a human instinct; people should 
have the right to bet' if gambling were legalized at the tracks, 
the public could go there and satisfy its urge. The bookies would 
be eliminated, and the police whom they had been paying off would 
no longer be corrupted. The improvement in public morality would 
be sensational - and millions of dollars in extra revenue would be 
painlessly extracted from the bettors' pockets ••• 
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It has never tumed out that way. Persons who wanted to bet on 
the horses did flock to the tracks and did bet huqe sums ••• But it 
also developed that the worker who could go to the track only on 
Saturday had his gambling instinct whetted - and the first thing 
anyone knew, he was betting on the other five days of the week. The 
New York State Cgmmission of Investigation demonstrated in 1959-6o-
how legal gambling stimulates illegal gambling ••• In every city and 
town the state raiders hit, the seized .records of bookies showed 
that racing business invari!blv flourished during periods when a 
nearby track was operating, and fell off when this stimulus was removed ••• 

It is safe to predict that if legalized off-track betting comes 
to New York City the effect will soon be a far larger play on 
baseball and football games - and the numbers. And the problem of 
law enforcement, instead of being made easier, will get even more 
difficult that it already is - to say nothing of the problem of 
keeping the legal shop clean." (The Nation, Jan. 26, 1974, Editorial: 
"The New Losers", pp. 100-101, Carey McWilliams, Ed.) 

OOL. DAVID B. KELLY, Superintendent of the New Jersey State Police said to 
the Senate Judiciary Cclnmittee, "Whatever we do, whatever impact we have on 
Casino gaming, if we legalize it in the State of New Jersey, I do not feel 
that organized crime will be hurt one bit because we are not striking in the 
ueas that they're affluent in." Q)l. Kelly also said, "If we continue 
with the assumption that legalized casino gambling in Atlantic City would 
generate over $200 million dollars per year, which is at least five times the 
Nevada revenue, we would have to have five times the amount of annual visitors 
to the State or 110 million people, 170,000 slot machines, 9,000 gaming tables 
and collect $30 million a year in casino entertainment tax." Ool. Kelly in 
his testimony to the Senate Committee raised some pertinent questions that 
have not been answered such as, "one of the thinqs we're asking, if it 1 s 
State ownership, is the State prepared to build casinos? Is the state 
prepared to take care of those people who are going to come in and possibly, 
after losing money, stay? What will our relief rolls be in these particular 
areas? Is the State qoing to compete for the high roller business? If 
they are, are we willing to provide free transportation, complimentary 
rooms and meals, and are they going to compete with Nevada where in numerous 
counties prostitution is legal? Are we going to make, or is the State 
qoing to make decisions on extension of credit? Is the State willing and 
capable to qet the file credit and is the State going to collect money on 
the credit system? Is the State willing to accept employees with criminal 
records? We must acquire people with expertise to run this gambling opera
tion." Col. Kelly visited the State Prison in Nevada and found that 55' 
of the inmates were out-of-staters. 

The NEW YO:RK TIMES of December 27, 1973 says about Casino gambling in 
New Jersey: "Organized crime is already so deeply entrenched in New Jersey 
that it is visionary to hope it would keep its distance from so lurid a 
target as organized gambling. As for potential social victims , there are 
few clerks so poor that a tux - shared, rented or even paid for could not 
be sported in the buming hope of making enough money to keep a man in 
white tie and tails for the rest of his life. An Atlantic City civic leader 
wistfully proclaims his determination not to let the expected legal sanction 
make his town 1 the Las Vegas of the East' because he wants to hold on to 
"the family trade. • one need only observe whole families solemnly working 
the one-arm bandits of Las Vegas to see how compatible the two concepts might 
become - with no advantage to either Atlantic City or the American family." 
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JOHN P. THATOIER, an Attorney at Law in Reno, Nevada who has spent all 
but five years of his life in Nevada writes reqardinq the influence of 
leqalized qamblinq there, "The most serious and invidious influence has 
been upon the overall moral atmosphere of the State. It has led to a standard 
of tolerance of acts and conduct which would be untenable in any other State. 
The idea of somethinq for nothinq pervades every community and has seriously 
affected even those who have no connection with qamblinq •.• Due to the fact 
that a qreat many mothers work in qamblinq establishments, either durinq the 
day or niqht, our rate of juvenile delinquency is exceptionally hiqh. Las 
Veqas has the highest crime rate in the nation, and Reno is not far behind .•• 
As a result of the State's dependency upon the revenue from qamblinq and the 
dependency of its econany as a whole upon qamblinq, we have found that we 
have a bear by the tail, and even thouqh we wanted to abolish qamblinq we 
could not do so. rt is this which is the most horrible consequence of the 
adoption of leqalized qamblinq by any State. There is likewise the danqer 
in any State of the qamblers enterinq the field of politics. This, toqether 
with the qeneral loose moral atmosphere which attends the somethinq for 
nothinq idea should deter any other State fran doinq what Nevada has done." 

These very harsh quotations and statistics are very disturbinq to us 
as I'm sure they are to you. Some time in the future these same statements 
could be made about New Jersey and its people after the introduction of 
casino qamblinq. To act to implement qamblinq leqislation with so much 
evidence indicatinq its harmful effects is an unfeelinq act. 

We are also deeply concerned about the wordinq in the bill. Not enough 
information is included to allow the voter to make an intelliqent decision 
about the implementation of casino qamblinq and how it will be administered 
and policed. We would like to raise two points. 

First, can we as voters in the state be assured that "the entire net 
proceeds of any qamblinq establishment operated by the state under authority 
of this subparaqraph shall be paid into the State Treasury to be used for 
public purposes throuqh appropriations" will be accurately accounted for 
to insure that the qamblinq operation is runninq efficiently? We don't 
believe this wordinq is accurate enouqh to allow strict accountinq of all 
qamblinq revenues. Why leave us in the dark.? We are entitled to know how 
the money will be counted. Trust us so that we may trust you. In liqht of 
the lack of confidence many voters have today in our elected officials, you 
should expect us to be more concerned about the operation of our state. 
As was quoted in the New York. Times on Dec. 27, -1973, "orqanized crime is 
already so deeply entrenched in New Jersey that it is visionary to hope 
it would keep its distance from so lurid a tarqet as orqanized qamblinq." 

Second, there is no mention at all in ACR 128 of how the qamblinq 
casinos will be initially set up and their operation implemented. Where 
will the casinos be housed? Will the state build them? Will the operation 
be open to private biddinq? How lonq will the casinos be open? What are 
the waqerinq limits? Will there be liquor served? Will there be a limit on 
the number of casinos in the state? Will we have a trial period so that the 
voters could chanqe their mind once the qamblinq operation is approved? If 
there is no trial period, how would the voters be able to stop the qamblinq 
operation? And how lonq would it take after the qamblinq operation is 
stopped to rid the state of the cancerous underqrowth of dependency and 
addiction that would infect many of our citizens? 
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Now, you may say that we are asking for too much detail at this stage of 
the gambling legislation. We don't think we are. But we are expecting 
more from you. This is the kind of legislation that requires careful, 
prudent planning and not hasty generalizations. 

The voters of this state should act in an advisory capacity for all 
legislation considered by the Legislature. They should be heard at public 
meetings and remain in contact with their legislators. To be effective at 
this they must be provided with more detail on all legislation. We don't 
believe it would be in the best interests of the citizens of this state 
to leave the details to the Legislature to work out. 

We've heard fran our legislators that New Jersey needs money. And 
we've heard that money is being spent on gambling in New Jersey. That 
people will always gamble. So let's keep that money in New Jersey. Let's 
reap the benefit of all that gambled money. We just have to amend the 
state cons.titution. 

But that would be a cold business-like decision made in a cold 
business-like environment. The same kind of an environment in which the 
charters of our large corporations were written. The objective of their 
charters are to only make money. This is not the environment in which our 
state constitution was written. The constitution of our state was drawn up 
in an atmosphere of concern for not only the fiscal well-being of the state, 
but the social and moral well-being of its citizens. The writers of our 
constitution knew that a state can not exist solely on the basis of money, 
but must also care for the social and moral character of its citizens. 
The survival of our state depends on more than just the financial well-bein q 
of its citizens. · 

We therefore plead with you to reconsider the adoption of ACR 128. 
Consider all the evidence available on the harmful effects of gambling. 
Consider again what your responsibilities are to the people of New Jersey. 
Those responsibilities go far beyond the simple act of making money 
for the state • 
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Reach An Early 
Abatement in 
Crime and Taxes 

D·aar Sir: 

R.E.A.C.T. 

President: 
Thomas s. Watson, Jr. 

Vice President: 
Harry L. Shaw 

Secretary-Treasurer: 
Joseph W. Welsh 

(609) 966-2184 

As President of R.E.A.C.T., an organization dedicated to Reach An 
Early Abatement in Crime and T~~~· I hope to give you pertinent facts, 
regarding gambling and our organization. At present, R.E.A.C.T. has 
approximately 10,000 members throught the state. We feel that gambling 
is necessary for the continued gra~th of New Jersey. But unlike most, 
we are opposed to the idea of license and control by the state. Any 
gambling must be state owned and op9rated, this will negate the 
possibility of a complete organized crime takeover. 

In Nevada, organized crime has bilked the state and Federal 
Governments out of billions of dollars by skimming monies before 
taxes. H~~ard Hughes, with all his monies just broke even with his 
gambling investments, due to the infiltration of organized crime. 
Prosecutor Lordi from Essex County has estimated one family of 
organized crime in his county alone, realized 50 million dollars 
a year frcrn gambling. In North Jersey, a bo·okie was arrested who 
realized seven hundred thousand in thirteen days. The Kefauver 
Committee uncovered in Philadelphia, a single gambling ring was 
paying two million dollars for two years in bribes. Each year, 
the Philadelphia Grand Jury has proposed that gambling be legalized. 
Mayor Rizzo and the Pennsylvania Police Chiefs Asso~iation have favored 
this. It has been estimated in Philadelphia, two million dollars a 
day is bet on sporting events. In the past, the welfare commissio!ler 
of New York states that "citizens in the Ghettos of New York bet more 
money on numbers, than the state pays them in welfare". Taking these 
things into consideration, we ask you to weigh state ONned against license 
and control. 

The advantages of state o~ned and operated are many, one billion 
dollars a year could be realized giving relief to state and lo.~al budgets. 
A constitutional amendment could be passed to lower Real Estate 
Property Taxes. It would deprive organized crime frcrn one of their 
largest sources of income. It would save Police Departments throughout 
the state twelve million dollars a year, and free law enforcement to 
combat crime in the streets. It could be utilized to lo·ll7er welfare rolls 
by employing those unable to do heavy work: and last h;.It not least, it 
would stop a major cause of corruption in state and local governments. 
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There is no doubt in my mind that legislators supporting license 
and control do so with honorable intentions, but I question to what 
d·egree they have thought out the end results. I personally feel these 
legislators are being used as unknowing tools of organized crime. Orice 
you allow private enterprise to own and operate gambling, yo'.l are in 
effect giving organized crime a legitimate o·.1tlet for their illegal 
monies. Organized Crime wants license and control for it is their 
only salvation in this state. We, of R.E.A.C.T., implore you to 
stop any legislation that will give organized crime a larger strangle 
hold than it now enjoys. 

Respectively 

jLJ!dLJ-
Thomas S. Watso;:J -
President, R.E.A.C.T. 
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STATEMENT OF 

NEW JERSEY RETAIL MERCHANTS ASSOCIATION 

CONCERNING ACR-128 

The 2200 members of the New Jersey Retail Merchants Association 

support a Constitutional Amendment that would authorize the Legisla-

ture to enact laws permitting the establishment and operation by 

the state of gambling houses or casinos. 

While initially gambling would not be permitted statewide all 

residents of New Jersey will benefit from the revenues produced by 

the casinos, as well as the increases in sales and gasoline tax 

that would result. 

Additional jobs would also result, helping to slow the pace of 

our increasing unemployment rate. 

The increase in tourism would bring new capital investment 

into the state, especially in those areas such as Atlantic City 

where economic revitalization is needed most. 

In conclusion we feel that the citizens of New Jersey should 

have the opportunity to express their desires regarding this matter 

as soon as possible, in the form of a Constitutional Referendum. 

( 609) 393-8006 

ROLAND W. BERMUDEZ 
MBXBEB 8ERVICB8 DIBBCTOR 

NEW JBRIIEY RBTAIL 
MERCHANTS AI!I&OCIATION' 

926 WEST STATE STREET 
P. 0. BOX 22 

TRENTON, NEW JERSEY 08601 
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KEANSBURG AMUSEMENT PARK CO. 
7!5 BIEACHWAY e KEANSBURG, NEW JERSEY 07734 

Assemblyman Eldridge Hawkins, 
Chairman 
Assembly Chambers 
Trenton, New Jersey 

Dear Mr. Hawkinsa 

May 1, 1974 

In as much as time would not allow for presentation of 
our testimony, 7/26/74, we are submitting our statement in 
written form. 

As operators of Keansburg Amusement Park, we are the 
largest single owners of waterfront resort real estate in 
New Jersey. Our park operation includes the second largest 
games licensing area in the state. We feel our many years 
in the boardwalk resort and gaming industries uniquely 
qualifies us to give expert testimony and opinion regarding 
A C R - 128, 

We take issue with two aspects of the proposed casino 
gambling referendum. These aspects area 

1. State ownership and operation. 

2. The governor's publicized plan to veto all enabling 
legislation except that pertaining to Atlantic City. 

I. We oppose state ownership and state operation of 
casinos for the following reasons: 

A. A considerable dollar investment will be necessary to 
initiate any casino type operation. Have the state 
planners thoroughly considered the size of the initial 
investment capital necessary to launch such an opera
tion? 
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B. Who is qualified to technically advise the state re
garding gambling operations. It is doubtful if pres-
ent operators in this county will lend their knowledge 
and know-how to develop competition to their presently 
thriving industry. Private entrepreneurs who may wish 
to be in the gaming industry in New Jersey would hardly 
come forward to assist the state. Consequently, as the 
Attorney General of New Jersey indicated in his comments, 
the only personnel available to assist the state would 
be those who couldn't make the grade in Las Vegas, or 
were otherwise banned from the industry. In short, 
there is very little professional assistance available 
to the state casino planners, and that which is avail
able is of a questionable nature. 

C. Does the state truly understand that casino gambling 
is just what it says - gambling? Well run and com
petently managed, casinos make profits. Inefficiently 
run and marginally operated, casinos can and do lose 
money. Is it correct morally or philosophically, or 
more important, does it make good business sense for 
the state to gamble with the taxpayers money? Large 
cash receipts can tempt anyone. Proper and honest 
supervision is difficult to obtain from hired employees. 
The security needs of this type of operation are best 
met .by private enterprize with individual operators-
closely supervised by the state. Casino gambling is 
in no way as easy to operate as the present lottery. 
They are two distinctly separate entities and operation 
of the former is not nearly as easy as is the latter. 

D. As a state operation, an eventual huge bureaucracy 
will be needed to operate future casinos. However, 
as a controling and supervising agency, the states 
needs will be very much less in personnel and expen
ditures. In fact at present the state has the nucleus 
of a control agency. The Alcoholic Beverage Control 
Commission has for the last fourteen years been success
fully supervising the gaming operations of all resort, 
beachfront, and lakefront gaming devices in New Jersey. 
The Alcoholic Beverage Control Commission's success 
and lack of scandal points the way to the possible 
successful control of casino gambling by the state. 

II. We are opposed to limitations of casino gambling for 
Atlantic City or any other geographical vicinity of 
New Jersey for the following reasons: 

A. The presence in Atlantic City of a gambling casino 
will give this city an unfair competitive advantage 
which can, within the five year proposed trial period 
seriously damage surrounding and competing communities 
which are similarly involved in the resort convention 
and vacation industries. It is true that Atlantic City's 
economy may be revived, however it is also equally true 
that to the extent of Atlantic City's rebirth, the eco-
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nomic health of other cities and areas with similar 
industry, but without casino gambling, will suffer 
proportionately. On a statewide basis, there will be 
little net economic gain. 

B. Is Atlantic City truly a depressed area in need of 
economic help? It is true that many hotels and con
vention facilities are at present not fully being 
utilized. However, in recent years many new hotels 
and accomodations lhave been built. These are doing 
a satisfactory business at the expense of the older 
facilities. A state granted five year monopoly will 
be tantamount to subsidizing older, inefficient por
tions of the resort industry at the expense of other 
more aggressive and modern areas. Shall the success
ful entrepreneurs be penalized for their success? 

With private ownership and operation, the state will be 
sure of a large tax income with very little expenditure. If 
casinos are not limited to Atlantic City, other areas presently 
without facilities may build suitable facilities to accommodate 
gambling and thus truly expand their economies, and the state 
tax revenue • 

. In summation, we believe in strict control, but private 
operation and ownerships of casino gambling with no limitation 
of geographical areas in New Jersey. 

We urge you to modify A C R - 128 to comply with these 
concepts. 

In the event this testimony arrives too late to influence 
committee decision, will you please see that it is however 
entered into the record. 

Very truly yours, 

PARK 
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MGMCMDD CMD 
2-051098E115 04/25/74 
I CS I PMMTZZ CSP 

u M .I , i·~~ 
western union 81 gram~ E5 : 

2013912666 MGM TDMT RIVER 
ZIP 08608 

ELDRIDGE HAWKINS 

VALE NJ 100 04-25 1122P EDT 

CHAIRMAN JUDICIARY COMMITTEE STATE HOUSE 
TRENTON NJ 08608 

' ···•**~ 

NO DICE ••• UNABLE TO ATTEND BECAUSE Or LATE SESSION LAST NIGHT 
BUT WISH TO REGISTER STRONGEST OBJECTION TO GAMBLING BILL. 

I BELIEVE THAT IT IS IMMORAL AND IMPRACTICAL FOR NJ TO CONTEMPLATE 
INCREASE IN THE WORKING RANKS AND INCOME Or WHORE PIMPS DOPE 
PEDDLERS AND ARM BREAKERS THEY DO NOT PAY TAXES QUESTION WHO 
PAID FOR MR LOWNES TRIP HERE FROM ENGLAND TO REPEAT FAVORABLE 
TESTIMONY QUESTION WHY SCHEDULE OPEN HEARING ON BILL ALREADY 
SLATED FOR FLOOR VOTE ON MONDAY. REPEAT NO DICE.. GAMBLING 
BILL IS EVIL CORRUPTING AND DEBASING. 

HERBERT M GLADSTONE ASSEMBLYMAN 39TH DISTRICT 

2337 EDT 

MGMCMDD CMD 
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